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ANAS SHR: COMMIUNIST_PARTY τῇ CUBA 

The Communist Party in Cuba is being buiit Slowly 
and has no genéral line of policy other than inplerienting 
the.-policy. pronounced by Cuban Premier Fidel Castro. The 
Cuban Comiunist Party is. great in agitation but poor in 
propaganda and idcological work. In some Cuban provinces 
the Comiunist Party substitutes for the government, and ; 
in other provinces the government substitutes for the... “YY 
Comiunist Party. . ‘ 

Chinese InZluence 

The Chinese communists are active in every phase 
of the Cuban sociéty, and by-.meaus of theiz conscious . 
catering to the Cubans, they have caused a confused ideology. 
The Chinese literature comés into Cuba in abundance, while: 
literature fron the Communist Party; USA, is almost nonexistent. . 
In addition, the ansvers of the. Communist Party. of the — - ἢ 
Soviet Union to charges madé ‘by the Communist Party of China . 

: an the Sino-Sovict ideological, dispute - are not ‘published. ‘in ~ 
Re ‘ 

Ernesto tChatt Guevara, Cuban Hinister of Industry, 
is the only top Cuban leader who echoes the Chinese line. | 
Guevara has publicly proclained that “the only: road is 
the one of armed struggle.” ‘When Cuban Prenier Castro 
returned fron his last trip to. the Sovict Union, there was 
‘sone, suppression of the Chinese line. However ΣῪ in his last 

, two speeches, Castro has strengthened Guevara's position by 
‘uttering, “We are not afraid of var." This situation has 
‘brought about"confounded confusion”in the minds of the 

" young Cubans who are endeavoring to understand the Marxist= | 
Leninist philosophy. roe ; _| 
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THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF CUBA - 

Relations: ¥ With Fraternal Parties 

Although the Conmunist. Party in Cuba has a repre= 
sentative in charge of its relations with fraternal parties, 
there is no definite policy or regular procedure followed. 
The Cubans have ‘very: little regard for formalities; and 
for the most part, pay: 1ittle attention to relations with 
fraternal parties, Some officials of fraternal Latin-American - 
parties have waited months to see Cuban Premier Castro or 
to get’ some recognition of theiz ‘problems. Thexve are only: 

- 8 few Communist Party representatives ‘on an official ievel 
fron other Latin-American countrics in Cuba at. the present . 
tine; however, there are-‘a great number of engineers, cc * 
teachérs and students, particularly from Chale and Mexico. 

Anoricans in Cuba 

There: is ἃ collection of Anericans in Cuba and 
no one seems to know how they arrived ‘there or who sent 
them. For the most part, they follow the Chinese line and 
"snipe" at the Communist Paxty, USA. However, 8. part of. 
this. collection consists of ἃ eroup Of loyal Communist. Party; 
OBA, members. 

Robert Willians (former official of the National 
Association for the Advancement of Colored People fron 
Monroe, North Carolina, who, fled from. the United States 
to Cuba to avoid, prosecution on an outstanding kidnaping 
vorsant) 25 a "headache" for the Cubans,. and they do not 
know what to do with him. He is disgruntled because he did 

- not veceive an invitation to visit Africa, Although: Wiliians 
continues his "ravings," his<“prominence and influence in 
Cuba -arevalnost ‘nil. 

uiscellancous 

Cuba An. general .has made great progress with the 
help of the socialist countries, New factories are opening,. 
tigriculture is ‘progressing, ahd the sugax harvest will. meot 
abi ‘export. obligations despite the fact that Cuba. may lave 
to buy sigar for home constwption. due to the damage caused 
by the ‘huxiicane: and ‘the recent Loss. οὔ 9,000. tons..as 8 
result of 8. Fires. 

Cuba is: eirvontly in 2. state. of mobilization poth 
for. ‘defense and for sugaz. cane. cutting. The éducational 
program is tremendous and very, promising although it is a 
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THE COUNUNIST PARTY OF CUBA - 

bit disorganized. The Cubans do everything on a grand scale 
without regard to organizational details. As a result much 
time is lost and resources, wasted. The workers and peasants - 
are sdlidiy behind the government and respond to every ὁ 
energency and need with spirit and vigor. The big problen 
in increasing production lies in the fact. that a Cuban 
would rather’ give his life in battle than do a day's Works. 

NOTE: 

Classified. "Top—Secret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. Source is NY 694-57, See 
memorandum hr. Baumgardner to Mr. W. C.. Sullivan, 6-18-64, 
entitled "Solo, Internal Security ~ Communist." Dissemination 
being made to the Honorable Walter W. Jenkins, Special 
Assistant to the President; thé Honorable Dean Rusk, the 
Secretary of State; the Honorable. John A. McCone, Director 
of the Central Intelligence Agency; the Attorney General 
and Deputy Attorney General. 
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During the course of Solo Mission 15, NY 694~S* while in 
Cuba during May, 1964, was furnished by Beatrice Johnson, liaison 
representative of the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), in Havana, Cuba, 
a.report Johnson had. prepared on the Communist Party (CP) in Cuba. 
The report contained the following pertinent information. 

FROM ὅς pannel 

AL SECURITY - COMMUNIST 

SUBJECT: 

fet Bed fa μμιμμμ ΜΕΝ 

ie 

The CP in Cuba is being buiit slowly and pays littie 
attention to its relations with other fraternal parties. The Cuban 
CP is great in agitation-but poor in propaganda and ideological work. 
he Chinese exert considerable influence on. the Cubans. Ernesto "Chet 
evara, Cuban Minister of: Industry , ‘publicly echoes the Chinese line. 

‘and has procldined thatthe” onlyxoad is the one of armed struggle." cx, 
There was)some suppression, of. the Chinese line following Cuban Premier ᾿--" 
Castro'sSreturn. from. his last _trip to the Soviet Union,’ However ,. : 
Castro. if} recent. speeches_has- strengthened Guevara's: position. by 

uttering, "We are not afraid of war." 
Tie C1. —_ 

5) ὩΣ o There is a collection of Americans in Cuba who for the most 
part“zolJéw the Chinese line and ἘΞ ΞΕ the ΟΡΌΒΑ. The Cubans 

>_CuDE 

have become disenchanted with Rober illiams, ‘former official of the 
Nation -Association.for the Advancgméat of Colored People froi 

‘| Monroe, North gation fox the. 10 ἜΘ tS to avoid prosecution on an 
outstanding kidnaping warrant , | and Williams influence in Cuba is 
almost nil, 

Cuba is currently in a state of mobilization both for 
defense and for sugar cane cutting. The workers: and peasants are 
solidly behind the government and respond to every emergency with 
spirit and vigor, The big. problem in increasing production lies in 
the fact that’ ἃ. Cuban: youtd rather give his life in battle than do a 
day's work, 
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Memorandum to Mré Ἧς Ος Sullivan . 
RE: SOLO ΝΣ ᾿ 

ΔΟΤΊΟΝ: ae - 

That the attached letters, classified: “To; 
‘protect our source, be sent to the Honorable Walter Ἧς Jenkins, 
Special Assistant to the President;. the. Honorable Dean Rusk, the 
Secretary of State, the Honorable Jolin As McCone, Director, Central 

_ intelligence Agency; ‘and. the Attorney General and.Deputy Attorney ὁ 
‘Generals " ; 
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Honorable Walter: W. Jenkins WR _ 
Special Assistant to the President 5 = 
The. White House f i= ἃ 
Washington, D. δ. rte. = 

2 . "8 

Dear tir. Jenkins: 2 2 

A ‘source which has furnished reliable information 
‘in the past advised that a report pertaining to tho Conuunist. 
Party in Cuba. was xecently prepared by the liaison repre= ὁ 
sentative of the. Connunist Party, USA; in Havana, Cuba. 

A summary of ‘the report, which is. énclosod,. rovers) 
that the Comnuiist Party in Cubs is being built slowly and : 
pays little attention, to its relations with fraternal.,partics. 
The Chinése communists exert considerable influence on the 
Cubans and Ernesto "Chet Guevara, Cuban Minister of Industry; 
in, support. of ‘the Chinese line has publicly advocated. armed 
struggie. There Was some Suppression of the Chinese line 
following the return Of Cuban’ Premier Fidel Castro from his 
Last trip to the Soviet Union. However, Castro. in recent 
speeches bas strengthened Guovera's position by uttering, 

| "We axe not. afraid of war.’ 

' Because. of the setsitive nature Of. aux source, this 
communication: and its enclosure, are classified “Top—cecret."! 
This information is. being furnished to other interested 
officials of the Government. REC ¥ [OO fo. LOF f- 39 ΓΝ 

Sincerely yours, 
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Honorable Walter W. Jenkins 

NOTE: 

Classified "Ts: tt because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the..source 
(NY 694-53), who is of continuing value, and such. revelation 
could result: in exceptionally -grave damage to the Nation. — 
See memorandum, Hx. Baumgardner to Mr. W. C. Sullivan, 6-18-64, 
captioned "Solo, Internal Security =-Communist," and New York 
airtel 6-12-64,.-also bearing the Solo caption,’ 
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Honorable John A. McCone ue Pod 
Director W) Ἂν 
Central Intelligence Agency ve 
Washington, Ὁ, C. oat 

Dear Hr. icCone: ..18.8 
“Woou ONIOVAY~-0,93H "fed ἢ. hy 

A source which has furnished reliable information 
in the past advised that a report pertaining to the Connunist 
Party in Cuba was recently prepared by the liaison repre} 
sontative of the Communist Party » USA, in Havana, Cuba. 

A summary Of the report, which is enclosdd,. reveals. 
that the Communist Party in Cuba is being built slowly and 

_ pays little attention to its relations with fraternal parties. ἐς 
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The Chinese conmunists exert considerable influence ‘on the. 
‘Cubans ‘and Ernesto "Che" Guevara, Cuban Minister of Industry, 
in support of the Chinese Line has publicly advocated armed — 
struggle. There was some suppression of the Chinese line 
Zolloving the ποίη of Cuban Premier Fidel. Castro fron his 
last trip to the Soviet Union. However, Castro in recent. 
Speeches Has strengthened Guevara's position by uttering, 
"We are not afraid of war." 

Because Of the sensitive nature of our source, this 
communication. and. its enclosure: are classified. ' t.* 
This information is. being furnished. $6 other interested 
officials. of the Government... 

, Sincerely yours, 
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NOTE: 

Honorablé Johh A, McCone 

_Classified ‘tfop=Secret™ because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could ‘revéal the identity of the source 
(NY 694=S*), who is of continuing. value, and such revelation 
could result in. exceptionally grave damage to the. Nation, 
See: memorandum, Mr. Baumgardner to Mrs“WsC. Sullivan, 6-18-64, 
captioned "Solo, Internal Security = Communist,” and New York — 
airtel 6-12-64, also bearing the Solo caption, | 
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Honorable Valter W. Jenkins ᾿ 
Spocial Assistant to the Président 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. _ 

Dear Mr. Jenkins: 

My letter to you dated March ll, 1964, contained. 
information volative to the plans of ‘Gus Hall, General 

. Secretary, Corimunist Party, USA, to submit to the Central 
| Committee of the Commmnist Barty of the Soviet Union his 
i proposal for the formation of a nev Communist Intexnational. 

: We-have leashed from a, source which has Zurnished 
reliable information in the past that the Central Committee 
of the Comnunist Party of the Soviet Union in early June, — 
2964, advised Gus Halk that the ‘tine is not opportune to 
raise the question of the formation of ‘a new Communist 
international. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, we 
finve classified this conmumication “Top—Senrst.'* This 
information is being furnished to. other interested officials 
of the Government. 

Sincerely. yours, 
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. Honorable Walter: W. Jenkins 

NOTE: 

Classified "Top—Seeret" because ‘unauthorized 
disclosure of this, information could result in. exceptionally . 

grave damage to the Nation. Source who: furnished this 

information is NY 694-S*, Information extracted from 

New York airtel 6-16-64 entitled "Solo, IS-C," which 
disclosés ‘that the Soviets contacted: Hall through the head. 

of Tass :‘News.Agency. — . . oe τ τ 

Dissemination being. made to the Honorable 

Waltex W, Jenkins, Special Assistant to the President; 

‘the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the. _ 

Honorable John A, McCone, Director, Central intelligence 

Agency;. and. the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General. 
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Hy letter to you dated March 11, 1964, ‘gontaitied 
information relative to. the. plans of Gus Hall, General 
Secretary, Communist Party, USA, to submit to the Contral 
Connittes of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union his 
proposal for tho formation of a now Communist International, 

Ye have learned from a sonrée which has furnished. 
reliable. inforration in the past that the Celitral Connittee 
of the Communist Party of ‘the Soviet Union in early June, 
1964, advised Gus Hall that the tine is not opportune to 
raise the question of the formation of a new Communist - 2 
International. 

Because of the sensitive natura of our source; we 
1 have. classified this. communication.‘ τ." 

" information is. ‘boing: furnished to ‘other interested officials: 
' of the Governnent. 

1100428092 

“1 = Tho Deputy Attorney. General. 

OTE: Classified "Top-Secrat" because unauthorized 
disclosure : ‘of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. Source who. furnished this | 

L, Py ; information is NY 694-S*, Information extracted from 

“372 Ὁ 

. New ‘York airtel 6-16-64. entitled "Solo, IS-C," which 
discloges that the Soviets contacted ge through the head 

top ie 5, 42,..5 
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- NOTE, CONTINUED 

The. Attorney General 

‘Dissemination being made to the Honorable 
Walter W. Jenkins, Special Assistant. to the President; 
the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the . 
Honorable:..John A; McCone,. Director, Central Intelligence ἃ 
Agency} ahd the Attorney General and Deputy: Attorney | | 
General, - 
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jute 22, 1964 

BY LYATSOM 

᾿ Honoxable. Dean Rusk 
The Seeretary of State 
Washington, D.C. 

Dear Hr, Rusk: 

My lottex to you dated Harch 11, 1964, contained 
infornation velative to the plans of Gus ‘Hall, General 
Secretary, Conmunist Party; USA, to subait to the Central 

Comnittes of the Comiunist Party of the Soviet Union his 
Proposal for the formation ofa new Communist International. 

We ‘have léaxned from a.source which has’ fuengehod £67 
reliable information in the past that tho Central Committes 
of the Comminist Party of the Soviet Union in early June, 
1964, advised Gus Hall ‘that the tine is not opportune to- 
saise the question of the fornation of a new Conminist, 

| International. 

Because of the sensitive natuzve of our source, we 
_ have classified this Communication “Ton Scerst ." This - 
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‘information is being: furnished to other interested. officials. 
of the Government. 

Sincerely yours, 7 y 
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Honorable. Dean Rusk 

NOTE: 

Classified nqoy-Seerat" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 

' grave damage to the Nation. Source who furnished. this . 
information is NY 694-S*, Information extractéd from 
New York airtel 6-16-64 entitled “Solo, IS-C," which 
discloses that the Soviets contacted Hall through the head - 
of Tass. News Agency. 

Dissemination ‘being made to the Honorable | 
Walter W. Jenkins, Special Assistant to. the-President; 
the Honorable Dean Rusk, the Secretary of State; the 
Honorable John ἃ. McCone, Director; Central Intelligence 
Agency; and the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General. 
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ΕΟ John A. HeCone fie ud Bez ~ 
Director ἣ 1 ny Ξ 
Central Intelligence Agency . ft ef op = 
Washington, D. C. 2 

= 
Dear Bis. HeCone: 

My letter to you dated larch 11, 1964, contained 
ingormation’ relative to the. plans. of ‘Gus Hall, Goneral 
Secretary; Communist Party, USA, to submit to the Centrel 
Committea. of the Commmist Party of the Soviet Union his 45- 
proposal for the formation: of a new. Communist International 

We have. learned from a source which has furnished 
reiiabie information in the past. that the Central Conmittes 

~ OF the. Comuunist Party of the Soviet Union in early. June, 
. 1964; advised Gus Hall that the. ting is: not opportunc to 
"gaise tho question of thé forriation ‘of a new Comuunist ’. 
Ant ernational « 

Because. of the sensitive nature of our source, wa 
" This haye classified this communication, NTOp—soCrGe « 

information is being furnished to other interested officials | 
of thé Governnent. _ REC. AL. JOC κῷ δ 09) — /-3 9/8 

Sincerely your@y-c05 mae mee 
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Honorable John A, :McCone 

- ᾿ 
or 

‘NOTE: 

Classified ‘“Pop-fecret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, | Source who furnished this 
information is NY 694~S*,. Information extracted from 
New York airtel 6-16-64 entitled “Solo, IS<C," which 
discloses. that the. Soviets. contacted Hall through the head 
of Tass ‘News: Agency. 

Dissemination being made ‘to the Honorable 
Walter W. Jenkins, Special Assistant τὸ the Presidént; 
the. Honorable Dean Rusk, the. Secretary of State; the 
Honorable John A. McCone, Diréctor, Central Intelligence | 
Agency; and the Attorney General. and Deputy Attorney -General., 

To 
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UNITED STATES γ΄ τ: 

M emorandum ROUTE DY ENVELOPE 

TO > DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE: 6/22/64 

ap FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

1 x Ce 
50 : 

RNAL SECURITY - ὁ 

sf ReBulet 6/19/64, requesting clarification of information 
contained in the supplemental report prepared by NY 694-S* fo 
transmittal to GUS HALL and reported in NYairtel 6/12/64, HA 

ἐξ..5.. 
With regard co .pptarcf(somso} sYenpiovaent by the Cuban 

ary: NY 694-S* has advised that she is currently employed by 
Ae rensa Latina," the official Cuban press.agency. He stated 

that as far as he knows BEATRICE JOHNSON obtained employment 
with this agency by reason of the fact that she was in financial 

oe difficulties and needed a job by which she might sustain herself. 

amphlet, the main title being, holics and Commu s. and 
subtitle being " Elements of a Di gue." ecording to NY 694~S* 
this pamphlet is a reprint of articles written in the past by 
HALL and published in whe Worker,“ "The Catholic Worker," ang’ 

μετ᾿ "Political ΔΕ ΕΞ 4. appear. οἱ -[ἢ6- newsstands .as. of / 
bic 6/22/64 and who operates a mailing service 
ΝΣ -in behalf-of the-party for the-distribution of -CPUSA-literature, 

is currently sending copies of the aforesaid pamphlet to all 
trade unions. 

GUS HALL'S work on the peste subject is a 32 page 
at 

talogt 

Gifts sent. by the Soviets to "Hall and Elizabeth" were_ 4 
intended for GUS HALL and his wife ELIZABETH HALL, They 
consisted of a hand carved ivory figure of a team of huskies 
pulling a sled and a hand painted peasant craft box. 

keg 
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Μ mre ROUTE IN ENVELOPE === 
Evans 

, Gole _ 
7" Conrad a Qe (DATE: June 23, 1964 ww = ee 

a 

“ 

evel 

“Downing ᾿ Holmes ας 

SUBJECE: ζ 0 a ia 
\ INTERNAL SECURITY -C ᾿ pt 

Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable - 
contidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications 
transmitted to him by radio. 

On 6/ 93/ 64, transmissions were heard.by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no Ὁ messages 
were-transmitted. 

1 

ACTION: 

For information. 

1 - Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr.. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W: G.. Shaw) 
1 - Mr. Downing - 

- 1 - Mr. Paddock -τ 

νῷ ιυοιωουτημο, 

Ww 
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Transmit the following in 
{Type in plain text or.code} 

να AIRTEL REGISTERED . - / ε ----- -- - -»,------ τ (Priority or. Method of Maiting) ᾿ rae 

Dk i 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) yr , 

aA FROM: “SKC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
9 O - 

| SUBJECT; “SOLO 
| Δ 550 

f . . . oe A 

ReNYairtel, 6/11/64, furnishing to the Bureau'a’ " onl” 
verbatim copy of a report prepared by NY 694-S*, for transmittal 
to GUS HALL, regarding the informant’s trip abroad and NY airtel : 
dated 6/12/64, furnishing a supplement to that report. er 

On 6/15/64, NY 694-S* furnished the following informa- 
tion to SA ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON and SA JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL 
concerning GUS HALL'’s reactions and: answers to-the above 
referréd to, report and, supplement; “ers 

NY 694-S* furnished the above referred to report and 
supplement to GUS. HALL on the afternoon of 6/12/64, .and Later 
that evening they, the informant and GUS HALL, discussed the 
report. -- 

GUS HALL ‘stated that he read the entire report (and 
supplement) and that he liked it very much. HALL told NY .694-S* 

woe - 

a CR, (RM) a ν΄ 
1 - CHICAGO. (134-46 Sub B) ss RM) 
1 - NY 134-91. (Inv) (41) - 
1 = NY 100-134637 hd _42809/- 692. 
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that the latter ‘had-done a “very good job, had-written a good» 
report and that he, HALL, | was happy about, it. 

HALL advised that with regard to. the "New International" 
he -had that day (6/12/64) received a message from the Soviets, 
through the head ΘΕ Tass-in New York, who gave the message to 
JAMES JACKSON, -Editor of "The Workér,” for transmittal to. HALL, 
HALL indicated that the CCCPSU. thanked him for his letter but 
that they do not think that the time is opportune to raise the 
question of a new “international, HALL indicated that he ‘bélieved 
the. Soviets were right but he said at-least he and the CPUSA 
were. on record for proposing a new international, 

HALL advised NY 694-S* that the above message from 
‘the head-of Tass also acknowledged. ‘receipt. by the Soviets, of 
the article prepared, by HALL for publication in the World Marxist 
Review, the said article commenorating, the 100th Anniversary 
of the World Marxist Review, (NY 694-S* advised he is not 
familiar with the contents of this article. ) 

'HALL stated that he. was. happy: with the manner in which 
‘the Soviets received his letter. ΝΣ 

GUS ‘HALL advised NY 6944S% that ‘he agreed that évery- - 
thing NY 694-S* and BEATRICE JOHNSON..did in Cuba was correct. 
He statdd that. he agreed that BEATRICE JOHNSON. was having a terrible 
time there and that. he admired her "spunk, HALL stated that 
more attention will ‘be paid to JOHNSON from "The Worker" and he 
wilt See to it that money is.sent to her, HALL stated he will 
try to flood Cuba with as. much literature as possible, 

; HALL advised NY. 694eS% that: he considers FIDEL CASTRO 
a “middle-class, intellectual, yomantic nut who is, running Cuba 
from his hip pocket without a party and without ἃ. government," 

HALL further advised that with regard to CASTRO*s 

‘theory on President KENNEDY'S. assassination, he was in disagrée- 

Hment with CASTRO's: theory and stated, "This goes to show you the 
ee ae 

man is an adventurer, a petty bourgeoisie romanticist. What 

“would you expect 4 £rom a guy. Like that." 



NY 100-134637 

HALL advised NY 694-S* that he does not think that. 
CASTRO will do what he promised regarding better relations. 
HALL stated that CASTRO. is a. “bag of wind" but he, HALL, will 
do. his best to see what the party . ould do- to rectify the. - 
situation by increasing activities on ‘Cubasuch as. more articles 
and more meetings, etc. . i 

HALL advised that he did not agree with the Soviets 
. characterization of President JOHNSON in. which. the Soviets 
believe that ‘President: JOHNSON will be forced,. by the Pentagon, 
to go to the Meisht” after the élections, Hall stated that this 
thinking shows the Soviet's great power of nationalism is getting 
the best.of them, HALL advised that in his opinion JOHNSON 
will not go to the "right" and as time goes on JOHNSON will 
assert himself perhaps in-the opposite direction. | 
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Transmit the following in 

iF. fa Ale 

6/17/64, ΝΥ 694+S* advised hat he-was” sending ta /p Ay 
BEATRIGE XJOHNSON, CPUSA. Liaison -with the Cuban CP, through \ | 
LESLIE MORRIS, General Secretary of the Canadian GP, a coded noteiAyy 

- The-note being sent to MORRIS for: ‘delivery at a Canadian roanil 
which eX “HAROLD, BROTHERS; 174 Silverthorne Avenue, Toronto, 
Canada." - The plain’ text “OE. ‘Ebe πσξξ CO BEATRICE -JONNSON~ie ΕΝ 
follows: ., 

εκ ει ; . ᾿ | 

ἡ , τς ᾿ , June 15 rio Zo 

"Dear Bea +, - 

"This will tell you all is OK and at long last after 
long days and nights the prodigal son has finally come home, 
tired, weary but wiser anda little happier for having fulfilled 
a wish to have seen an old friend and to have been able to have 
helped that friend a little. It's only too bad that only a few 
people should know this and this should be for all time. wey 
should be understood'and definite. W aioe t 

‘When I arrived I saw GUS and spared no details ~ NAG AG 
everything was. in full description and GUSwas most appreciative, 
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. “and also happy: that those two. péople held. the dignity and. glory 
of their party, He was, moved by your ‘spunk and what you have gone . 

ο through, GUS says -that he will insist something be done such as 
some money must be sent from the Worker. Also is in full agreement 
of as much Literature as possible be sent to Cuba and you. The 
story has: béen told in full both to GUS and MORRIS. it will: take 
a little time for the momentum to get started but you just wait . 
and Bee. By. this time I think. you know I mean what I say. 

"Did you get, WINNIE's pamphlet yet. Can ‘you see to 
Lt that it's printed in Spanish and all Latin American countries, 
plus Guba flooded with it. It may not be the best thing in the 
worldbut at least it will tell some people-our party is very much 
@live, Soon we'll send you GUS's latest wotks (a pamphlet). Get 
them to. print, it en masse. and in all the press,-instalments, etc. | 
Let. our good. friend BLAS ROCA print it in his paper, Does. 
ART SHIELDS. keep in: ‘touch with you and are the Workers coming in. 

- large amounts your Way. 7 

| ΕΝ ‘Listen carefully.'! Do you recall what We, spoke, 
about MARTHAYSTERN and about Writing for Dialogue. .GUS' will tell 
JOE. to write to MARTHA STERN, and tell her that +. let! snot lose 
MARTHA STERN, Keep:--uis informed. ; 

and now. How: did CASTRO take the. RABINGHLiz letter? 
What is being done on Him, from other directions? Did you: also 
speak to the.others,. RODRIGUEZ, ESCALANTE, etc? Are you in touch 
with CASTRO as: we had. agréed - "please let us know. Will he ᾿ 
answer GUS's Letter,: Tell him we aré looking into the medical 
parcels. ‘through our attorneys. and: will let him know as soon 88. 
possible. “Also téll him we have over $6,000. in the relief = 
committee from here and word. ‘came in to. stop. it? Why? We, would 
liké. to continue it. Tell him everything GUS and our party will 
do in relation to U. S. imperialism, that Cuba will be mentioned 
at ald. times, In fact, we have started it already, Tell him 
GUS sénds, his best and is happy that he received and liked his letter. 

NiO ὃ You may ask how come these. riew. kids popped in just 
| “ke that. It's a good question.and it's the same old thing. 

But just between. us, soon we will announce our new youth 
- organization, 

- 2 o 
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‘Let me’ know when 

NY 100+-134637 
-- 

fo you and so will MORRIS CHIIDS, 
as started out and how she is 
4 

Πρ ἢ8 

being treated by 

“And now re. the gal from here who. has been wanting 
to come home, - GUS wants her to.come back (remember he wants her’ 

᾿ out o£ Cuba: period), He 18. familiar and knows the ‘situation. - 
‘well, in fact is puzzled why she 18 not ‘home by' this time...as ὁ 
you know he is an understanding persoh and suggests that ‘when. 
she is back it would be a. good idea if she was put into the 
emergency relief comiittee, I think too it would be a good 
idea - why lose people when they can’ be made happier when homes 

"Let mé. know how everything is. -Did you write that. 
letter t6 GUS ‘yet? - I’ am sure that there. is going to be quite a 
change from now on. Even though things: may: look bad we promise 
you a much better deal and you:know that I méaii what: Ι ‘ay. 

‘Take cate of yourselé and ‘spate no details. Let's 
still keep. in touch the way ‘we are now until sonething better 
‘comes 5. along. ες τ τὰ 

4 ‘ , , 
Πα “Fy . 

Ἕ ι - ες πον og fe Ξ : * 

MMOTSHAR | 

~The above: note refers, to matters. discussed by NY 694S¥ 
with BEATRICE JOHNSON: when he was recently. in Cuba. 

| Details xégarding the informants reference. to. MARTHA — 
- STERN are ‘contained an. ‘NY: aixtel to: Bureau dated. 6/11/64. SOE . 
refers: to JOE. NORTH. 

The “RABINOWLTZ letter” nefers- to the letter dirécted _ 
to FIDEL CASTRO. dated 4/15/64, which was sét- forth as an enclosure 
to NY arte of 6/12/64. 

- ες ἢ 

3 4 

The ceEerencé to Mnadical. parcels” concerns. information 
furnished by FIDE GASTRO and. ἃ. reported on page 2 23 of NY airtel | 
6/11/64. , 
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ΟΕ ting Student ¢ Committee for. Sravel. to Ὁ Cuba. eT 
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* 

Where’ the informant meritions "$6,000. in the-relief 
committee," the reference here is to the-fact that GUS HALL, - 
when commenting on the informant's recent trip to Guba, atated 
that instructions.had been received by the CPUSA for t 
Gonmistes for Disaster -Reliel δο Guba to discontinue | sén aang, 
aid” to-“Cuba ~ - 

᾿ “The- reference to the Party in gelation τοῦ. 8. 
imperialism means that according to GUS HALL, the latter will 
see to it that CPUSA literature reflecting an attack on Ue 8. 
imperialism will be sent to Cuba. 

Mention of “these, new kids popped in just like'that!” - 
réfers. fo individuals who are currently in Havana, sinder . ‘Sponsorship 

Ea 

is a reference to BEATRICE. soinso] 1 : 

| The tg ! has been wanting to come hottie’ 
| isa reference ‘to who has been an unofficial | 

| representative of 6 Worker ae, Cuba and is currently planning 
‘to’ ‘return to" the USA. i Ν . ἐξ - να - ἢ 

The signature, "ΜΟΙΒΉΔΚ," at the ‘end ‘6£ the above 
note is intended to identify: the authors ‘of the letter as 
CG 5824-s* and NY 69408, ᾿ 
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ἣν Ca a πὸ ΜΔ Κπιπππιπιππππιπὶ — SS ᾿ -στττ------ 

᾿ ̓  TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091). . 

, FROM: ACS-NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: © sono 
( Is - 

~ Re NY airtel dated 6/1/64 setting fo a written 
statement prepared by NY 694~S* containing the/results of 

the informant's contacts with the Soviets’ and the YAN 

which statement he is submitting to-GUs HALL, chars 

In the aforementioned’ statement, NY 69h Si ae { 

reference to certain documents and lettérs and: photostat 

copies of these are being forwarded to the Burge ὟΝ at 

Chicago as enclosures to. this airtel. 

The enclosed documents and letters referred to Py 

are as follows: (Page numbers refer to referenced-airtel) i: 

1) Pagé 13, par. 4 "Beatrice sat down and wrote the | ̓ 
report which I enéloséd for you"! 

(Euclosures 4 Bureau; 1 Chicago) 

2) Page 16; par. 2 "Notice the letter I sent Fidel 

, on my: arrival". (Enclosures 4 
Bureau; 1 Chicago) 

3) Page 16;. par. 3 "On the 7th day I sent the 
enclosed letter to him" 

(640. «ἃ 4 ead 

{Enclosures 4 Bureaus LF Chicago) 

Bureau (Encls. oF, - Μ) EX103 
ae a Chicago (134-464 . B)(Eneis.5) 

1 - New York iy 
1 - New York | | 

JDO: bam. 

Approved: 

65 JUL 2° ae 
gent in Charge 
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4) Page 18,. par. 3. “You shall have this letter in a 
few days." (Enclosures 4 Bureau; 
1 Chicago). - 

ΤῊ addition to the above, there is being enclosed 
herewith for the Bureau four copies of a letterhead memorandum 
entitled "The Communist Party in Cuba". 

This letterhead memorandum is-based upon the above 
mentioned (enclosure #1) report of BEATRICE JOHNSON, CPUSA 
representative in Cuba entitled "Things to know". 

Information contained In the letterhead memorandum 
is classiiléd "Teposenrat | because by its. nature it tends 
to disclose NY 694~S* as the source thereof. The conténts 
of the memorandum and the possession of the report by the 
informant are known only to BEATRICE JOHNSON, GUS HALL and 

the informant. This informant provides extremely high-level 

intelligence informatbn and continued acquisition of this 

dinformation is vital to the national defense interests of 
this country. 

To give added security to NY 694-s*, the 
letterhead memorandum, is being given a Washington, D.C, 

dateline, as has been the casé is prior SOLO Missions. 



SECLASSTFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRO: 

BEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION DOIDE 

QO — a: - 

UNETED stares DEPARTITENT OF JUSTIGE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION. 

“Washington, Dee. 
- . June 18, 1964 

100-42809: - | SO | : 

ΕΝ ἦν Reply. Please Refer ta 
-File:No. 

The Communist Party in Cuba 

᾿ The follows: information was obtained: from a 
-souree, who has. furnished reliable information in the past: 

- The (Communist) Party is being built slowly and 
- has. no general line of policy but merely implements the. - ' 

policy pronounced: by Fidel Castro. The Cubans are. geat . 7 
in agitation but poor in: propaganda and ideological work. 
‘In some Cuban. provinces the (Communist) Party. substitutes ΝΞ 
Τὸν the: government. and in other provinces: the government. 
substitutes for the (Communist) Party. In the top’ - - 
leadership of the (Communist) Party there are anti- 
Communist tendencies directed; against the old comrades - 
and only 1η. συν is 2b. possibile to. have anti-Communist: 
“Warxiste+Lenini sts" ‘. 

Th: Cuba “the chinese (communists) are active | : 
! everywhere: and by their | Goriseious: eatering πὸ the Cubans aa 
ΝΣ 7 ‘they: have. caused. “8, confused ideology. The. Trotskyite ; 

- and socialist ‘literature-comes ih abindance ‘while the. 
. (Comminist). Party literature such: as "The Werker"™ or _ . 

"Political Affairs" is almost honéxistent., When Castro: 
returned from his last trip. to. the Soviet. Union there. 
was: ἃ noticeable change in: that. ‘there were: more outspoken . Ὁ 
δι δ Ὁ as against; the Chinese : position, ἡ However. Ernesto | 
Che . peayaras Cuban Ministe® ‘of’ “Industry, the only, one OF 

ar ee ae Ὁ 
armed ἀρὰ ἐς has gotten , Ghe “ont from, Castro when. the 
{latter in his last two speeches. uttered We aré not afraid 

_ Of. War? Further, the Soviet answers and. the -proposals of 
- other Communist. ‘parties ‘regarding ‘the Chinese position were = | 
not published. in. cuba. 

=a 

This document contains neither : ΝΞ 

TEcommen def δ ν ror conolusions Lo 

of the wee 3 thea proparhy . ΕΣ 

; of thea ΤΌ. tex. να το your - ' 

: ᾿ αδοτοντ οὐ τ 1 ain eomtents. are ; ; 

ὦ. ἐς not. to ba. distripates, outside 

» | ‘your agency. 
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. The Commiun st Party in Cuba 

oe The Gubans have nto: definite policy or regular 
τ '-procedure in dealing with the. Communist. parties. ὁ Ἑ other | 

Pah countries and little attention is paid to their problems - ~ —_ 
a and party-to-party relations, There. are very few > -_ : 
a ' Communist party representatives on an. official level εν 

from otherLatin American countries in Cuba; however, ᾿ 
there. ἀχὸ a great number of engineers, teachers and 
Students,. particularly from Chile and Mexico.. 

There + is:.a ‘collection of Américans. in:Cuba and . 
‘nobody ‘knows how they arrived theré of who ‘sent them. For ᾿ 

το athe most part they are "red hot" and play around with, the 
- Chinese and "snipe" at the United States Communist Party. 

However, a part/ot this collection consists of a group r 
of loyal Unite States. Coinmunist. Farty members. ‘s 

of, tational cuar 
SE Jauiés: Me: ‘Manus, ' 

fan"), were in Cuba for the May Day 
wcelebration and were, treated like-celebrities. However, 

a _ they treated. the Conimunist Party,. U.S As, wepresentative 
: with polite hostility. . a ᾿ .» ΝΞ 

ΠΝ Guba: in general ias' made. great, progress with, the my 
-  “,  .“hélp of the socialist Countries, Νὲν factories. dre opening,.. τ ὐ ἢ 

wo ‘agriculture is progressing and the sugar harvest will, meet 
ΝΣ all. export obligations despite the fact that Cuba may ‘have 

to buy. sugar for. home consumption due to hurricane, The 
ες ον workers and peasants are, solidly behind the government * and) ΄ . 

: xespond to every emergency and need with spirit and vigor. 
- = τ 
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(15) .100-428091 a 
BY LIAISON 

Dates June 22, 1964 

To: Director 
Bureau of Intelligence ond Researe 
Departnent of State 

" 7 Fron: John Edgar Hoover, Director 2) υ 

»~=Subject: FOREIGN POLITICAL MATTERS . . ᾿ Wb 
a ὮΝ INTERNAL, ScuneTy = - CHILE ea 
Salo J ee 

which has furnished reliable Ainformation in. the past. Ν 

Casper ις 

Callchen . 

Gole annem a radiny and 
ROSOT pps Ribs ks οὐ ΘῈ Ly 

— =A | praasig@edyion 
reg ge ΞΘ ) 

The following information pertaining to a 
possible coup dtetat in Chile was supplied by a source 

The leadership: of the Communist Party of Chile : 
considers. that there 1S 2 real possibility of a coup d'etat 
taking place in Chile prior to the September 4, 1964,. 
presidential election in that country. In this connection, - 
the Chilean Communist Party leaders noted -that the 
"yightists" are opposed to Eduardo Frei, the candidate 
of the Christian Denocrats, because of his. "demagogic 
appeals" to the masses. At the sane time, the. ‘rightists" 
are fearful of 2 victory by Salvador Allende, the candidate 
of the Commnist=-Socialist coalition, and the threat of 
nationalization and extensive agrarian reforn. 

According to the Chilcan Communist Party, the 
Arned forces of the Chilean Government are concentrated 
in the Carabinicri (notional police). and the military 
establishnents, The Carabinieri has a. force of 20,000 
men who are highly trained in street fighting. The 
Carabinieri is viciously “antieworkingelass" and nay be 
nore dangerdus. than the military forces. The Chilean 
military forces nunber 30,000 men and are. equipped with 
planes, tanks, - and ships which, the Carabiniord Jacks. | 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Résearch 
Department of State 

Because of the sensitive nature of our 
we have classified this letter "ἢ aot. 

Δ Director (BY LIAISON) 
Central Intelligence Agency +) 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

Δ ~ Officé.of Counterintelligence and Security (BY LIAISON) 
ΩΝ Inteliicance Agency 

δ πα, ne lO Fang δ elev 080 

NOTE: 

Classified "Top—Searét" because. unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 

. of the source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, 
and such revelation could result in exceptionally . 
grave damage to the Nation. Information in letter 
extracted from New York airtel 6-11-64 entitled "Solo, 
IS-C" which discloses that NY 694-S* while in Cuba on 
Solo Mission 15 received from Beatrice Johnson, CPUSA 
liaison representative in Havana, Cuba, a document captioked 
"Memo on Latin America’ which contained the information 
set forth in this letter relating to the possibility of 
a coup d'etat in Chile. 
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ar 0: DIREGTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

| FROM: “SAC ~NEW YORK (100-134637) 
TF | | “Garo 

: ταν 

ReNYairtel to Bureau, 6/11/64, furnishing to the 
Bureau a verbatim copy ΟΣ a report prepared by NY 694-S% for 
transmittal to GUS HALL with respect.-to. the informant, 8- ‘ecen 
trip abroad. a sy Ψ 

y: Gass 
; On. 6/12/64, NY 694-S* prepared a πὸ to. the = 

above-mentioned report for GUS-HALL, a verbatim copy of which 

is as follows: 
: - 

ag ὯΙ 
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' 
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"Let me describe the nesting which took place after’ 
1 returned: from Cuba. Here Inmet with Comrade KORTANOV. and was. 
given five minutes notice of this: meeting. and didn't have ἃ 
note or outline which I spoke, but let me say to you that I 
had no trouble in giving them the report which I had in mind, 

"I told them that indiba I was shocked to find a most 
serious situation there in relation tio the attitude toward our 
party, in fact, that our party has bean isolated for over, ‘two 
years,, that it is being maligned with untruths such as 'abandon- 
ing the. freedom movement! that rumors are spread. also that. our 
‘party was dead,' etc., etc; that there is a group both inside 
and outside of Cuba which is ‘usurping the birthright of our 
party! but what was more shocking is that some leading comrades 
in the Cuban Party were not. aware of this and that those who 
were aware. Of this, such as Comrades. RODRIGUEZ, BLAS ROCA -or 

JESCALANTE would agree to the seriousness of the situation ‘but 
unfortunately: could: do nothing but give us advice; that I also 
saw a situation in Cuba in which. each department in the party 
is a department initself, working by itself and. never in con- 
junction with others nor is. there a consultation between 
departments and worse yet that FIDEL CASTRO: does not parti¢ipate 
or work, directly. with any of thesé parties or méets. with. them, 
that such things as. theetings are. not held-nor consultations 
with leading, responsible people;. that orily’ one ‘person | makes 
a decision and that decision is final and that is ‘FIDEL CASTRO, 

"I told the CC I come from a country which is your. 
favoréte son who takes- everything -but gives: nothing in return; 
that the Cuban Party .and many of its leaders do not know the ~ 
meaning of fraternalism or internationalism. that thie does 
not only refer to our Party, the CPUSA, but L would say. 
practically to all parties, There is very Little: rélationship 
between the Cuban Party and the Latin American parties and if 
there is, it is ona personal basis, that there is littie 
or no representation, 
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Tn the eight ΕΝ that our repiesentative ‘Combade 
BEATRICE) JOHNSON has. beénin-Cuba,. she was almost completely isolated, , 
"no One showed concern for hér, ir in, fact, it became a question 
of survival and after having spent all of her resources, including 
whatever personal amounts she had accumulated over marily years 

108 work in ) Germany, were exhausted. she. then was forced to seek 
employment, “that now she works for the Cuban Partiy. #9 to exist. 
That is not δῇ isolated: case, there. are’ probably δὴν more like 
that. " 

“One of the most serious things that Comrade JOHNSON 
reported to me was that our party has been and is being isolated 
by the ultra left and Trotskyites from: the U.S, in Cuba. by. and 
ftom those within. Cuba; that their literature is spread with 
abundance throughout the. country and practically | mone of. outs; 
be it The Worker or: party Adterature, that this ultra left and 
{Trotskyite litezature, is delivered in Gubd in a matter of ‘days? 
while ours takés, months if it arrivés at. all; that this seems 
Jee ‘be a well organized campaign on the part of. some’ force within 
Cuba. This could only happen: 88. the ¢ésult of some force 
within Cuba, that while I am reporting to them, the CC, some. 
"ὋΣ the ‘findings of my trip: to, ‘Cuba, Ἶ am.calling attention. to. 
the serious situation which ‘not only concerns: 08. but them and 
ther parties; that further, I have met with Comrade RAMON. | 

“CALCINES, International Head of the. Cuban. Party .and Spember of 5:42 
‘National, " δου ΓΕ ΕΘ, τ WHOIS not aware of Gur situation and——- 
Ftried to bring him up to date to our party situation and call 
‘attention to the serious. daniage which the ultra left, the 
Trotskyites, “ete, are doing both to the Cuban Party and to: us. 
that I related to “them-several incidents which. Comzade JOHNSON - 

- told: mé which. are of’ significatice and: in a few words gives a 
picture of the serLousness of the, situation, Contade. JOHNSON - 

told me that when she first arrived in Cuba, moments after 

getting into her hotel room.a Chinese comrade entered and said, 

Fare you for Browder- too?’ . She said, ‘why, who else is for 

Browder? * “The Chinese said, ‘Your whole. party. is. for BARL — 
BROWDER,;' and ram out of the Yoom, A few weeks ‘later when ‘ehe - 

finally succeeded, in getting an appointment to talk to ORGANEZ, 
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Neha, Organizational- ‘Secretary. of the PURS, his first reiiarks 
to. her were, ‘Tell me, is EARL BROWDER still secretary of your 
‘party?’ I méntion this only to. give an idea that in Cuba this 
‘is how. Some important -péople look and know our party situation, 

"T told them that I had been. received by: FIDEL CASTRO. : 
in a very cordial manner, handed him your letter which he liked 
very much. and was’ moved by it, mentioned some: of the questions 
which. fie raised concerning | our party and the question of closer 
-relationships in; the future and other highlights and that hé, 
FIDEL CASTRO, pledged he would keep close touch with” us and show 
an interest in our party. - 

“] said that while I was alarmed at. the situation and 
attitude which I found about our party,. to m. this. trip was 
well worthwhile since I feel it was the beginning ‘of. a better 
|velationship, inaking. up: for past néglect; that Iam sure you. wilt. 
tbe pleased, 88. 8. ‘beginning; in: ‘work: in that direction, and the. 
[Eirse in that relationship. 

"Comrade KORIANOV said. that. ny report was most 
interesting, that they. have Learned much from it; that ‘they are 
deeply concerted with what. I had: to say about theyerty situation. 
δᾶ hac they -knew:.of these things ‘and. are aware: of these things 
| but what is important is that another party is confirming. this: . 
i serious situation, that they ‘will. make: sure-Comrade ‘KHRUSHCHEV 
hears of this; that I am to 1611. you on behalf of thé CC that. 

sent me is a very important. contribution to the international 
movement. and. to fratertnalism and for-that they: send you: their 

τ [δες Letter, Comrade GUS HALL'’s, and the mission ‘on which you. 

1, 
heartfelt thanks. Co ΝΕ . ᾿ 

"Let me relate. ‘to ‘you: the last two > imetings. which I 
had before-Ledving -- one which was a meeting with Comradé 
PONOMAREV and the other. a. farewell &mchéon which was given to 
wie by. Comrade RORTANGY by the CC and several other members 
of ‘the cc, ete, 

᾿ "a6. 1 mentioned. to, yow before, PowomAREy! 8. questions 
on coordination was a frank and direct Cae in which he said 
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| your proposals .to δὴ international, coordination body at this 
‘time is. not feasible, * That they (cc) are going ‘to-answer your 
letter soon, That they thank you for-your .concern o£ 
internationalism, 

“PONOMAREV then mentioned the last letter/uhich the 
GEC had asked fora postponement of the international conference 

-- for five. years or more,. That 1 was. welcome to read it. and. study 
' it while here. and to ‘teLl. you about it upon my return (I did ‘hot 

read it, It was im the NY Times.) and that at the momént the ̓ 
CC is seriously working on an answer to that etter and-when _ 
that letter is finished they will. send you a copy without loss 
of time. 

"He then asked if he could. raise. two questions: 

My How is our trade ‘union wot proceeding? 
‘2. What is the situation in the Worker? 

"T told him that I could not give iim complete answers 
_ on these two questiéns Since as he. knows I'm not a political worker 

- noe involved directly with. Party: work.-and ‘only can give him- ᾿ ᾿ 
ᾧ what I was told by jou xecent ly which is thé good work which is ἢ 

ce being. done. in ‘the YAW and which we ‘have been: talking to past _ “ἢ 
- ers who 8:8 leaders in that ὉΠ, and that some will 

> ae or have returned to the Party. 
ΝΣ : - 

es (ὁ , ; . ao " Ἂ : 
eter 2 "I"m sorry but this is all L. could give him on that « 

Situation, -T-do know. that we have not. Lost subscribers;. rather | 
we: have gained, That while its difficult to raise. money: for. 
the Worker'.on behal£..of the current. financial. drive, that ‘our 
Party members and sympathizers around. thetiorket aré working 

. very “hard. He agreed. ‘that Such answers 1 could not give. him 
in full. 

{ "on the question of thé Worker, while: I don? Ὄ, know ‘the 

WT mentLoned: this only. to you. -because its interesting 
that he posed only these -two- questions; - 

| 
| 
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‘He was very pleased to-hear about your work. on the 
{Catholic subject and the articles that have appeared so: ‘far 

¢ and ‘Will welcome your book when its completed, In fact. 
[he said we will all lock forward to seeing this for we are sure 
lit will be a most important contribution, 

"(At this moment K walked: into his office, excused 
himself for interrupting and. said a few words to PONOMAREV 
which had nothing to.do with the meéting of course and then 
said to me - Let me say goodbye to. you. I hope you will give 
my. greetings to your General Secretary, That we wish him 
well, Come again and walked Gut +) 

"My talk continued with PONOMAREV in telling’ him of 
our work amongst the students, our lectures to the. universities 
‘and that here:was. a good examplé. of, collective leadétship 
in ‘which many of οὐχ leading comrades participate. in these 
lectures in -going to these universities. That's a most 
enthusiastic activity. He.likéd ‘how I related the story of 
ELIZABETH's lecture in the University in which.-she 'wowed! 
them, He liked that, He laughed, ‘In here I would like to 
report to you ‘that practically ‘unanimously το whomever τ᾽ 

studénté - and about the American students that 41} were: in 
agreement that the students show an interest and intelligence 
“o£ the political. situation in ‘the U.S.A. and the world. All 
are awaré of our activities in’ this field and are happy about 
it, ᾿ 

ΓᾺΡ is the case always, he was most. dramatic in sending - 
you and our pal his personal best and that on behalf o€. everyone 
that we are a good example» of a fratérnal. party, a party who 
understands internationalism. and that with this they have 
always been happy about us, That our relations between them 
and -us in ‘the past year ‘have again: ‘been a happy one, a close 
one and a fratermal one, ον 

* - - - 

¢ 
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| "Wishes you again the. best of health, and the vect 
greetings ..- Like everyone else, he iS most anxious to meet ω 
you and, he: hopes that WiLL δὲ soon, 

. ἊΝ the farewell ‘Luncheon which was given to me 
before my leaving, Comrade KORIANOV and, some -other people of 
the CC, here was another case of honors. bestowed upon you and 

ΓΝ our Party such as, on ὧν first days of.arrival. It wWas-véry 
“~- touching ». ‘The. subject of course was you. and your contributions 

᾿ς to Our Party, to the intérmational movement and that your 
standing as a theoretician in the international movement is 
mated among the first_6. (I didn't ask or dare to ask him who 

, were the first 5, .) It was-at this point that they ‘handed me 
7 \the gifts for yoi-and els μετ) οῖς that they be remembered 

ς jand that he, KORIANOV, feels very\close. to’you and very. much, 
aa UY repeat, very, much would like é δα: you and. talk. with you.. 

“They cannot make up aes minds about what ‘kinds of 
if a political leader President JOHNSON. is, at this period before 

| the elections, That. itwuld be best for them to judge him 
' after the elections were over, - Their opinion was that JOHNSON. 
' may ‘be. forced. to. go-to ‘the right by the Pentagon, although he 
_ Stopped sand said .do you ‘think I'm correct, I-told him I ‘didn't 
,know, ‘We.:see hit as a. practical, politician, who ‘has. an 
[interesting background which began in -youth work. with ROOSEVELT 
‘Administration and surrounded by good people at. that, time. and. 
that. if he continues along that line and the line of KENNEDY, 
6. may not. swing as. far to the right as they think, but I 

Janswered him the same way. he answered me that this :was MY 
. personal. Opinion, He. continued to say that the actions of" 

JOHNSON, particularly the action of MO NAMARA on Vietnam, are 

very serious and. very. darigerous, They feat, it very much, 
Should the United States. become more seriously involved and go 

{deeper into Vietnam, , that they (Soviet Union) will be forced to 

take ‘the’ side of Vietnam -and more seriously, -will be forced 

into.a position of war against the United States and this is. 

exactly. the situation which the Chinese, would want them, the 

Soviet. Union, to get. into -- a war- of the ὕ,5: against the 

U.S.S.R. This is the danger, ‘This is: what the ey hope ¢ can -be 

.avoided and averted, Us 
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The K referred. to on Page 6 is N. S. KHRUSHCHEV dnd 
ELIZABELIH is ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, CPUSA functionary. 

As the Bureau was advised in referenced airtel, 
NY 694-S* has indicated that he probably will furnish further 
details with respect to the matters contained in the HALL report, 
For this: reason, LHM's will not be prepared until complete - 
information regarding, the. subjects discussed in the aforementioned. 
report have been obtained: from ‘the informant, 

NY 694-S* advised that he would continue reporting © 
information concerning his trip abroad to NYO agents on 6/15/64. 
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TO DIRECTOR, FBI (1.00-428091) 

οὐθείς : Oso. 

FROM cu YORK (100-134637) 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies of 
a LHM entitled "Further Deterioration of Relations between the ἥ 
Soviets and the-Chinese.” One copy ofsaid LHM is being Mh 
furnished to the Chicago- Office. ft U 

The source of this information is NY 694~S*, who 
furnished part of this information to Assistant Director W. C. 
SULLIVAN and sAg_SSS™~—~™~—~——_—séiznd ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON 
on.6/8/64, and additional information to SAS JOHN DENNIS 
O'CONNELL and BURLINSON between June 8 and 17, 1964. ‘The 
information furnished ‘on 6/8/64 was reported by NY airtel dated 
6/9/64, and instant airtel contains information subsequent Lys 
furnished to SAS Οἵ CONNELL and BURLINSON. 

It is to be noted that the information regarding the 
deterioration of Soviet-Chinese relations has been appearing in 
the press, but by reason of the fact that specific evidence of 
such deterioration: is being reported in the LHM, the said LHM 
is being classified "J because by reason of the nature 
of the information it tends to disclose NY 694-S* as the source 
thereok., This informant provides extremely high-level 
intelligénce information, and continued acquisition of this 
information is vital to the σῦν defense interests of this 
counerys eA CELE rman ae 
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To give added security α to NY 694~S*, the LE is’ ‘being 
given a Washington, D. G., dateline. 

- + 

_ Between June 8 and June 17, 1964, NY ΠΥ furnished 
information regarding, his recent trip abroad, and to supplement 
previous information furnished. regarding. the deterioration of -- 
relations between. the Chinése and the Soviets, he advised as follows: 

| hile in Moscow during the periods 4/28/6% to 5/18/64 
and 5/29/64. to 6/4/64, informant had discussions. with BORIS 

- PONOMAREV, Head of the International Department of the Central 
Comaittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (cc, CPSU), 

‘| with V. δ. KORIANOV, First Deputy to PONOMAREV, and with SERGO. 
ἌΜΙΚΟΥΑΝ, son ΟΕ ANASTAS MIKOYAN , Deputy Soviet Premier. ~ χοὸς 

ῬΟΝΟΜΑ͂ΒΕΝ advised informant. that relations: between - 
‘the. Soviet and Chinese. governments .at the. present. time are, 
extremely poor. He mentioned facetiously that Soviet relations 
with the United” Stdtes Government could be said to be better than - 
relations with: the Chinese. government. Referring to a xecent 
trade negotiation. between the Chinese and the Soviets, PONOMAREV 
stated that during the cotirse of the negotiations, the Chinese 
negotiators πεζὰ most insulting, referring to the Soviet negotiators 
as “Shylocks and- imperialists." “These negotiations, ‘concerned thé 
purchase o£ combines atid aircraft. According to-PONOMAREV, the 
megotiations ‘were being conducted. on @ strictly “cash basis," and - 
whereas the Chinese actually needed five, such as combines or 
aircraft, they ordered only one,, which they. insisted be paid for 
in cash immediately. : 

According τό PONGMAREV; the trade betwéeti the . Soviets 
and the Chinese. is-no. better than it was during the period of. 
October 1949 το October 1950, after the Chinese revolution, 

PONOMAREV then. referred to: a secret Soviet commission 
currently meeting with a secret..Chinese. commission for the purpose 
ΟΕ resolving ‘the current border disputes bétween. the Chinese and 

the. Soviets, He stated that these negotiations are "doomed. to - 
failure." The Chinese, PONOMAREV: stated, during these negotiations, 
are demanding all of Siberia east of the ‘xUrals, all of Central 
Asia -- "practically every thingubssept European USSR” “πὰ terfitory 

- Dw 
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which is five times larger than all-of Great Britain. ‘The ‘Chinese continually say, “Admit these territories were stolen from us by you and your Czars, Admit so publicly and you can have this territory." PONOMAREV further remarked that the Soviets would never comply with these Chinese demands, that 
the Soviets will never admit that the contested territory had . ‘been stolen by the Soviets from the Chinese. In this: connection - ᾿ Βὰ stated, "imagine a thief admitting having stolen from thé ‘hoiie 
of an individual, and the latter saying, ‘Yes, these artiéles. belong to me, they are mine, but if you admit they aré mine, you 
may keep then," ἢ 

| , ‘PONOMAREV further stated that. between. the years 1962, and 1963 there had been more than 10,000 incidents with respect. 
τς to border disputes between: the. Chinese and the Soviets, To - 

describe what is happening, PONOMAREV told the informant the - 
following: “What happens. almost daily is the following: A party 
of Chinesé ‘peasants, on. foot or on, horseback, deliberately cross . 
_the Soviet border for a distance of 5. or .10 kilometers, and camp. 
there. After awhile our border patrol will challenge them. and 
ask them, what they are doing there. ‘The Chinese answer, ‘You have ho right to question.us. -We aré on our own land, the dand of 

~ the Chinese Republic. You are -the ones who are encroaching. upon 
our land. ΝΕ ΕΣ - 

᾿ " With regard to this matter, V. ᾧς KORIANOV, who. was 
| present. with PONOMAREV., stated that along the frontiers, Soviet 

troops have been given definite orders not to. shoot, despite 
_ Whatever provocation there might be: to: do 80, KORIANOV said 
that ag a result, the following takes place, which he considers "a comedy": "The Soviet ‘commanding officer, upon the tefusal 
of the Chinese to leave Soviet territory, calls for @ truck and 
"boldly and gently" the Soviet soldiers place :the Chinese in the. 

' truck + their ‘horses. with them - and the truck drives back to the 
border where the Chinese are released." This; according to 
‘KORIANOV, is-a daily occurrence on the-Chinese~Soviet. border, - 

KORIANOV: further advised that the Chinese age déemanding 
‘that’ the North Vietnamese: cancel all trade’ negotiations and _ 
other-agreements with the Soviets. ΝΞ ᾿ 
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KORIANOV also tientioned that the Chinese have resortéd to poisoning, and otherwise killing, Chinese Comuinists -who: ‘express any opposition to: the. current Chinese line. In this connection, he mentioned that “Comrade MAI of the North Vietnamese GP" had beén so liquidated, ΕΝ | τ ΤΠ 

zegarding the progress of thé Chinese in peffecting an atom: | bomb, stated: "τὸ my knowledge, “the Chinese Have made no progress ‘on the atom bomb in the. last year, Industrially, ag we see it, | they have made little, if any, progress. This applies also to their experiments in chemistry. In research they have made even 

KORIANOV, in. reply. to a question from ‘NY 694-53: " 

_ less progress. In fact, they are currently. attempting to-buy a reactor which can. -bé. exploded and which they hope. will create ΝΣ the impréssion that. they are how 8. nuclear nation,” KORIANOV ᾿ς. | © indicated that Marshal YI is responsible. for spreading the report: regarding the Chinese having an atom. bomb, " 
ΝΝ 

«οι δὲ δ τ᾿ ; 

yz. - KORIANOV, at this time, mentioned: that, Chinese. Marshal. GHENAT, winister of Foreign Aggaixe in china, de τῆς met seed a 

and know him well; that: when he speaks. of the Soviets he always’ 
speaks with venom; that whenever the name ΟΕ the Soviet Union is mentioned, he flies into a rage. ᾿ 

NY -694-s% stated that, in a separate interview with - -SERGO MIKOYAN, mentioned above, the latter furnished almost 
identieally thé same information as did PONOMAREV regarding the deterioration of trade rélations, between: thé Chinese and the ὁ 

a - es ᾿ ἧς . ἀ . "" 
* 
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πος οτος, ‘Further Deterioration of Relations 
τς -between -the Soviets and the Chinese - 

. ; . A gource, who has furnished. reliable information in 
‘  . the past, £urnished the following information in June, 1964: 

= ~~ . “in the Spring of 1964, comments concerning the further 
᾿ deterioration 6£ relations between the Soviet Government and the 
‘Chinese Government were-madé on various occasions by Boris 

 Pohomarev, Head of the International ‘Department of the Central 
Committee of the. Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CC, CPSU),. 
“by V. 6. Korianov, Chief Deputy - to-Ponomarey, ‘and Sergo Mikoyan, 

ον an official of the Institute of World Economy and International 
- * Affairs, Academy. of Sciencé .of the USSR, and also son .of Anastas 

: Mikoyan, Deputy. Soviet Premier. . ; 

; Ponomarev stated that relations ‘between the. Chinese 
«μά the Soviet governments are now more. strained than ever;. that 
relations between thé USA and the Soviet Governmént are far better 

“than relations between. the Soviet: Government and the Chinese- a 3 - 

~ Goverment. ΝΣ ΠΝ : 

. Ponomarev- mentioned that in recent ‘trade negotiations 
between the Soviets and the Chinese; tthe Chinese were most ει 

_ Fnsulting, making renarks to the Soviets to the effect. that the 
. datter were penurious and iniperialistic. In. current trade. ; 

eo . ‘This. document contains neither 
; - a Tecommendations nor. conclusions 
oon - . of the FBI.. It is the property ᾿ 

τς . Of the FBI and is: loaned’ to yout τὶ οὐ - 
“0,0, «6geney; Tt and dts centents διὸ . ᾿ 

ΝΕ _-hot to Ὅθ distributed outside | ΝΕ 
- Ε ᾿ yeur agency. - 



., between the Chinese and the Soviets. 

Further Deterioration of Relatioris 
between the Soviets and the ‘Chinesé. 

negotiations: between the; ‘Soviets and the chinese, agcoxding ‘to. 
Ponomarev; the Chinese insist upon doing business. on "a cash 
basis." Ponomarev stated that trade between the. Soviets and 
the Chinese. is: now "negligible" and is currently as insignificant 
as- it was during the périod October 1949. ‘te october 1950, the 
figeal ‘year following ‘the Chinese revolution, 

. Sergo: Mikoyan, ‘entioded. above, at a subsequent date, 
verified the remarks of. Pononiarey tegatding current. trade relations 

a 

Ponomarev also commented that curréntly there are 
secret negotiations being conducted: between the Soviets and the. 
Chinese with respect. to their border dispute... He stated: that 

, tindoubtedly these negotiations. are doomed. ‘to fdilute, The :Chinese, 
according, τὸ Pondimarev., dre demanding from the Soviets all of 
Siberia east of the, Urals, all. of Central Asia, in all, a territory 
“which is approximately five times as large as Great. Britain, 

ἃς 

Strangely, according to ‘Ponomarev, thé Chinese, who are charging 
that these: territories. have been stolén from them by the Soviets, 

territory providing. the: Soviets. admit publicly. that, the tereleony 
had’ been’ ‘stolen from the Chinese’ by the: Soviets, " 

Ponomarev further stated. that there have been τ 
τδομδαὴάβ. o£ "border incidents"; ‘that the ‘Soviets. are compelled 
to remove from. Soviet territory : ‘Many. : Chinese who deliberately 
ctoss into. Soviet tetvitory. and refuse to mturn to. Chinése. 
‘territory. unless they are physically, compélled to.. do, SO. 

In. this connection, Koxiahov; -tientioned above, made 
the ‘statement that Soviet’ txoops, stationéd at. sénsitive border 
points,. have been instructed not .ta shoot in: such - situations, ‘. 

despite how serious the. Provocation might bee. ες Τὸ 

Kéxianov. also stated that the ‘Chitiese presently. are 
charging. the Soviets. ‘with deliberately upsetting the ‘Chinese 
tionetary system ‘by flooding China with: Chinese money made from 
phates dn: the possession of the Soviets. 



“made no advances in chemistry or in.fields of research.. | 
‘Gurrently, they are attempting: to purchase - an: atomic reactor - 
which they can explode and thereby ptetend that they are. now ἢ 

- Further Deterioration. of Relations. ~~ ὌΝ 
‘between the Soviets and the Chinése 

Accozding to Koxianov, the Chinese, since May 1963, 
_ pave made.no progress with. respect to perfection of the atom 

bomb, despite what they may say in this regard. Industrially,; 
they have made little, if any, progress. Likewise, they have 

a nuclear. nation. 

Ponomarev: also made ‘the- statement that pressure is 
being brought to bear upon. the Soviets by other Communist Parties 
in. the Soviet. bloc to avert an eventual break bétween the Chine se_ 
and the Soviets. This is why the Soviets are still: hesitating 
to create a. final break with the Chinese. “Agcording ‘to. Ponomarev, | 
thie Chinese: now, have reached’ the point whére. they are murdering 
Chinése officials who express: any opposition to ‘the Chinese line,, 

d 
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(Type in plain text or code) ~ 

(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091): He 

C, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

Enclosed for the Bureau are four copies of a LHM 
entitled " Soviet Comments Regarding President Johnson as a Politica 
Leader and Concerning Possible Further Involvement of the USA in 

Vietnam." One copy of said LHM-is being furnished to the Chicago 

Office. 

The source of this information is NY 694- S$*, who 
furnished part of this information to Assistant Director W. C. 
SULLIVAN and SASL____—————SS—Cdand ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON on. /“}\ 
6/8/64; further information to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL .and S/O 
BURLINSON on 6/12/64, which was reported by New York airtel dated . “- 
6/12/64, and. additional information regarding this ‘gubject matter 
to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON between 
6/12-17/64. The information furnished on 6/8/64 was reported by 
New York airtel dated 6/9/64 and instant airtel contains information 
subsequently furnished regarding this subject to SAS O'CONNELL and” 
BURLINSON between June ° REC- y, SAG d F --- LAY “ὁ 

ΓΗ. 

Information containe in LHM “Ls ἀν 

identify ΝῪ 694-S* as the source thereof. This informant provides 
extremely high-level intelligence information, and continued 
acquisition of this information is vital to the national defense 
interests of this countryy- μάπτοτο weenie? 
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Bureau (Ἐποπῆν 
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NY 100-134637 

_ . Τὸ give added security to NY 695-53, the LHM is being given 
a Washington, ὃς C., dateline. 

While in Moscow during the periods April 28, 1964 to 
May 18, 1964 and May 29, 1964 to June 4, 1964, NY 694-S* conferred 
on several occasions with V. G. KORIANOV, First Deputy to 
BORIS PONOMAREV, Head of the International Department of the. Central 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CC, CPSU). 
KORIANOV advised the informant that since the assassination of . 
President KENNEDY, Soviet contacts wijth the White House and State 
Department have become more and more infrequent with the result 
that at present they hdve no such contact, and are seeking -ways 
and means of establishing contact. The Soviets know very little 
of what is happening in the, White House or in the State Department. 
They. miss a man lake, PLERREASALINGER very much, for he was most 
friendly with them. ley wish there were another such person in 
the White House. ᾿ 

Le 
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are 5" the future. - It ‘would: be. best-that: he be judged-after the -— - ~~ 
“"*  ~‘goming U.S. elections. They feel that President Johnson αν ‘be - 
Ξ- ᾿ς £orced-to “go. to ‘the right" ‘by. the Pentagon. Johnson's policies, | 
τι * as. reflected. in the activities of Defense Secretary Robert Mc Namara, 

᾿ FEDERAL, BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

TR ly, Please efer i | . : ~ - 
File No. Pea Rein -- Washington, D. Ὁ. | et | 

το πος Ὁ ΠΝ June 19, 1964 | . ΝΕ 
1όῦ..42809.᾽1 ΄. ΜΝ πον το τι τς 

- = a κι 

τ τ. “ον Soviet’ Coninénts Regarding President: Johnson 
τον " . as a Political Leader and Concerning Possible 

_ Further Involveibent of the USA. in Vietnam __. . _ 

ΝΞ ΕΣ “A source, who. has furnished ‘teliable information in. the 
po “past, fiarnished the. following ‘information in June, 1964: ~ 

τς In ‘the late Spring of 1964, Vv. G. Korianov, Deputy 
to Boris Ponomarev, Head of the International Department of the 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(cc, CPSU), and Nikolai Mostovets, Head of thé North and South: 

‘s - American, Séction. of the International Department, CC, CPSU; made 
the following ‘comments: ; . 

“The Soviets “wish they: could now President Johnson - 
- ‘bétter, but ‘they. xealize that it is: difficult to. take a correct 

analysis o£ him before the. coming U. 8. election. ‘They dre greatly 
concerned as ἴο. who his running mate as Vice-President will be, 

“since.-they feel that the. choice of a Vice*President Will be ~~ 
indicative of the direction. in which President Johrison will go 

‘with regard to Vietnam dre “very serious and very. dangerous." The 
Soviets: are very much’ ‘concerned about. this. ᾿ 

να : εν Shéuld the United. States. become more directly involved 
“os in Vietnam: than it _presently is, the Chinese will exert ‘pressure 

upon the Soviets to engage. in ἃ war. against the United Stdtes.. 
_. The Chinese aim ‘is τὸ instigate as many wars of Liberation. as 

possible as a-means of involving the Soviets and the United States 

τ This docunent-. contains. neither | τς recomendations ror conclusions - τς, ‘O£-the FEI. - Tt ts the property . 
of thé F3T ast is loaned to your ~ UNS . agency; At ad its contents are Excluded fhor ; Rot tor be distributed outside dow: Pedi: 

- your -agency., 
we - - = 

+ _ -. 
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Soviet Comments Regarding President Johnson -  .° . 
me, 88 ἃ Political Leader and. Concerning Possible. _ - 
ΝΣ Further. Involvement o£ the USA in Vietnam. ee 

F “= =. ~ _ 4 

dnawar, The Soviets hope that such an eventiality can-be-  — - 
_ avoided. Ὁ | ᾿ ΠΥ ᾿ 

- Since the assassination of President Kennedy, Soviet__ 
Contacts with the White House and the Us S. State Departient Ν 

. have. become. more and -more infrequent with the-result that- - 
currently: they have no contact whatsoever, The Soviets-aré 
seeking ways and meats of developing. new contacts in the 
White House and. the State Department. They .know very little 
of what is happening in the White House and the State Department, 
since their previous contacts are no longer available.- Many 
of the people who were: around President Kennedy are no- longer 
at. ‘the White House, The Soviets particularly miss Pierre 
Salinger, ‘Who was..most friendly to them... They. wish. that ‘there. 

“ “were ‘another such person as ‘he in. the White House. | Coe 

ι 

κε ἡ νος The Soviets worider whether President Johnson is fully | 
so ta experienced in Soviet..affairs and whether he- realizes the dangers ος 

᾿ involved. in this: situation, ον ; = ΝΞ 
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| τί eC AC S-NEW YORK (100- -134637) 

wy SUBJE re oto 

7 Γι 
πως ~ ἈΝ 

Ἂν Re New York airtel dated 6/11/64. \ 

τ “Nt Enclosed herewith for-the Bureau are four copies of 
ai ‘\ a letterhead memorandum entitled “Political Situation in Latin 
ἌΣ America" and four typewritten copies of the decument entitled 
2 ‘Memo on Latin America," upon which the LHM is based, Photostat 

ἮΝ ο copies of the original documentA™Memo,on.~Latin.America were 
why furnished previously to. » the Bureau and Chicago by referenced 7 
Ot airtel. The document has. been retyped to add further security Ζ "- 
a τ in the event the document is to be disseminated. 

σὰ ' The original document "Memo on Latin America was 
Sb x given to NY 694-S* in the latter part of May, 1964, by BEATRICE 
t “| 3 JOHNSON, CPUSA representative in Cuba, for transmittal to 
== κι GUS HALL. The informant advised‘ that the document was prepared 

§ in English by the First Secretary of the Soviet Embassy in 
Ss Havana, LEBENOV (ph.), who prepared it at the request of 

é = BEATRICE JOHNSON-for-GUS HALL's information and GPUSA's purposes. 

J ; A-copy of the te efberhead memorandum also is being 
g enclosed for ὅδε inkoxns tion of the Chicago Office. 42 4 

“SN Gg re |. 
δ ᾿ς μυρίος (Enc, ἀμ sO REY OOD ane bg ag φ,-2 f 
Bn L = GHICAGO-(134-46-Sub B) (Enc. 2) (ΑΜ ΕΜ) : if 
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"τ ΟΣ 4 δὴ oo OF gS 65: ap ‘Grew ont i 
PP Agent i ge oH 

Ave wsdl bby Ss: ὺ 



NY 100-134637 ΝΕ 
"" - 

, The information contained in- the LIM. is classified 
WPop=Secret!? because by its nature it tends ‘to disclose NY 694~5* 
as the source thereof. The conténts of the memorandum and the 

. possession of the. document by the informant are known only to. 
BEATRICE JOHNSON, GUS HALL and the informant. This informant, 
provides extremely high=level intelligence information and. 
continued acquisition of this information is vital to the national 
defense interésts of this country. - 

To give added scourity to NY 694~S* the Lim is being 
given a Washington, Ὁ, ας; dateline, as has been the casc in 
priox SOLO missions. ᾿ 
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America," reflects the current political situation in the South 

‘eountries. It also reflects the current Communist Party strength 

= 

in -the Communist Party in Peru and-the defection. of a ‘number of 

te . | GROUP TN ᾿ Ὡς Το τς τ [βκολυᾶο trom MarSnatic ΝΞ 

s OO Ff : 
5. UNITED: STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

oe FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D. GC. ᾿ 
~~. June 18, 1964. _— εν 

Political Situation in Latin America- 

“= A source who has furnished reliable information in the 
past has furnished a decument entitled "Memo on Latin America" 
which was formerly in. the possession of an official of the Soviet ον 

_ Embassy in Havana,’ Cuba. . - - 

The attached copy of the said document, "Memo on Latin 

American countries of Chile, Colombia, Brazil, Venezuela and Peru, 
” emphasizing the (Red) Chinese anti-Soviet activities in those. 

in those countries and the steps the Party is taking. to increase 
its strength in. those countries. - 

It further reflects the efforts of the Communist~ ᾿ , 
- Socialist coalition in Chile to win the coming presidential - οἷ 
-eléction in Chile. next September. It also sets forth the weakened 
“gondition of the Communist Party- in Venezuela, the "serious split": 

‘former Communist” Party’ leaders in Brazil to the pro~Chinese group 
‘there. 

This document contains neither 
ΕΝ recommendations nor conclusions 

ΝΕ - of the FSI. Τὶ +3 the property - - ἐν τ τοὺς “ΟΡ the ΕΒῚ - + is leaned to your ᾿ ΝΗ .ageney; αὖ «. τ its. contents. are os So, _, Not to be distributed outside - : ; - | your-agency. — 
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MEMO. ON, LATIN AMERICA; 

1 

CHILE: 

The Chinese. Rolle: Phe Chinese leadevs are allied with - 
-@ small aA nei=Communtst. Paxty. gBrovip in. chiie; that. calls 
4tself ‘utared seeLendnist. * “this "pekingist Group", as 
it is called, 18 “made up: of five pathér discordant groups, 
Group. 1: “made up of a number expelled from the op in 751; 
Group. Ἐς of seven expelled. several nionths, ago and a . 

π΄ numbér of fringe individuals; who were’ not 
party members ; 

Seer OF some Socialists; . . 
Group 4: of Protskyists,. and | ΝΞ 

ες βαρ ας of miscellaneous. individuals. -, . τς “"- 

a Togettier. tliey published a, magazine; “ppinesptos ," | 
which has: the. same name, and format of the. ‘party's: theoretical 
organ. 

7 aii 2 Η 

of. the chilean. Communist partys i ἘΞ ἐπε νν a  ecouatiene 
that,. "salutes thé comminist Party of ‘China, ‘true heir ' 
το the revolutionary organization, which should néver 
be abandoned." and it denounces the CP -of chile and 
the CPSU: in the usual terms of the Chinese leaders. 

‘Speeches advocating “armed ‘upitsing" and “armed 
struggle” ape. quoted. . 7 

who mides on ‘the StOMM, winds. 

The number attending is given as 605 ᾿ - 

. Phe: aetual number was Th, says. a well-informed. | 
chilean Jourhalist. But the Speakers did urge armed, 
uprisings .. . 

‘The Cliinese leaders and: these stooges. in ‘chile are 
veheinently' opposed .to. the campaign of the coalition, of - 

τς Communists. and Socialists: .in ‘the ‘presidential elections: 
‘A récent letter from the chinése Communist Party to the 
Communist Party of Chile-is quoted in “Principios, " the 
Chilean Party! s, theoretical journal. The Letter is very - 
abusive, Jt describes: the Chilean | Corimunists as oowaralLy: 
penguins." It compares the penguin, with the: “albatross, τ 



| fhe Chinese letter becomes very ridiculous when 
it complains that the Chilean party has not organized 
any guerrillas in ‘the Santa Lucia Hills, ΝΞ 

Te These are little hills inside the city of Santiago, 
“They are a place, the Chilean journalist said, where boy ~ 
kisses girl and where. children play with their grandpas. . 
And the. May issue of “Principios" remarks that the - _ 
reference to the Santa Lucia Hills shows how far the. - — 
Chinese leaders have wandered from reality. 

There are no mountains siiitable for guerrillas 
in Chile. The Andes rise like precipices. They are. 
absolutely naked and devoid of human’ life. A runaway banic 
cashier. was easily detected on the naked face of the Andes 
Sometime ago, and captured by helicopters; .. - 

᾿ This does not mean that the people would be incapable. 
of furnishing physical resistdhee to oppression iff the peaceful 
way of transition beeamé impossible, . The ΟΡ has given very 
careful attention to the probléms the people will face if a 

- coup d'etat is-attempted, But the first job. now is to unite _ 
the people to win. the presidential election that comes on - 
September 4, - poe ~ ae ᾿ 

Election Campaign: ‘The candidate οἵ. the cCommunist-Socialhist 
coa on, Salvador Allende, a physician, appéars to have " 
fair prospects of winning an absolute majority in the’ 
September 4th presidential elections. An absolute majority 
is necessary. If no candidate has an absolute majority - 
the Parliament has the poner to chooSe either one. of the 
two highest contestants. The Parliament is dominated by 
the conservative coalitien. It. would therefore choosé the . 
second highest. contestant, .who. would be Frai, the candidate 
of the Christian Democrats, or “Demo-Christians,' whom three 
parties of the rightist coalition (the government coalition) 

' axe backing, ΝΗ =. 

. There are aiso two lesser candidates, who. will 
split. the vote and increasé the- difficulties of the left . 
coalition, - ᾿ ΠΕΣ - . a | 

thé left coalitioti, however, As. showing amazing 



strength. Alieride's tay loth meeting in _ Santiago ‘prougiit. 
“᾿ς. 200,000 people togethér, The photos of the crowd in - ̓  τοὺ. 

- TL. ‘Sigto Yook like che crowds at-a castro méeting in - 
Havana. ‘ Enemies agree that this was the biggest. political 
méeting in, Chilean: history. . The - Left forces were surprised 
at the crowd. There had: béen littie: ‘time for. preparation. 
Tt followed meetings of 10,000: youths, wha had -cone to 
Santiago from. all parts of Ghile.. T1. Siglo shows sanitary 
and medical .workers marching. with: banners, circus workers . 
entertaining the crowd and many pusheart floats. 

‘Phe Job: now. is: to consolidate Support among the 
small. shopkeepers’ and other lower middle class elements. - a 
A big majority of thé working class and @ hajority, of the - ἘΠ 

_ beasantry seems assured. - ᾿ ᾿ 

The: big: Seuent in. election “prospects. came with . 
_. the. léft-coalitionts victory 1. 8' by- election in the Curcio.. 

- area, peasant area, recently. Tt was a“ “svéeping frlotorys, ᾿ 
that. reversed the results in previous | élections. The “ete hbists 
were 8ὸ ‘upset that Duran, theixn: coalition! s- candidate, was 
withdrawn. And the’ Pightists reluctantly accepted Frat, : 
the > DetiowChristian. — 

ΕΝ 

‘who xépresent the big landowners fizst, "and aS aa 
ahd industrialists sécondiys. ‘the. Tiperais, who Pepresmt ᾿ 
the finanéiérs and industrial groups first, the landowners | 
sécondly,.. Alle jandro,, she present, president, as a Liberal, 

and a ‘big businessman ... The Radicals are the third ‘party. 
The Démo+Christians #ére not in the coalition; although ' 
their candidate. has the coalitions relugtant “backing - now. 

7 “The adicals aré badly split, "ema ‘this gives much 
hope "Ὅο. πιο ton. ‘The Radicals are connected with - 
the Masonic Order, which is a° very different thing in the latin — . 
“ands than in the-anglo+Saxon: ‘¢ourttries. “Thé Radicals ate - 
anti-Catholic. They also represent. professional people. and - 
middle-middle and lower middle class. elemerits,. A.largé  _ 
percentage of their: followers -- perhaps a ‘fiajority “τῷ ‘are 
expected to suppgrt Salvadér Allende, the left. candidate. 
_Many Radicals have-made, this very. clear. | To fact, the 
Valpairiso organization « of the Radicals at a’. meeting unanimously .- 

“ΜΝ 



¥ ἢ " : 

asked the national Radical leaders to call a national 
_ assembly of the party” on the elections. They want to 
support Allende. _ , - 

. Allende δηὰ the - Ν 
; Socialists: ~ Allende is a ‘Socialist. He-has been a -: " 
"candidate twice beforé. Is well-known. He strongly Supports. - Ν 
left cdalitiori's demarid for the natioraligationda copper 
mines and for a very extensive agrarian reform. ‘This is 
a hot issue, because the big landowners own ‘most of Chile's ~ 
arable Land. 

' ~The Socialist party is Working very: well with the 
Communists. © There is a strong Marxist influance in it. 

: Goup d'etat Danger: The GP considers that there is a real 
possibility Of 8 coup d'etat, perhaps before ‘the Sept. 4 

- @kections.. The rightists do not want Frat, the Demo- "Ὁ 
Christian, They @islike his demogogicappeals to the masses, 
And they-are very.afraid of the victory of Allende, and the 
threat. Of nationalization and extensive agrarian. reform, _ - 

᾿ fhe Government *s armed, forces are concentrated in 
the Carabiniert, or national police and the miditary 
establis hment. The Carabinieri ‘has 20,000 men. “It is - 
well-armed; highly trained in street. fighting ‘and- is viciously 
anti-working class.. It may be more dangerous than the 
military itself. The military forces number 30,000. men. 
They have the planes,.-‘tanks, ships, which the carabiniert 

Tack, But the lower strata of the military is 1 much éloser- to 

t 
" the people. “ οἰ κὸν 4 

Contrasts with Brazil ὁ Ε 
- in τὸ coup danger? The Brazilian terrain 4s suitable - , 
for guerrilla activity... The Chilean térrain is not. However, 
the Chileans. have one great advantage over the Brazilians. 
The Chiléan working class is much-more united than the - - 
Brazilians..: The party, relatively, is ‘much stronger. And 
the Chinese aisrupters have had relatively iittie effect. 

Mass movements : ‘The election. campaigh comes during a period 
“of stirring ‘extra~parliamentary mass movements in Chile.  ‘.. 

ae tae 



"> A press vgs lay", of which we lack detaits,. was especially 

- . South chile, who Sedze Land. 

The mass movement is spurred by inflation. ~ The. 
“cost of living ‘rose 48 per cent in 1963, and Ὁ, 8 per cent 
in the month of February alone. . ᾿ τ τ 

Unemployment is. also a pressing issue, although 
not ‘So muc ch 50᾽ as ain Tlation. 

Life ἀξ very aifficurt for the workers” Sarid peasants. 

Strikes: Between March and September, 1963, 1,350,000 
work days were 10st. by strikes. ‘This compares with only 
1,000,000 work days lost by strikes in all of Asia, except 
Japan, in 1962 and 300,000 work days lost in Africa in the 
Same period, 

me -of ‘the: bie strikes algo had political demands. ’ 

attacked, 

Peasants’ 
Seizin “hands There is ἃ big mass movement of peasants, | 

taking over Tands, This is especailly true or the ‘Indians in. 

-G4ty Poor a - 
Seizing Bats: ‘The οὐδὸν poor are seizing land to. butia sium: 

“homes. “Some | 100 ,,000 got lots. that way in two years. 

These mass’ movements are flowing into election campaign. 

Gommunist Forces: The Communist Party numbers about 40,000 
membérs Ina land of 8,000, Q00, Also. 20. “000: youths in Communist, 
‘Youth - Movement. ; 

The cP has 15 aeputies in the lower chamber, and ἡ 
Senators. The Socialists have 1} deputies, and 5 Senators. 

- The Communists “have big. influence in the mines. and = 
factories, -The. Socialist influence | as more in the little | a 
“establishments, - - Te 

More than hair phe intellectuals are syapathitzers with 
the Communist Party. 

nk 
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COLOMBIA: fo, ' peleing Ἐ Review, No. 20, Vey 15, ΕΝ “has: 
-attack on Gommunist Party of Colombia. “Says “the. Communist τ 
Youth Union of Colombia ΒΟ , δῷ the. fafth: plenary Session - 

_- in. Bogota: in. February. . The so-called “varxist-Leninists® τον 
(splinter group) 638. a separate meeting and established their 

own "Colombian: .Comhunist Youth Union," “which -then denounced- 
‘the Colonbian cP in usual terms, Their resolution éalled* on- 
‘the Colombia youth to prepare for the "seizure of: bower, wee: 
Havé no other information. on ‘importance: of splinter group." 
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τ Brazil: ‘The situation. 15 still unclear. The 

Brazilian Party has not yet published its own, analysis: — 

Some other partiés, such as the CP of Chile, are reluctant. . 

+o present their own analysis at this time. Qne reason 

is, the coming; September, Presidential elections in Chile. 

This is not régarded as the time to present any possible 
criticisms of the Party in Brazil. | 

Some things are obvious, however, ‘The role of - 

the Chinese leadevs, fox instance. . τ᾿ | 

- The Chinese leaders did inuch to disrupt the 

unity of workers and peasants as the storm clouds were | 

gathering. They not: only had their own so-called "Communist' 

group of disrupters. ‘They alco were giving support to 

Attorney dJuliao, the peasant leader, who had some serious 

aifference with the Communist Party-leadership. There 

were separate peasants organizations, led, respectively by 

duliao and the Conmunists. There is some speculation that 

it-was a mistake to: abtack him sharply... That: Ls’ not clear. 

But. his split. with the.Party Leaders weakened matters.. 

, The so-called "Communist" "party of renegades”,.. 

τον that was working with the Chinese leaders, also weakened. © 

‘the-real Communist forces. ‘Recording to one Latin American 

journalist's estimate this pro-Chinese group had peraps as . 

much as 30% of the former leaders of thé Comnunist Party. 

_, he Peking “Review, No. 19, 18 making propaganda . 

out of the Brazilian coup. d'etat. It calls for "revolutionary | 

violence," and it uses the Brazilian situation to attack 

what 1¢ calls the "modern revisionists", and the “preaching 

of tpeaceful transition! τὸ the oppressed nations." The 

το Ohinese elsewhere exaggerate the generals! terror, which is 

certainly extremely bad, They say Shere aré 40,000 prisoners. — 

hat, however, is. not the inportant matter. It is merely 

an example of their looseness with facts. oo 

- τ Phere is δὴ articte in the May issue of "Principios,"” 

the theoretical organ of the Chilean Communist Party, on 

Brazil. It is by Volodia Deitdboin, a member of the political . 

_ pureau. He used the figure of 10,000 prisoners (as of the 

first. week after the coup dtetat.) He says that, Goulart. was 

~~ J # 



ousted for the following three: reasons among ‘others: His . 

support. of- some Agrarian Reform, of a State Monopoly ‘of .011 
az 

‘Refineries, . and. of ἃ Moratorium on, rent ΠΕΣ ΕΙΣ in private =~ 

homes. He also said Θ΄ Goup eta at. 

“eontinental Lie, the Alii ance for Progress."- "sued ait should 

be ré-baptised as, the: Alliance for Coup dletats.’ 

He hinted also ‘that the: ‘Brazilian eoup: had stimmea’ 

“thé ambitions of would-be military dictators in ‘Chike 

Goulart's own weaknesses aré obvious. Prestes » 

gaid in an interview with, Phe Worker in. Moscow in the late 

fall of 1962 that Goulart would not solve thé. people's problems, 

although. propréessives supported him against. the PIBUESES . and 

pushed hihi $0, qo" MOLE’ se ᾿ 

The role’ of the - ora and the u, ΓΝ ποπορολά 65, in, 

_ the coup. is considered very obvious, of course. The’ Shereased 

danger to Cuba, has also. been emphasized. elsewhere. 

to the Chinese. leaders inside. the “Venezuelan party. 

Most. of the higher Corimund st Leaders escaped. 

the "gorillas," though many. cadres. have apparently ‘been 

imprisoned . % 4 - " ΝΞ τος 

Vengziielai, ‘(based on 8 conversation with, a Labia τὶ 

ae. “American. Communist journalist, who follows 

᾿ . Venezuelan affairs. 5 : 

Re» ‘Chinese: He has “no information. of aity dinks 

is -The Leftism id ‘Venezuela was reflected “in. an attempt - 

- to follow ‘che Cubati éxamp le: under very different conditions - - 

pr 

from those prevatling an Cubes, when Castro's. epic. ‘struggle ey 

began. 
. ΝΣ 

᾿ athe party: in. ‘Venequela tried to- follow. “tyio satterent . 

tactics at: the Same time. They tried to maintain -an. open 

_ panty leadership - while the guerrillas were. fighting in Caracas 

cand in the countryside. The police countered bye jailing. ‘the - 

open leaders, and. closing ‘che press. 
ea. 



. it publishes underground papers. 

the Venezuelan Party, in the ‘opinion of thas friend, 
made” a serious. mistake in poycotting. the last election. ‘There: 

‘were seven candidates. Some ΟΥ̓ -them représented some démocratic.- 
- forees, The Party called. for Abstention in the eléction, | But 
there was only 8 23% abstention, compared to anormal 20-4. 

the: Party now has Lost. its daily press, although 

These tactics, have tempotiartly weakened the patty ts 
ties. with some important groups of workers. There have been ᾿ς. 
no big strikés among the oil workers recently. Some party men, 

explain that the oil workers have won high wages and become 

‘Yartstocrats" of Labor. Some: also argué that, the decisive rote . 

is not playéd by the Venezuélan workers but. “py the youth groups: 

- in the cdtles. one: may. question such Views, howevers: . 

The giersilia aotavity in, eity and countryside Was. 

sppposéd to prepare the way for a general revolutionary struggle 

against the: anti-democratie administration that the -o11 

‘mohopolists. were supporting. Tt, was. also. expected that the 

erection of Téoni," Betencourt’s SUCCESSOL», tould produce - af 

much more ivadical situation, It.was helieved that. other parties ποτ a 

would Teel themselves cheated. But Leont split the démocratic . 

ranks by a ‘SkLILFul maneuver, | He took some of the demoeratic 

' Léaders. ‘into. hig, ‘adniinistration. This ‘took, ‘the CP by: surprises. 

according to our friend's information. 

“Meantinile the guerrilla activity conbiiues, it 33s. 

sata to be -gaining- ‘somewhat in. the countryside. But it does ὁ 

᾿ς fow show much promise of becoming decisive inthe near fugure. 

‘The bunkers are not ‘big,..Perhaps: 33000 - ΝΙΝ 

There séeins. to be-some division ΠῚ ‘the.cp -- some | 

younger . people became’ impatient. with. ‘the leaders; who are, Ln. 

‘Late migale age and early old Age. - 

τς "A hopeful sign is. that recent party writings Ano y 

*"gelt-criticism. - “The party now 58.5.3" that the ‘stragghe will.’ 6, Long 

and arduous (Didn't say. that. earlier). ‘They say “chat. the 

guerrillas at’ first were not well atsetp lines: and united put . 

are: more, united and disciplined now. -- 

Kbout the Chinese estions _. A Gommnissdion igs ‘studying 

the question of” internationa. unitys -but has* “made. Ὧρ, r
eport. 

Ῥς ὃ; The. Leoni- government isthe government. of che : “oll 

monopolsts, for ali its democratic trimniiigs. End. 
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οὐ ΑΜ ηο, Do. The. Ghinese teaders Support. in Peru?! This: 

. ig title of a long article in Pravda, May ec; vy Raoul Acosts 

- Salas. general secretary. of the Conimuni st. Canty of ‘Ecuador. 

“The article ‘begins. by saying that the Chinése préss 

and Peking radio broadcasts are- actively supporting the so=called: 
tenye Marxist-LeninLsts;" “genuine revolusionists,"™ opposing 

“revi sLonism inthe : Teadership of the Peruvian” Communist Party." 

q 

The Peking Review recently reported the alieged 

Nexpulsion™ oF the alleged "revisionists" from the CP. This 

"expulsion" was conducted by 8. renegade cligue at an alleged 

“eonfererice" of the Peruvian Communist Party recently. The — 

conference was attended. only by a group of splitters - who ~ 

αν in Lima. The group was. made up..of 8 number of professionals, | 

“intellectuals dnd students, with: some artisans. Tt did- not. ve~ | 

. > “present. the wageséaring workérs:: “who make. up 70. per cent of 

the. CP in lima. Nor did at include ally representatives of | 

Peruvians from outside. Lima. (Thus the miners, railroad 

_ workers, port workers; etcs; were Ih no way representéd. 2. 

. 7 is apparently: “vather- serious, nevertheless, 

an AG the. close of this splitter-conferenee the Leaders 

aia. an unprecédented thing: They caliled* in the. capitalists 

journalists, who. wrote slandérous,, anbi-party: storiés, One of, 

the leaders, a lawyer named Saturmino: Parédes,. cold the journalists ᾿ 

“that the Declaration of the 12 Parties “in 1957 and the Statement- ἮΝ 

“of the 81 Parties in 1960 were Nyeytsionist theses." This. 

᾿ς “slanderous information" came from the Chinese leaders, says 

Raoul ‘Acosta Salas, the writer. of ‘the article. 

‘The factionalist group algo made a tpandit -raia" on 

“the editorial hg of Unidad, ‘the ‘central organ of the’ Péruvian CP... 

The raiders were armedy, Ὁ nt were driven, OLE “bY: the. aéfenders. 

Siéven: splitters have been: expelted by: the CP of Peru, | 

‘he  expetied group includes Attorney Paredes, the chief leader; 

“Attorney jose Sotomayor, thé Nuniber 2: renegades. aiso 8. Kunti, 

A. Sorta; Ἐν ‘Bastos, L. Ferrey, S.. Fuentess, Mr, Alvarez A. 

Romelao, Ὥς. Carriilo and-M. “Tauro . - 7 . 

= ALL are. deséribed as ultra aoenatists, adventurers; 

τς anti-Sovieteers.«. And Raouk Acosta Salas says | there are Hinks : 

with the police, 



- . πὴ Fourth Conferetice of the regional party 
organization of Lima followed this rump convention. It. 

- unanimously decided to expel the splitters, It met with . 
much support from the workers of Lima. In fact workers, - 

membér of-the militant Peruvian Communist youth, and representa- 
tives of the peasant communities made a demonstrative march 
to the-building where thé conference was held, to express ΕΣ Ἢ 

_ their detestation ‘of the. splitters. 

And at thé présent time the Communists in all. ΝΣ 
departmerits of Péru.are holding Party conférences, denouncing 
the splitters and their “guardians” in Peking. 

This split comes at a difficult time, after pressure 

from the USA and the Peruvian. oligarchy led Parliaxcnt to 
pass the “Law on reprisals," which provides for the outlawing 

of the Communist Party, and the suppression of the peasant 

mavement. for land, It is also used against the national 

movement to nationalize the oil lands illegally seized: by the 

Standard O11 interests. - | | “-Ψ ἐΣ " 7 

_° Raoul Acosta Salas also says that some of the splitters 

(Soria; Ferrer, Fuentes, Tauro and Carrillo) ‘behaved badly at 
thé time of an earlier split in 1948. They_were allied then 
with the renegade Luna, who later became a Senator under the 

Dictator; Odria: - The 1948 split, says the. writer, was organized 
by: the FBI, _ τς 

. The article does, not say how many of the present. 
splitters were in the national leadership of the Party. Another 

source here says eight -- or about. one fourth of the national 

' leadership. ᾿ ᾿ , 

_“Ghere is therefore; probably, the most serLous- 
split of this kind in any Latin American. CP;-End Peru ~ 

«1 
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The enclosed mémorandza reveals. that the ovie Sa: axe hesitant to ¢reate a final break with the Chinese et o - because of. the pressure being brought to bear upon the, ,= Ὁ oviets by comaunist parties within the Soviet bloc. ge Lot τὸ A | 

With respect to their border di oe ᾿ o their border dispute are doomed to failure’ Ze 180. chinese have nade no progress with respect to the oa ᾿ 

an atonie resctee Shieh tho and are attempting to pirchase : or. which the ; Ὃ proeten ae 
ἢ nucleax nation.  OxPHOde to protend China is 

negotiations being conducted between the Soviets and Chingse 

Because of the sensitive nature of" our source. τ τς have classified this commnication and its enclosure “Top, ° + this information is being furnishéd to other Ὁ :jintorested officials of the Governneph soo J ch— of, 2 ὅσ 2. 599 
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NOTE, CONTINUED 

"Solo, Internal Security ~ C." See also cover memorandum 
Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. W. C, Sullivan, 6-21-64, also 
bearing the Solo caption. 
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FROM "SAC, “NEW ‘YORK [(100-134637)} (¥ 

γ΄], | Re New York teletype Gael 6/9/64 furnishing a summary 
“ of information obtained by NY 694-s* during his recent trip 

: al” abroad;—and further reference New York airtel, also dated 6/9/64, 
: TAL, reflecting the reaction of NY 694-S* and also that. of the. Soviets 

Sit to the newspaper column of VICTOR RIESEL appearing in the "New 

NY 694-S* has advised that on 6/7/64 he conferred. - " 
briefly with GUS HALL to report his return from his trip abzoad. } 7 mAt that time, HALL stated that he desired that NY 694-S* spend “— 

ES IMHALL concernin 
+f, ΡΣ Soviet Union and Cuba. HALL stated that. he must have this. 

| A ἐμ ing New York 

φ 12, '3,'7 16 
The informant realized that to comply with HALL's 

request would necessarily interfere with his furnishing: the 
Bureau with information concerning the same matters. Τὸ compromise 
the situation, ted--and HALL agreed to the stiggestion-~ 
that instead se Saas conferring with HALLat this time, the 
informant. furnish to HALL a written report containing the result A shy 
of the informant's contacts with the Soviets and the, Cubans. ᾿: teas é rae Say oan Ἴ κ΄ ea ἝἍ 
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ι ξ΄ νη μεν - - 

NY Loosen? | BLU) 

'.gontact with the:.NYO on: 6/11/64 by' reason of: the. fact that. his: 
youngést gon is graduating on that date. from. junior college. and. 
that’ πὸ, νου] ‘have to spend that “day. in thé company of his: family. 

After. furnishing. information to the: NYO on 6/8. and 9/64 
xegarding the highlights of his trip -abroad‘ and reporting thé: facts. 
with regard: ‘to his own.and the Soviet! 8 Yeaction. tothe RIESEL. 
éolum,- ΝΕ 694<S*, on 6/10/64, prepared a written statement: for 
HALL With respect to. his trip abroad.. A copy: of ‘this: written. 
statement of the ‘informant was δα available to SAS. JOHN: DENNIS. 
O'CONNELL .and: ALEXANDER. Ce BURLINSON: on. 6/10/64 and. 48. ϑοιῆρ set. 
out ‘verbatin below. 

- 

‘The informant stated that he’ would be. ‘unable: to be in 

‘NY 694-S* stated that δὲ ‘would continue ‘to- report 
‘regarding his trip-abroad on Friday, 6/12/64, and'.that very likely.” 
he would supplement what is contained in the’ aforementioned: 
memorandum at that time. 

In view of the £act that ‘NY’ 694-s* has sndiarea that 
=- 

prepare letterhead memoranda for dissemination. Such memoranda 
will be prepared when such supplemental information is furnished’ 
by the informant. The NYO feels that the above statement, as 
prepared by the informant, is of sufficient importance to. furnish 
it to the Bureau immediately, 

Following the statement there is set’ out, ‘for the 
information of the. Bureau and: Chicago, an explanation with: 
respect to, individuals who are-not specifically: identified: tn. 
the statement. 

The statement is as follows: 
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“Dear -<- 

: "T cannot express to you in words the overwhelming reception 
which-Roz and I got upon our arrival. While it is true that this 
cordial treatment was given to.us, I say it-with.all my heart that 
this: was meant for you, It was -the love and respect for you and 
our party which was invoked tous. It really makes one: feel very 
‘proud, I.don't mind telling you that I was just. bursting inside 
With pride. As-you.know I had sent on ahead your birthday greetings 
to Καὶ and the birthday gift. which=you and the ledding comrades gave 

Το πὶ on this occasion; ‘The Central Committee: lost. fo time in 
‘Letting me know of their profound’ thanks and admiration: they have. 
for you regarding your birthday greetings to K. That indeed, was a 
great. success, I learned later that the reason for such greaction a - ᾿ 

to this was because the average greeting which the other parties 
in the capitalist countries. sent were either in the form of a 
stereotyped telegram ora birthday card. Some of the larger parties, 
such as the Italian, French, etc., sent a more expensive or elaborate 

,gift. All greetings were warm and personal but I.was told: none 
contained the timely and political sentiment and endorsement which 

1 ‘hit the spot, ' . t 
ry 

"They. told πὸ very quietly that a copy of ‘your birthday greeting 
was given to each member of the Presidium (it's true that these 

π΄ τ things-are treated 88. 8 personal and private matter Βα. Τὰ this " 

+ 

case K was so overwhelmed that he requested copies to be made for 
his close co-workers), Needless to say, the birthday gift also 
made a big hit for us. As K put it, ‘Here was fraternalism 
personified in which the life and movements of a revolutionary 
‘patty, particularly in this caee ἃ Communist Party, is so intermingled 
that the years of struggle of this movement are depicted in such a 
manner and are historic and related’ in this case to my life and my 
party and to your party.’ K said, 'This is what makes ἃ party a 
great party. This is what makes leadership strong and brave and 

what you are.' These may not be his exact words, but the essence 
is there, 

“Because of this I was asked to attend a private dinner on May 1 
at which K and the Presidium were honoring BEN BELLA. While 1 
attended this dinner in person, it was an honor which actually was 
bestowed to you and to our party. It was one of the most: memorable: 
things which have ever happened in my life, that in my introduction 
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‘to Καὶ as. representative of the CPUSA and having given him your 
personal regards. and greetings, the remarked, ‘Now this great .day 
is complete (May 1). It is. truly international and here stands 8 
‘representative from the country: in which this great day gave birth. 
When: I hug you. T hug your great Sécretaty. Good ‘health to: hin, He 
is. indeed a staunch leader of your brave ‘party... Ah, he .is-my. gon! 
Enjoy’ ‘yourselves ‘on this occasion. Sit.with us,” you are ‘more than 
‘welcome, ' 

ξ. "TZ don't have to tell you how- I. felt. for here was not only the 
honor-of meeting K in such circumstances, ‘but, the. feeling was: there 
[of the*honor and respect which they have. both for you and. for our 
party ..—throughout this dinner: many historic,. heroic figures I 
always admired and read about walked up. and. offered ἃ Gast to | 
you and to our party. (Boy, was I pie eyed! ) This/ tae ted off 
by Marshal BUDENNEY and-followed by such: as Marshal KONEV and. 
MALINOVSKY and to top it off the four astronauts. and an apology 
from VALENTINA TERESHKOV's: husband that she could not attend because 
she was - soon to give birth to their baby. But the 'piece de . 
‘resistance’ was: when L was introdticéd to each. and every member of 
the Presidium and they in turn emphatically repeated the regard. and 

- -— -- admiration they have for you and our party. SUSLOV was beaming and . 
I heard him remark, ‘There is a fellow for you’ > MIKOYAN just hung 
on. 1 could practically see in his eyes the election o£ what you 
did and what our party did during the period of the Caribbean crisis, 

"While 1 am describing to you in detail the events of oné 
occasion, let me say that this happened. wheréver I went in the. SU, 
be it a member of the CC or members of the, local committees. This 
is the feeling they have for you and for us, this is the feeling 
which I am privileged to. know- and I. am trying. with whatever ability 
1 have to convey this to you. [I could say also that a similar 
greeting and feeling on the part of the. Czechoslovakian Leadership 
was conveyed to me: by Comrade B. ‘LASTOVICKA, head of. the Inter- 
national Department of the ce of thesiZCP, andumember of the PB. 

"ΡΣ 

"T handed. to the CC a copy of Thi ΒΑ ΡΟ ΤΟΝ. you-gave - to me cor 
for them with the added bit of information, which my. pal handed me, ὍἹ 
prior to: our. departure, also the requests and other questions , 

| raised and my talk with them was a concrete and brief description of. 
our structural Leadership changes which were made at the last ‘plenum: 
plus a few words with reference to the formation of a ‘broad, * LUMEN 
youth organization and a number o£ questions which you raised fe IS 
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ut ima, the GALAMISON delegation, the Freedomays delegation, 
a one-or two other points, some things regrding. 

ternational Publishers, ete. ΟΣ course; no sooner had I. arrived. 
! when I asked. for. a-meeting with ‘the CC and raised with then. some 
questions which were of importance to you, ‘The grestings. ‘to then 
from you were presented in the-manner which you asked me to do, 
thet is, with thasame_ ‘emotional feeling. Believe me, the emotional 

|£eeling was’ a good one and’ I was at-my. bést when it -came-‘to. that. 

"The £irst point I raised. with them was on the. question of 
the letter which you: sent to them with. reference. to proposals of. 

Ja. coordinating body. In my opening renarks. to them Ζ said you 
were disapointed in not having received an immediate reply. from 

‘sthem, that you thought an answer would be forthcoming, immediately 
and' therefore, although it is a little late, ἢ I was again posing 
this: question for: you. | 

"This meeting of the CC was chaired: by Comrade KORIANOV who 
is actually taking PONOMAREV's place-as he was busy'with K.and . 
BEN ‘BELLA ard traveling around the SU with-BEN BELLA and the 
Algerian delegation, Comrade KORIANOV's answer to-your question 
| of the need for an inte ordinating body was the following: 

"Tt is true that we received Comrade HALL's letter sometime 
back and we.are sorry we were not able to give you. an immediate ._ 
answer since we discussed this among ourselves: at length and still 
we cannot give you an answer as yet. However, Let: me: ; say: this: mows. 
Our CC highly appreciates the permanent ¢orc¢ern of Yyoursparty: for’. 
‘the unity. of. the international Communist movemént, “This,letter: Eo 
‘is a new indication of this. concern .on the part of your party, 

"hs you know, at the meetings of 1957 and 1960 the.-world 
parties discussed the question of contact and ties between. them- 
selves and they came to the conclusion that. meetings. between the 
parties is a good form for the exchange of experience, for. joint ἡ 
enrichment of Marxist theories and is δῷ acceptable form of . 

\cooperation between parties, These meetings can be. bi-lateral or. 
regional or international, At the meeting of 1960 in which 
representatives of your party participated and made their. ‘important: 
contribution to the working out of the documents of that meeting, 
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Wit was. agreed that this type of: meeting is the most acceptable 
form of coordination of activities in the international. movement. 
(it was ἃ good, experienced and learned. delegation which contributed.) 
ms 

Ξῷ 

“δ 111 another form of international coordination and 
cooperation is that the World Marxist Review editorial board is 
composed of dozens of fraternal. parties aroutid the world, As.far | 
"as-‘the essence. of’ your proposal in this connéction is .concerned, it: 
probably would be. premature at this stage to place. this problem in 
the, discussion. of the. international. Communist: movement and, as you 
know, a number of fraternal parties now would not accept this idea 
at this stage and that is why the raising of this question in the 
international movement at this time would add tothe prolonging 
and complication of the discussion, “Needless to say, there are 
many discussions going on not. only in our party but in other parties 
as well at the present time. Especially under the present conditions 
[wien the CPC leadership started an open political war against the 
international Communist movement, the use of the already agreed. forms 
of coordination and cooperation o£ the international Communist _ 
movement and the-calling -of ‘a new international conference is of 
primary importance, The Chinese would then surely accuse us of a Η μι * ‘new move on our part ‘in our fight against them.’ 

"Comrade KORIANOV then turned to me and said, ΤΙ personally 
support your idea but you must take into account the position of 
my party. Do you understand?’ Ὁ ᾿ 

_ "To continue on this topic, prior‘to my leaving I had a meeting 
with Comrade ‘PANOMAREV in which he gave a similar answer but added 

* 8 apology of not anewering sooner and that the CC will answer you 
on this question, The one term‘which stood out in οἷν mind to this 
answer was that ‘this is not feasible at the moment.' ‘However, to 
repeat, you will receive a formal answer from them. ᾿ 

"ΔῈ this meeting I raised the important point to the CC in which 
1 asked KORIANOV to help us ina most important matter concérning 
the question of my going to Cuba so as to hand to FIDEL, your Letter. 

‘While I did not show ‘him this letter, 1 mentioned important pertinent. 
points which you raised. He listened to it very carefully and said. 
that it seems to him that this letter is contained. with some very. 
important points and not only is it of importance to the CPUSA | 
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“but algo to their party'as well and to the many parties of the 
international. movement. He said, 'We have to be most careful how 
we dea} with this. matter of your going to Cuba. We: must tell you 
‘that the weakest person in the CASTRO government and in Cuba is 
RAUL Ga, ‘the Foreign Minister’ of Cuba,. and .the. Foreign Department 
18; the one. we..are,.always afraid. of. When he, ‘RAUL REX. became the 

Foreign Minister*we:were almost sure,.that he would go. straight to 
the United States,. straight to. the ‘State, Department. It.is for 

_this.xeason that ‘we must be very careful how wé handle this tip, 
| When you are there, it would be better if you spoke with. Président 
DORTICUS who is to: us one of. the best. and. most tiusted Comrades 

{{and: also. Comrade..RODRIGUEZ. ‘They are the ones. to talk. τὸ. 

"Comrade KORIANOV said, ‘Permit us to. make.a helpful suggestion. 
in reference to this, Comrade HALL's, letter, We are familiar with 
Comrade CASTRO. We. know him very-well. You know that -K spoke. to 
him twice.on his two:visits to the SU, in which he talked to hin 
very precisely, accurately but tenderly, as one would to a child, 
trying to teach him that. in a revolutionary struggle or revolutionary 

jmovement there are. periods in which one must halt fora time. to 
|reconstruct their land and. industries and to try in ‘bettering 

"Comrade FIDEL CASTRO is a very sensitive comrade,. Our 
experience with him-has been to talk to him most carefully. We 
have even: leamed that there are times when not-to speak to him 
since he is ἃ man of many moods. If his mood is good, he will 
listen, he will agree. with you, but should it be bad, he would paut 
and shout. Knowing him and knowing this, we suggest perhaps it. 
would be best if Comrade HALL's letter be. divided into two. parts. 
The part which speaks to him:in a highly political important..manner 
and suggests ways in which the relationship between, your two parties 
becomes closer and better; this part has a. high political caliber 
and quality. But the part which mentions VICTOR -RABINOWITZ and the 
ultra left as acting as an obstacle in. the relationship between. your 

{ two parties.and the danger which they ensue, let that be separate, 
{ Present the first. part first and if all is well and the response ‘is_ 
1 good, then give him the part containing- RABINOWLTZ: and the ultra left.' 

"I thanked them for this suggestion, said I will take. it into. . 
consideration although I do. not have the permission. or right :to take: 
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d“interfere with a - "it. upon myself andNint letter which you, my General Secretary, writes, But I will SCE. 

"Further, I asked if I could impose upon their generosity in whict they would. help me in obtaining a visa to Cuba.-and- that since I am traveling. illegally and it 18: against the laws o£ ouv- land to. travel to..Cuba, perhaps -itwould be best that during my. stay-‘in Cuba. I be ‘in their care and that in this way things would be..made. safer .and ‘éasier for me. To this δὲ teplied that -it would be best ‘that. their interest in mémaking this: trip should not be made. ἢ vi then, that.it. may lead to a misunderstanding, that I must: make this trip "88. 8. member of the CPUSA, a’ party that is free to do what. it wishes. However, he said, 'We will see.to it that you meet with the Cuban Ambassador: and ‘that we will do everything We..can. behind the ‘scene in. helping to obtain a. visa, but there is nothing more,. other than of course. to. try to make you as comfortable as possible on our plane ‘gahg there and.coming back, We would: be very interested! to hear what you have to say. when you return from this trip. and consider it most. important, ! . 

+ “Wanother question which I askéd' Coméadé KORIANOV, what lappened 

_ Mmilitarists ‘around hin who guaranteed him protection and safety, - 

understand, Unfortunately, we can.tell you ‘this now that GOULART | Rimeelé knew of this coup d'etat two weeks Sefore its actual. happening. I -repeat again that some of the leaders. of the arny ‘stood before -him and pledged that. they .would ‘protect GOULART and for him to have accepted that’ pledge from them proved that he was a coward, Here was a case in which the. Pentagon and the State. {Department knew more of what was gping to happen and will happen in Brazil than .GOULART,; . ᾿ 

"'It 26. 4160 pitiful. to say that the..democratic. Eorces within 



and they had the government, Would this havé.been done correctly, 
it would have changed the whole political situation in South America. 
Tt would have been-a victory for the people's unity in Chile and add 

ἡ ἕο the strength of the party in Uruguay. This, of course, wuld mean 
‘the situation in the whole region would have been different, | It!s 

yp imtexesting that Washington, knew and. acted more militantly, which 
|| showed. that American imperialism is not a paper tiger. 

‘Mas a result, the Brazil Communist Party has sustained a very 
- great-loss. And we are. sorry to tell you that Comtade MURGONLI, « 
Secretary of the CC, was arrested and he had in his possession all 
of the cadre party names and the details of the party organization 
in San Paulo. This will be most damaging, This is a most serious 
situation in Brazil, ' | . 

“At this meeting I told them of the achievements that our Party 
made in the last period which. were in radio broadcasts, university 
lectures to students, Catholic question and the recent gains we made 

{| in the UAW, I quoted you on the effect which FULLBRIGHT's second 
speech had on the peace. organizations in which they no. longer 
spursued a plague on both your '‘houses' but end the. cold war now, 
fight against U. 8. imperialism. 

“- πὸ a ee πὰ oes τ a 
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"Regarding Cuba, when I first arrived my request was E gee Fidel first and only after that to get in touch with 
a. Qn the second day I still did not see. Fidel but Calcines, a member of the Presidium, National Committee, +A and” in charge of the titernationa Department..for.the Cuban. ~~ Party. Calcinesis.a-young comrade-who was in ‘the. underground in charge. of the YCL,. I don't mind. telling you that I was afreid. to speak to him:at first because I figured. if I.did. then 

᾿ς. 

this would spoil ny seeing Castro, 

“de congratulated. me. on behalf of the Presidiun.-and asked if there was anything he could.do. to:help. I thanked: 
hin-and told him that my instructions were that I speak to Fidel Castro-first. After that I would be. glad to speak to him and ‘give him ἃ report on our Party and this I will do together with 
our representative who 1 have not seen, but who was in Havana, 
Comrade Beatrice Johnson, 

"I would have opened up/to him but he said something 
that struck me funny and for the’ first time revealed to me that 
they were not familiar with ousParty situation, and that was 
when he asked pe how was _I said didn't you. know. ‘that for’the last two years ΒΘ has been an enemy of the Party for. 
which he has been expelled, that he is the most active ultra~ | 
leftists who is fighting our Party together with Jake Rosen: and 
Victor Rabinowitz, (He was talking to: me thru an. interpreter.) 
He told the interpreter to take a note of this. I decided τὸ. 
should not speak to him until I saw Beatrice. That ended the 
second day, , . 

κι, 

Ca the third day when nobody showed up (mind you I 
didn't dare leave the house fof fear that I. would-miss Fidel), 
i decided it would be best that I see Beatrice so I could get 
the lay of the land, And that afternoon she tas brought to me, 
Let me tell you when I saw her my heart almost stopped. I saw. 
an old woman ride up, grey and looked to me like a person -who 
had received a bad beating... I guess at this point we must have 

_ beth cried,. She. said_because .of..a11the-people_L knew, -you--would — - πὶ 
be the: one to-coma.to see me, I can't tell you how I feel and 
I thank Gus and Morris for sending you to me. I let her talk 
on and. on for you see that. there was a person who. wanted to get 
many things off her chest, 
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"She told me a story which if I did’ not hear *it' 
with my own ears and see ‘it’ with my own eyes I would never 
believe, I thought I knew Cuba, -manana.‘and what it ensued, r 
but I never dreamed it could be so. Her story was almost -un~- 
believable, but in the course of the next days she was. absolutely 
right in what she said. But let me say this that regardless of 
the way she was ‘pushed around’, "beaten.up', 'isotatédt,. spending 
‘every penny: that -she-had and. we sent her and had to get a job 
in the Party so to make a living for herself and daughter and 
living in the slume that she does and I may add with not even a 
fan which is considered life itself in-Cuba, no ice box in 
which she-has left her food with comrades 4, 5,.and 6.blocks 
[sgh ans μος One who cheered me up and I\saw.in her an old 

moo” 

fighter and it would take more than.8 months of isolation to 
ruin her, _ | 

"Qnce she got the story off her chest she said leta 
show these: people what stuff our Party people are. made of and 
gain back the respect that they had held for us.. Lets show. it 

ae . to.them. {I.can say here that ὑπας πᾶσ the beginning which. two. 
old people -like curselves tried to convey to them how experienced 

- | ana Zeapected we are not only in-our--own country -but-—throughout- 
the world as a Party. 

"Since Fidel still didn't come to see me and it looked: 
there for a while-that he would not, I then asked. to have.a medting. 
with Ramon Calcines which was in order since he was the Depart- 
mental head,. (This is a loose term, They really don't have an 
international Department per se. Its a loose organization -in 
which anybody who comes from any other country regardless of 
his politics is invited to come to an affair if he remembers 
or they remember to invite them.) | 

"We had a three hour meeting with Calcines, I told. ~~ 
him the following: That I was shocked to hear that our-representa- 

tive, who-has been here for 8 months,. has. been neglected and _ 
driven.away from the Party organization over the many months, 
‘(Beatrice να 5 er 

δὲ Τ SEC 
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“""gever kept than all the rest put together and was most 
embarrassed when he saw her, but I'm told this. is a regular thing 
in’ Cuba,. Promises are always made but rarely Καρὸς) ‘That. as 
a.raprasentative of our Party, I came to tell him.that.we.are 
very much alive despite ‘the. rumors.that -have-been spread..by the 
ultra-left. both in Cuba.-and the. United.States. and that our. . 
leadership is stronger. than ever, ᾿ Beatrice. advised. me tO | be” 

3 

᾿ [πιὸ to hear. réporte ‘ ms, I ‘told, him further: chat despite 
the ‘persecution of our people .and.our Party, the prison ‘sentences 
and the..umarked graves in which. some of our leaders had died yet 
no.one..should ‘know, that despite all this, after. 15 years, I can: 
tell him.very proudly -on behalé. of. my. Party. and our General. 
Secretary that my leadership is ‘together again, that..they had. 
recently met in a very important meeting : together all. in..one 
room, that we are far from dead in our fight and support of. 
the Negro movement in America, in our fight for better economic 
condit and against ‘poverty, our fight for peace,. our fight 
to. end the cold war, our hundreds and hundreds of meetings that 
are held with students.at universities. throughout the count 

even gave a report to him that soon we are to form a broad 
‘| Marxist youth organization, the basis comes from our own youth 
{with a’ correct political line and understanding of our. Party. 

and the international movement . 

ΝΝ "That our position in the ideological dispute between. 
the CPSU aad the CPC is clear .and concise, that we are for the 
position. of the CPSU for peaceful coexistence against the Chinese 
of war and worsening cond 8 both to the working. class and 
the peasants.. That Victo binowitz, who in a large way is “7 
responsible ΟΣ ΟἿΣ. iso on hara in Cuba, is a covard and’ an 
enemy of our Party and that his office is the headquarters of the 
ultra-leftists, ‘both youth and adult, which is conducting. the 
fight against us and for the Chinese. That its a lie, a big 
lie, that.Aaronson, the editor of the National Guardian, which 
he spread in your country when he was here on“May Ist, that we 

| have. abandoned the freedom‘movement in America;, this is. ‘not true; 
rather we: should say. its- they who, would, Like. to.see va abandon. - 
not only the. freedom. movement: or that \our:Party be liquidsted, 



"ZT told him that I welcomed this opportunity. to--have 
‘been able to- give him a report: from our Party .about ar. Party 
and that my Objective in coming here on behalf: Of my General 
Sécretaty and for my Party was for a better and -closer- relation- 
ship with your Party, since we, together, have: but -one. common 
enemy and.that:is-U.S. imperialism... “ΤΏΔΕ τὰν - ‘faain:order was ‘to. 
ask:-for ny Party. what.can-we.do to help you. further in ‘the. fight 
against American imperialism-and the fight against ‘the blockade 
and further to tell them that we are proud. of Cuba; your country, 
‘the first country. to raise the. banner of socialism in the - 
Americas .. . 

π΄ “He said nothing but wrote-down everything I: told. ‘him 
very carefully and then asked the. question - What do. we know 
| about Robert Williams? I told him we ‘have but one answer: to 

Robert Williams.- that he is a troublemaker who preaches . 
violence. and- anarchy: and that whatever. following he.had when he 

|-léeft the..states he had lost. ‘That. che, Williams, and his. rantings 
on his radio program are ποῦ even heard or ‘Listened to, The 

-- ~~Chinese-can-make him-a-great Negro leader, That-he-is not, — 
That he will never.be. Here he said that they were having 
trouble with him and wished that he would not be around. 

‘He promised me. that he would give this report to-the . 
National Committee, that they would see to it from now on how 
to make better contact with Beatrice and their Party and that he. 
conveyed on behalf of Fidel -greetings: and regards ‘to your Party. 
When he left he said I will see. you and walked off, but I never 
saw him again, P,S, Beatrice predicted this and I at the time 
‘eould not ‘believe it. This is how it is done all-the time, 

At least we felt we had registered ourselves: with” ἢ 
them even if I didn’t get to see Fidel. It was then that Beatrice 
sat down and wrote the report which 1 enclosed for‘you, This 
report you: will see tries. to deal with about everything, “but 

| verhally ‘she “added” the following: - ; - 

oil ala ie ae ἐπκατε τι παν wee eet acd 
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ss "Conditions are really bad, The people here ara: 
| making great sacrifices and that the worker and the peasants 
understand it, but the middle class are the ones that are really 
getting it in. the neck, There is quite a collection of Americans 
in this country, Where and how they came here no one seems to 
know, For example, there is a charact ere who is a very good 
friend of Halperin by the name of Boriahicain who arrived here Ai 
only four months ago. No one knows e got. in. He has Ge 
located himself a good job in the government. Seems- to walk 4285: 
around with nothing but conspiracies in his pocket as, to how to 
get “those guys' in the American Party. ει 

"There are some good people which Beatrice mentioned - 
| apout-2-00-35 which were given permission by. Calcines to form an 
American group who can work with Beatrice or around Beatrice, 
They have been and will be a great help to her and to US. 

"Phere is the case of Marth — ae 
Tint the-Chinese are. paying We are afraid that the attention —— 

t inese are paying to them, they may be. won over to ~~ - 
-theix side, Beatrice tries.hard to pay. attention. to them, ‘but. 
Martha Dodd is rather a learned and cultured woman who considers 

~~ | herself-a great writer: and somehow she feels hurt that she has -—- — 
not been asked to do some writing. In talking this over with 
Beatrice, we would like to make a suggestion which would help 
in getting her and her husband on our side. (It would be 
better to have them with us than against us,)-~ That since she 
is in Cuba, sees many people, knows many people that perhaps | 

112 Joe North sends her a letter asking her to write for Dialogue 
this would be very good, You may ask would this be taking a : 
chance as to what article she might write. If her articles are 
wrong, we surely have the right to reject them but let us at least 
give it a try. This we respectfully submit for your consideration, 

= c "Regarding the girl it is really a oh 
tragedy. She has been 'pgoing h μ “aud then would change her “2 

- mind at the last minute, She was/go home in May. When everything 
was all set, she changed her mind and is afraid to go home for 
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“gear she will be in trouble. She had a good job here in which 
she earned a lot of money, but she couldn't keep or hold onto 
it, Beatrice tries hard to keep her spirits up but. its 
difficult because. here you have a clash of two personalities - 
ἃ young girl and an older woman, ‘company she keeps is not. Z.weZa 
good. There is a woman here namedHeartsman ~ one. of the tH Labn 
biggest enemies of our Party. 8 from Chicago, She" ---~ 
spreads all kinds of gossip in Havana. Unfortunately this. 
comrade listens to her at times. She. has made several cracks 
‘about you in which she would not explain or go further such as 
| that lousy nut Hall, who-is he to tell Castro to h elections, 
This Heattsman woman said that she recently saw meltpaeidase™ 
in Canada and that Davidoff told Her she was on a secret mission 
for “you. Red Cross -relief work or something like that. This 
remark is so distorted and so confusing but it does bring out 
why should anyone meet anyone in Canada and tell them that 
they are on a secret assignment for you, may be 

~ coming back but just when its hard to says 
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“There is much that. I could tell you of my talks: with 
BEATRICE and I will. It will be better’.and..good if-it-were:. 
done in person, I assure you that no details:.will, be. ‘left:out, 

“I got: word from third or fourth person removed: that. FIDEL. 
‘knows:.that I/m.in his country, he would: like, to see me andis _ 
interested in seeing me and. would: Like. to -speak ‘to:me ifor a 
dong time, but the longer I’ stayéed-in Cuba the more I staited 
using BEATRIGE*s advise which was to be.dramatic in ordér: to . 
get attention.- Notice the: letter I sent. FIDEL.on: my arrival. . 
which you will. see, Then.7. days: latery- when-time.became.aireal. . 
problem-for. me since: planes left'-only once..a week, ,I-was told 

jit was nothing to,wait one to six monghb. to.:see FIDEL:. 

“I decided to contact his confidant, thé -dne ahd’ only-‘person 
‘who has any influence with him -and. can. get.in, touch with -him, 
(He do@sn't have an office, he never sits down. inside a place 
more than a few-minutes. The, biggest problem they have is for 
him to stay in Havana a day so that people in the ‘Party and 
government can see him.) Therefore on the 7th day I sent the. — - 
enclosed letter to him and that did wonders for on the 8th day 
{ was advised that he is getting closer to me. On the lOth night, - 

- several hours before my leaving, he came to see me, You may 
say that I was received very well, greeted very warmly -and-that— - - 
his feeling toward you is warm and that he has a great respect for 
you both in your writings and in your actions, : 

“After our first minutes of the meeting, he said that he 
appreciated what you are going through and what our Party 18. 
going through and £ully sympathizes with us. His interpreter 
was one of his closest friends and confidants, RENE VALLEJO, 2 
doctor of medicine, who is one of the most color£fal figures in 
Cuba. He spoke-perfect English. My -regards and greetings to 
CASTRO were very dramatic and effective, He liked them, 

_ .. “Af€ter.a while I. handed him. the -first..part. of your. letter.- --- .... 
He asked me should he read it now or take it ‘home with Him, τ 
said perhaps -he should read it now since somé questions may be 
raised for answers. He read this letter very carefully and for 
a long time. (He reads and speaks English very well.) When: 
he finished reading your ets BECKET and. tt iin gr KEP ee fe 18 SEC 
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: “said this was the most beautiful document he has ever read, that 
he speaks from the heart, that he will.always remember it, 
and always keep it. This started off -our meeting in a good 

| Light. το ΝΞ « 

7 ow 
. le "As: he put th ter away in-his. pocket, I then handed: him’ 

our Spanish néwspaperLa Nueva. Voz.) ‘He read: this. and: Looked 
it .ovér"Vvery. carezully- said. this was:.a surprise and very. 
pleased: ‘indeed. ᾿ ~ αν) eee 

no: 
4 

_ "At this point I asked -him on. behalf of you what.is there 
we can.do to help you. What can.we.as a Party do. in. bettering 
a closer: relationship. and would he. ‘Object if he “met our - 
representative who has ‘been here for 8 months and she has not: met 
‘him yet, This really got him. He jumped up and: ‘said you mean. she 
has been ‘in Havana. for 8 months.- ‘Why?: How is this, possible, 
I said well: this is: possible. becausé many people keep people from 
coming to see you, She tried and tried hard, 

what they. were doing there. Ὗ 1 introduced BEATRICE τὸ ‘him and 
I sat down to a formal meeting, I told him that unfortunately 
there are people in your country and in our country who try very hard 
.and in some respects have succeeded in isolating our Party, in 
keeping us apart, and that false malicious rumors are being spread 
by both sides that our Party has abandoned the freedom movement 
in the. United States, That these are lies, ‘That our Party today 
is very much alive, That our léadership today is stronger. ‘than 
ever, that our fight for peace is an effective one, That our 
participation in the Negro freedom movement is an. active. one, 
That regardless of the government suppression of our Party where 
we are semi-legal and at times illegal, our fight for civil rights 
is a strong one, our fight -to end the Cuban blockade is a serious 
‘one, that while we do not make the most noises it was our Party ὁ 

{and the people within the Party who. have sent relief to your - 
{country and that committee. 18. still. alive.. - ἮΝ 

"That our slogan to end the cold war is ἃ real slogan and 
not a-slogan of words, In fact our slogan is end ‘the cold war 

- now; defeat U. 8. capitalism, that our Party's position is that 
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"o£ the position of the Soviet Union in the ideological dispute 
with the Chinese Party. ‘Than why is it that it takes 6 weeks. to 
2 months for a copy of our paper to reach: your country and 
practically no literature of our Party can:..be: found in Cuba. 
whereas. the Trotskyist ultra-left literature. is found: in great 
bundles. and. it Practically takes. a mattér of days for ‘that | 
literature to get into your country. At this: he. jumped: up. frightening the wits. out of. everyone in the room. _ 

"E never heard of such ἃ situations I never ‘heard of such 
people who. are spreading rimors against. us and. you. ‘Who afe , 
they? Where are they? Let: me know.now. He was really mad, 

path to get to you. Out Party is very much. concerned that this 
mission be a successful one. I. feel wonderful to stand here in 
your presence and like everyone else in my Party we have a great 
respect and esteem for you. Let's not spoil this.meeting, Let. 
this be a. meeting of love. Yes, I will tell you who these people 

τ are. -Tell you-exactly-who they are. It will be handed to you in — 
8 letter formally signed by our General Secretary GUS HALL in the 
same manner as I just handed you this letter. However, for security 
reasons this letter was not carried with me at the same time. You — 
shall have this letter ina few daysand it will be handed to you by 

. |our comrade here, Comrade BEATRICE JOHNSON. The. important question 
here is the question of contact and-what is the best way to make it. : To which he said I will give you the best contact I know how with your Party, That contact will be myse £ together with your BEATRICE 
JOHNSON. That my companion RENEYVALLEJO will act as a 2o-betweer 
and then directed’ the doctdr O SLVE-BEATRICE JOHNSON his address 
and telephone number and she in turn gave hers to him. They should 
never hesitate to get in tough with each other immediately and this: 
is how we are going to do it. . Sega . 

“As for literature, send it through the UN. It's not that 
simple, I told him, -Let-us find ‘the best person possible who ‘has 
ἃ right to go to the UN. We will let you know who he is and you 
in turn will Let us know who-we should speak to. It should not 
| be the head of the Cuban Delegation to the UN. 

"I told him Comrade CASTRO; 1 have traveléd a long and hard 

"He agreéd to that and said’ as soon δὲ he heats. who it is. 
we. are using, I will. send you someone personally ,to send this to. 

+ . ᾿ ᾿ . “te ” ΐ Ke’. pe 6’ 

Ξε wee oT ᾳ- --- — are “ _— - 
mas τε SET SIs. - PEt - a we τε τὦ- eee oe τε 
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“after he calmed down, he. said the world is in great danger 
of a nuclear war. We.are not afraid. of-it, but we know that | 
it means an extermination of’ both sides, However, if it's an 
ordinary war, we can win. We can destroy our enemies, And-we 
are more than ready. ᾿ 

"He. was now calmed. down-and our meeting continued... He asked 
the following questions: | . 

_ “What do we know. about the Cubans who are in Florida? I 
told him.we know very little other than what we read. about in the 
papers. That they aré running around the streets of Florida 
gossiping and spreading false rumors, ‘but. should we hear anything, 
of interest about them’in the future wewll be glad to.tell him, 
He: agreed and said they. are nothing but a bunch of worms, 

fee Hasyey - "His hext question was do you think thaPYOSWAID, killed TEKAS 
President KENNEDY? Before I could answer, he said-he could ποῖ 

' have been in it-akone. I'm sure of that. It was at least 2 or 3 
men who did it. Most Likely 3. He said soon:after the. President | 
was assassinated, he and a number of his sharp shooters got 
similar rifles with telescopic sights and shot at the target under 
the same conditions, same distance, same height and after this 
shooting, he came to the conclusion it was impossible for one man 
to. have shot the President, That the conclusions were that after 
having aimed and set the sights and squeezed the trigger and the 
shot,was fired, then the marksman niust reset the telescopic sight 
again, reload the rifle again, by that time having lost many valuable 
seconds. Their timing showed that it was impossible for them to 
have: shot three times the same target with the same'rifle.. He said 
OSWAID ws involved. Our ‘people in Mexico gave us the details in 
a full report of how he acted when he came to Mexico to their embassy. 
He said first of all nobody ever goes that way for a visa. Second, 
it cost money to go that distance. He stormed into the embassy, 
demanded the visa and when it was refused to. him. headed. out saying 
I'm going to kill KENNEDY for this. What is your government doing 
to-catch the other assassins? Yes, it took about. three people, 
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. Next question he asked -was. about: the, Negro: movement: in the 
United States..and what role do, we. play. I..teld. him that. our 

_ | Peoplé.are most active: in its, While.-in, the, :past_it; is. true we. 
shad. controlled: such organizations as the. NAACP,. etc,, ‘bit ‘with 
the.anti-communist Μὲ, Carthy period in the years, back..our people 
ost ‘hold:of top positions. But, in-maay of ‘the active Negto organizations We aré.active mostly as rank.and filérs:.and: influence. 
‘the:movement and activities by examples of conscientious and. hard 
‘work andthe youth organizations such as SNCG = we are -in δ᾽ auch’. 
‘better position there. “Good progressive youth are in the leadership. ‘That ‘inthe tenant slum movement: and the tenant. ‘rent. movement;- 
we are, most.active and the leadership. is: a good’-oné;. including the 
leadership.’of the rent strike: moWement. That inthe school ὁ 

᾿ desegregation movement, the movement of Dr. GALAMISON. in. Brooklyn is-a good movement. Ourpeople are active in.these movedients not 
|:only in New York but in the larger cities. 

τως "The ‘next..question -he.asked was..about. the: .peace.movement.. 
Here I related to him what is going on in the peace: movement 

-- -gince-FULBRIGHT' 8 speech directed towards ending-the cold: war; - — 
He asked-questions such as of your health, -how you were getting 
along, about WINSTON, the news of which I gave him was good. # 
He asked that his. regards be given to him and that best revolutionary 
Wishes also be givén, — ~ : ST 

"It was then that he asked the question about last year's 
student youth delegation which visited him. ‘That answer L 
already gave you in person and also about this year's delegation. 

“At this point BEATRICE then told him that she would like 
to make a suggestion to him which could play. a very important 
role both in Cuba and for the American, people, She. said-.the 
following: 
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‘revolution, when the Soviet Union. was. surrotinded: and. beitig invaded 

| book he 18 writing. 

“That during. the worst years at -the beginning of the ‘Russian 

by the imperialist armies: ‘iticluding the. American-aniy. as well,. 
Lenin then. wrote:-his famous. letter to: the. Auierican people. That. 
to. you: here:.thie is.a similar period -in the. Cuban: revolution 
in.its: first years.completely: ‘surrounded by: the United ‘States ᾿ )itiperialion, “That would it not 08. ἃ good: time: ἔοι Comrade. ; 
FIDEL CASTRO to write a letter ‘such as. ‘Lenin did to the..Américan 

_|people, 

_ “He jumped up and. yelled brilliant. that is exactly. what I will_do, Fantastic, He: said. in ‘this way, in his letter to. 
the American people, he can.itell for example, spéaking to. the. 
students, what is. your government ‘doing < what, is my country doing 
for students. To the workers what does your government. do: to. 
insure your security and to your farmers what ig your country 
doing to ‘help you. He said he liked the idea and he agreed with. 

it very much, This is really a very good contribution ἕο. ΠΟΥ 
one Party helps another’ party and this. is what is called closer 
relationship, and he will write it as soon as he has finished. the _ 

"Then he started to talk and he went into a two-hour spiel, 
ignoringhis interpreter: He said that he did not like the _ ᾿ 
present NY Times correspondent and that he was told by correspondent 
LISA HOWARD that this correspondent is not a good.one, That he 
was thinking of expelling this correspondent from Cuba. However, 
he is not going to let go of the UPI or AP correspondent. because 
they are very good and very..valuable,. In fact, he says reading 
the UPI and AP reports from.abroad at times he is able.to get some 
.very good military. information. 

"Then he went into a long enthusiastic talk. about.-his 
perspectus for agriculture in Cuba. in the: next few years, He 
said that.he could tell. us: very discreetly that the. sugar harvest. 
some day soon will shock the world. It will be-bipber than they _ ever anticipated, Let us be discreet, He δά ζᾶ πον; ἕπου are experinentiig 
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and expect to raise as fany as 60 million chickens as compared 
to: 19 ‘million in. Cuba before. the revolution. He. said soon my. 

‘people: will get free chickens; He said soon he is. concentrating 
on: producing. layer ‘hens, ‘That the:concentration now-is on 
genetics: andat the’ present tima. they. have.'20- genetic -cé 
in: Cuba: and around, these. centers many young” ‘people are. becoming 
experts in: poultry, They ἅτ. experimenting. now ‘very. seriously. 

‘on-which is the better hen to have in Cuba, He has. found that 
[eattle: ‘raising. is less. ‘expensive. than« ‘chickéns y.‘because ‘they: 
‘have: fertile fields: and have three crops: per year, 

“Ha then spoke. about his industrialization. prograa. 
Refore. γέ have. industry. you must have the. ‘technicians, ‘skilled 
workers—and: non-skilled’ workers to man these. factories, He. 

| raised the question: - suppose we opened 1,000. factories ,, who, 
will run them, Wa. don't -have: sufficient Labor: for that's. He 
said that:-.our plan is to outstrip.the 'Gétnan-miracle’ :with one 
of our own, To conduct: our centers and. ‘experimental ‘stations 
with young people who learn while they work. He said ‘give ma 
young people even if they have a 3rd grade education and I | 
will train ‘these ‘people ‘so-that they will. be: skilled.-to- the. 

_ - _estend that we can run cur own industries, Our factories will 
! ‘be. small, We will not. start out with automation, - 

"T told him that there wes a third objective in my 
- coming: to_his country. other. than the firet- two of seeing hin, 

to deliver this letter and talk and then the new inatructions 
which I was to giva to our representative, what we had in mind 
was that in the last two years we have. been. trying to get’ from 
‘them permission or ‘licenses to open up-a parcel business where © 
packages can be sent by the Cubans in the U,S% such as 
food packages, baby packages or medicines from the U.S,. to 
Cuba. That there are a group of business people: who would like 
to finance: such a business. which would be a help. to both our. 
Parties, particularly of help to you. But unfortunately our 
government passed a law making such transactions illegal. 
That no-one can send a parcel to. Cuba. unless::they have permission 

_. .. . ..but. we did try to get such a business from you for. the ‘last | 
two years, ᾿ ΕΝ 
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‘He did not hear of such a ‘request, but he said all 
is not lost. He said he is familiar with that law. It isa 

. law that was made against Cuba but he said what prevents a 
family in Cuba from writing a letter to a family in the U.S, 
that they need a certain. kind of medicine for a family in Cuba 
and that with this letter, they are given permission to send 
these items to Cuba, In such a way We could get medicine into 
Cuba: I said I would cefer this to our legal experts. He said 
what we-will do is. get 1,000 students to write. 1,000 letters 
asking for certain items and inthis way we. will be able to get 
the medicine that we needs; He is very enthusiastic. about it. 

"After this he said he appreciated your sending me 
to hin, That it is the longest 90 mtics in the world. but in 
doing this you have shown your sincere feeling toward him, Let 
this be.the beginning of a closer and better relations Of our 
Party. “"! 
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The following identifies individuals not otherwise 
identified in the foregoing statement of the. informant: 

CC of the CZCP . 

PB 

Page 5 

GALAMISON 
-Delegation 

Freedonways 
Delegation 

ROSALYN CHILDS 
Premier NA-Sé | 
President: 

SHCHOY, Soviet Union 
VBRLLA, Algeria. 

RODION τνάζσνονειν, κα Soviet Defense Minister 
" “ ττ---------ς------ 

VALENTINA Vz NTKOIAYEVA-TERESHEOVA, Female ——< EER 
Soviet Astronaut, ~ 
MIKHAIL A. SUSLOV, member of the Presidium 
of the-CPSuU. - 

ANASTAS Es MIKOYAN, member of the Presidiun 
of Central Committee of the CPSU 

- Central Committee of. the Czechoslovakian 
Communist Party 

Political Bureau (Politburo) 
~ 

Rev. rir on XeALAMESON, ἢ ἐν, Negro’ integration 
eader whom Soviets havé Invited to visit the 

Soviet Union. 

MO LI . 

Ktpreedonways Magazine", Commnist sponsored 
_Negro quarterly publication, 

μα νυν 

HENRY WINSTON, CPUSA functionary. 

Le Sle 
ς---- 
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International 
- 

Publishers Commmist Party Publishing House 

KORIANOV V. KORIANOV, Deputy to Boris Ἧς PONOMAREV, 
- ; head of the International Department. of the 

C.P.S.U.. . 

PONOMAREV Boris N; PONOMAREV, head of the International 
᾿ Department o£ the C.P.S Uz 

90 Soviet Union 

Page 6 
World Marxist. ΓΝ 

Review Official publication of the World Commmist 
Movement = 

CK Commmnist Party of China 

RAUL RAU RAUB goa, inister of Foreign Relations - = 
Guba, 
OSVALDO DORTICOS, President of Cuba- = - 
CARLOS RAFAEL RODRIGUEZ, Director of "Hoy", 
Cuban Comamist newspaper - 
New York Attorney, registered agent of Cuba 

President DORTIGUS 
Comrade RODRIGUEZ 

VICTOR RABINOWITZ — 

Page 8 

Cuban Ambassador cA ARES Cuban Aubassador to Soviet 
; Sa, ih rt2 F. ἃς ἊΝ 

JOA RY Deposea President of Brazil 

Page 9 
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BEATRICE R/ ROHNSON, GPUSA representative in 

ΤΊΘΕΙ, ἔρος 0, Prime Minister ~ Cuba, 

Page 12 | _ 
f * woe . - how eof, is ς. 

AARONSON . RONSON, Editor of the "National “ΖΦ, 2 
Gua > rag ᾿ 
-.-.... 

Fage 14 . , = 
Cass. - er er Ν᾿ ὦ 

HALPERIN _MAU PERIN, en who formerly 
ον σ᾿ Tes in- oviet ata 
JOE NORTH Formerly an Editor of "The Worker" 
Diakozue. τ 6", Commmist Party cultural : nomena enemy ὦ... 

publication ek Se 
[| Correspondent for “The Worker" in Cuba, 

It should be noted that in the foregoing statement 
prepared by the informant, he makes reference to certain documents 
and letters, copies of which he has made available to thie 
office, Photostat copies of these documents and letters are 
being prepared and will be submitted to the Buream by separate 
commumication, 
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Transmit the following in - : 
(Type in plain text or code} 

| να. - ΑἈΙΈΤΕΙ, ΝΕ REGISTERED : ag. 

"4 
- "T Priority) an 

a4—fe-------+--~------------ --------- ~~ ~~ +--+ t+ ---- - 
ψ»7}: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 7 C4 

Aros: cap) YORK (100-134637) ΧΩ, μ᾿ 

Daté: 

SUBJECT SO - 
INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

Enclosed for the Bureau are four copies of a LHM entitled,,. 
"Soviet Relations with the Castro Regime." One copy of said LHM 
is being furnished to the Chicago Office. 

The source of this information is NY 694-S* who furnished 
it to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON between 

June 15-17, 1964, 

This information is being classified "Zop secret" because 
by reason of the nature of the information it tends to identify 
NY 694-S* as the source thereof. This informant provides extremely 
high-level intelligence information, -and continued acquisition of 
this information is vital to the national defense interests of this 

“ἢ country. — — - -- _ 43. 

To give added security to NY 694-S*, the a) being 
given a Washington, D. ee dateline. ΨΩ 

Qouk ὀκλυ me \\ 
ὧν My " \ aad (arg, οὐ 

- Bureau (Ene-4) 
“L - Chicago (134-46-Sub B)(Ence-1) (AMR) 
1 - NY 134-91-INV) #41 
1 - NY 100-134637 (#41) 
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_A-source, ‘who has. furnished reliable-"inf rmatidon in ‘the os 
_ pasts furnished the following ‘information | in μπὲ πο ae 

in the late Spring .of 1964, “Tim /Pimofeev,, Deputy. Head 
of the Institute of. Economic and TAternatidnal Relations in the USSR;. 
and. close friénd of - Sergo Mikoyan, son of Anastas Mikoyan, Deputy - _ 
Soviet Premier, statéd that wi:th respect to Fidel Castro's'trip to - 

- the Soviet Union in late 1963 for an alleged ‘thinting trip" he: had 
_- discussed this matter with an assistant foreign editor of ."Pravda" 

«not further identified by Timofeev) and with Sergo Mikoyan. These 
individuals had told Timofeev the following. ᾿ 

‘Before Castro went “to ‘the Soviet ‘Union for. nis. vhuny ng 
oe trip" there was in Cuba: a. Soviet delegation headed by N. V..% Sdgorny, 

member of the.Presidium;- The assistant foreign editor of Pravda" ; , 
was a member of Podgorny's delegation. ti Bb Kb cptetone 

.- τ ar 

- Upon arrival. in Cuba the Soviet. delegation- ‘bécame. quite. 
᾿ τ alarmed when it became apparent te<them that Castro was not concerning 
| himself in the least with the ideological dispute between the Soviets 
-* . ‘and’ the Chinese + ‘They observed that the Chinese-Were “running wild" 
in ‘Guba,. particularly” in Havana, The Soviet delegation, immediately 

became aware that Soviet relations, ‘with Castro wére ΠΟ better than: 
‘they had been in ‘the past. They: discovéred that ‘they . were unable ‘to 

τ transact any business~except “through Castro himself | ‘and that .no one | 
τς -else dared to speak ‘to them officially unless, Castro gave his persona 

approval. ͵ J . - 

ΤῊΘ Soviet. delegation observed that castro" s. 5 popularity: 
‘with the people was. waning. Whéreas in the past when Castro appeared - 

in public with Soviet offitials, the people~ flocked .around Castro,” 
thé Soviets notidéed that when’ Castro would approach groups .on farms - 

᾿ οὗ -in factories QP on sity streets the people in. these: groups ; - 
= - 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conélusions’ of _— 

the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is, loaned. to your. ' 

ο agency; it and its contents. are not to be distributed outside your _ 

‘agency. _ τ; os ~ 7 οτος ; : 
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practically ignored éastro. and - any Soviet «who. might. be accompanying. 
hin.’ They actually turned their baéks on Castro and pretended 
they did not see ‘him. At important meetings where Castro. was the 
main speaker, people left the meetings long before Castro completed 
his speech, It was apparent to the Soviets ‘that Castro was rapidly 
lésing his control of the Cuban péople., 

‘The Soviets: were especially concerned about ‘Castro! 8 
-ignhoring the issués involvéd in. the Soviet-Chinese dispute 
despite, the fact that when hé had been.in Moscow previously he | : 
had promised to pay particular attention to this issue. 

; When this information was transmitted to the Communist 
Party. of the Soviet Union (CPSU) in Moscow by Podgorny, the 
latter received instructions to exert every effort to induce 
Castro to go to Moscow for further discussions with Khrushchev. 

_'. . Moscow desired to confer with him. for the _purpose of Castro's. 
understanding that ‘hé just Support. the Soviet position against 
“the Chinege and that he must - ‘Change his attitude ‘toward ‘thé Cuban” 
people ΔῈ he desired ‘to maintain his. position as Cuban leader. 

Castro's public. speeches caused the. Soviets. great concern , 
for they never knew what he might say to émbarrass them. Since - - 
nis return, from the- so-called "huntifg trip" he has already made 
several important. statements derogatory to the: Soviets. οτος; 

: - The. Cuban’ people have 8 ‘strohg. dislike for thé Soviets, 
and the Soviets. are aware of this fact. 

The CPSU is also: very much dissatisfied with Blas Roca, oy 
former chairman of the Communist Party of Cuba: who, although in the 
past ἃ. severe epitic of Castro,. has now become the latte?'s. champion. 
Blas’ Roca‘s support of Castro has weakened the- position of the old 
time. communists in Cuba. What he as doing, in effect, is το. ΝΣ 
neutvalizé thé Communist Panty members: in Guba, making, them . ΕΝ 
completely subject to the Castro. regime. 

The recent raids ‘on, Cuba and ‘the blowing Up. of the sugar 
pefinery at Puerto Pilon have proved a boon to. Castro an that vos 
they gave him an excuse to mobilize the. militia and the Cuban 

ες students. WhereaS he had been in difficulty ‘with respeét to 
harvesting, the sugar cane, not, having: the personnel to perform 
this work; he now has the militia and thé Ctiban students to do 
this work. Asa ~pesult, he will néw be. able to méet his” Commitments 

- 2 «΄ - - 



, through the efforts of Castro's brothér Raul, sthat Hikeyan eventually _ 
was able to confer with Castro, 

> Enterhational Department of the. Central. Committee of ‘the Communist. 

countries. ~ * 

ἢν jn Cuba and who ‘has -had contact -with the Castro hepime, Castro 

Boviet Relations - With. 
“ The Castro Régime. oO ᾿ _ oO “EOROSECRET 

for export of sugab cane arid he will bé in 8. position. τὸι Riighten " 
the security of ‘Cuba and. to “gain further control [5.5 “the Cuban: - 
people. _ 8 

When. AnastaS Mikoyan arrived in Cuba during the nigsile 
erisis x" Castro flew into a rage upon séeing him .and dn vilely: 
vituperative language told Mikoyan to leave Cuba and. to take with. 
him the Soviet military. experts -and- Army: personnel, 
Mikoyan that both ‘Mikoyan and his. military: experts were "good. for 

He stated that he could do very ‘well without ‘them and nothing." 
all he was interested in ‘was having them leave Cuba. 

He told - 

It was only 

but if it ‘should ‘be bad he will pout and shout. | . Αι ἢ 

“gandite,, Head cof the American Department .of the Central Committee 
‘of the Communist ‘Party ‘of Czechoslovakia; (CC, -CPC2) stated that 

_ the Cuban. people have a distinct hatred for the: Czechoslovakian . 

are’ in Cuba. 

to Brazil, stated that Cuban - government relations -with Eastern 
-Euvopean socialist countries .are “diplomatically correct and- 

The. source further advised that duping the Spring of 1964 — 
V. 6. Korianov, First Deputy to Boris. Pondmarev, Head of the 

Party of the Soviet Union, (CC, CPSU): in a. xéference to Castro, ¥ 
stated, that Khrushchev had talked ‘to: Castro as one | would | “to a child; Ἢ 

H 
if 

The ‘Soviets Have: ae hread the’ there’ are times: when one ἐεινε νι δ oS 
speak to Castro; if -his mood: be good he. will listen and | agree. ἡ 

- The source advised that in the Spring of ‘1964 Mikosiav | 

people in general and particularly. for “the ¢zechoslovakians who 

. - Toe " τ π πω. t 
i - + 1 - - - 

“The | abovenamed source further Advised ‘that: in the ‘Spring a 
of 1964. Ladislav Kotzman, Czechosilévakian Ambassador Designate : 

formal," but. that this is not true as regards the relations. of 7 
. the ‘Cuban. Communist Party | with. the “Communiss parties of other - - 

The. abovenamed: source, further ‘Advised chat aceonding to - oe 
a highly reliable Communist Party, - ‘USA,.mémber:who has. been Yecently- . 

currently supports the CPSU position with regard to the ideological 
dispute between the Soviets and Chinese, but he ‘does not permit 
open ‘debate: οὔ this subject. 

: " fOP=SHeRET : ~ 

., ΕΞ ΞΕ - "τσ τ - - - aN 

a 



ECLASSIPICATION aTHORITY DERIVED FRO: 
qt ADTOMATIC DECLASSIPFICATION ΠΕΡ 

DETE 01-19-2015 . - ‘ 0 

| (J = - Fap-pecrer— | 
: ΝΣ L - Mr. Belmont 

ι, a 1... Mr, Evans 

ROUTE MH RAV RT OPE 1 ~ wir. Sullivan 

The Attornoy Genoral June 26, 1964 

| . 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
Director, FBI 1 ~ Mr. Shaw 

A 
y) COIUNIST PARTY, USA 

INTERNATIGIAL RELATIONS. 
JNTERNAL SECURITY. ~ C 

. Waterial contained in the enclosed nenorandun 
captioned “Soviet Relations. With The Castro Regine was 
Supplied by a source which haa furnished reliable infor= 
mation in the past, 

ΝΕ The enclosed monorandunm reveals why Cuban ad 
Premier Castro went to. the Soviet Union in Jate 1963 for f4 
discussions with Soviet Premier Khrushchev. it also j= 
reveals how Castro. was ‘able to recently mobilize the 
nilitia and Cuban students to harvest the sugar cane. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, 
this communication and its enclosure aro classified ΠΟ. 
Seexet." This information is being furnished to other 
interested officials of the. Govornnént. 

: EG EF, 
Enclosure Oo fe “(ἃ OGL Bend Bh 

( 
| "“Ὲ “1 - 
100-42809% 11 JUN 26 Wiz 2 
1 = The Deputy Attorney Géncral (nelocuma “PTS τς 
NOTE: Classified "Top-Seeret" because unauthorizede oF 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identify ὁ 
the source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could.result in exceptionally grave damage | 
to the Nation. See memorandum Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. W. Ce 
Sullivan, 6-25-64, captioned "Solo, Internal Security “- 
Communist," WGS:pwd, and New York airtels 6-22-64 and 6-23~64, 
also bearing the Solo caption. 

g Pi, 1 TSS oft SE 10 TS ty og ἐγ." 

ὅκος 

wGS ἡ ἸΔῈΣ 
(10) 

ΙΝ Ebe teclassifi 

Ὰ τ' ” N 3,0 1964, reLetyes omit [ἢ ΓΝ ᾿ 



SECOLASSIPTCATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSITFICATION ἸΠῈΠῈ 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Be Bie μ bitriore 

ΕΕ . " ε 5 με mr δ 

“Mr. Shaw 

dune 25, 1964 

BY ‘LIAISON - ε. 
ἢ : m ΒΞ 

“rT i a 
«ΕΠ - 

Honorable Dean. Rusk ἢ Ws | 
The Secretary o£ State μηξ "5 
Washington, Ὁ. ὃς 2 = 
Dear Hr. Rusk: 2 

| Material contained in the énclosed memorandun, 
captioned "Sino-Sdyiet Relations” was:.supplied by ‘a source 7 
which, has’ furnished reliable information in the: past 

are. hesitant: to create. ἃ final ‘break with the Chinese 
becatise of the pressure being brought <6: “bear upon the: 
Sovicts Ἔν comiunist ‘parties™ ‘within the’ Soviot bloc.: Secré 
“‘negotiaticiis being conductéd: bétweei. the Soviots .and Chini 
with respect ‘to: théir borde?# dispute are: doduéd ‘to. failure.” 
Thé Chifiese have mado no: progvéss, With Fespect to the ὁ 
developiient δὲ an atomic bomb. ahd are attenpting to -piitchase 
an atomic réactor which tliey can explode, to pretend China is: 
2 huciear nation. “ se 

oe a 

Bedatise of thé sonddtave nature of our aaubee, hs 
have classified this corminiestion: and its snclosive: 
Seeret."" This information is being furnished to οὐδόχ᾽ “js 
dntorested off4 clals of ‘the “Government. 

: yo The enclosed menorandun soveals that tlie Soviets 

k 

Ὁ κα oF 
. PY, 

Ἂνὦ nr re wr } va Sincerely: yourd,, SS de 

open - eo Fe E29) “3955 de 

| [7 ΝΕ van 19 JUN 26 1964 | WY 
“Telson . - ‘ ; ae pe μέ 

d ΕἾ 

Enelostize 
COSPCL wee eerie " 

ν᾿ ‘Belaont 13... 

— Loouaas05 
ΝΙΝ Φ ee ian ey he ra UN ae 3 Gana Naber TELETYPE wnt) : 

. SEE NOTE, PAGE. 2 



‘Honorable .Dean Rusk 

NOTE:. 

- 2 "Ga "» hod - a - Pe 

~ a ‘ are 

pm τ " ~ 
t . had - * Ἂ 
. εν ‘ 
"δὰ - i . , 

Classified "'op-Seeret"* because ‘unduthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally ~ 
grave damage to the Nation, Source is. NY 694~8*, Infor=- ' 
mation extracted, from New York. airtel 6-19-64 entitled 
"Solo, Internal Security - C." See also cover memorandun 
Mr, Baumgardner to Mr. Ἦν C, Sullivan, 624-64, also 
bearing the Solo captions 
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‘ECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: * } 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

O1-19-2012 BOP ΚΞ ΒΕ 
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“Mx, Belmont 
- Mr. Sullivan 

‘ Mr. Wannail 

~ Mre Branigan. 
. Mr. -Baumgardner 
‘Liaison 
Mx s shaw 

( μ᾿ 

ROUTE Is =NVELOPE 
fel bl A μὲ et 

tra riwnt 

- BY LIAISON 

Honérable John Ax. ttecone: 
Director 
Central Intelligence Agency 
Washington, 5. C. 

Deaz Hr. McCone: 
18: 

WOOU ΘΝ Π6Υ3}-.Πι9}3} [8,||4.55} Ὁ ΝΡ 
Material. contained in the enclosed nemorandurt 

captioned "Sino«Soviet: Relations: was supplied by 8. source 
which ‘has. furnished yeliable Anfornation in the past. 

The, enclosed riemorandun réveais that the. Soviets. 
axe hesitant to create a final bréak with tho. Chinese 
because of the pressurd hoing ‘brought to ‘bear upon, ‘the 
Sovicts by communist parties within the Soviet bles. Secret, 
‘hegotiations being conducted between the Soviets and Chinese. 
with respect to their boxdor dispute are doomed to failure. 
The Chinese have made no progress with respéct to tha 
development of an atomic bomb and ‘are attempting to. purchase 
an atomic reactor. which they can explode to pretend China is 
‘@ nuclear nation. 

‘ Because of the sensitive nature ΟΣ dur source,, vo. 
have classified this commnication and its onelogure roy 

.“ This information is being Zurnished to othéz 
interestdd officials of tho Governnent. - 

iP 
: Df : Sincerely yours, J 

— Group . m F ws = 100-4220)” Exclu az a at ate de la Bo 3934 

WGS: pwd) (9) déclass cation | _ SEE NOTE, PAGE 
wan aN ry we TT JUN 26 1964 

3,0 rooML_. teLeryps unit] cot 

= Bnelosure 



‘Honorable. John A. McCone: 

- NOTE: 
i = 

Classified ‘iggp-Secret" because unauthorized. 
disclosure ‘of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, Source is NY 694—5*, infor-. 
nation extracted from .New York airtel 6-19-64 entitled 
"Solo,. Internal Security = ¢." See also cover memorandum 
Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. Ws. C. Sullivan, 624-64, aLso 
bearing the, Solo. caption, 

# 

acd 
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Mr. Belmont 
Mr. Sullivan 
Mr, Wannall 

Mr. Branigan 
Mr. Baumgardner 
Liaison 
Mr. Shaw 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
fl ee ee pe ftigrridst 

Sune 25, 1964 

\ | BY LXAIcCON 

MA 
y 

Lieutenant Genoral Joseph F. Carroll C o =, 
Diractor _, ced Φ eon 

Defense Intelligence Ageney {bite Ἵ a in 
Tho Pout cagon fs CF WE τ 
Wash ngton, D. . έ G4 te is hoe 

Doax Genova: ᾿ 5 
z= 

Hatorial contained in the enclosed nonorandum ἡ 
captioned "Sino=Soviet Relations" was supplied by a source 
which has furnished reliable information in tho past. 

The enclosed memorandun reveals that the Soviets } 2a 
are hositant to create a final break with the Chinese 
bécause of the pressure being brought to bear upon the 
Soviets by communist parties within the Soviet bloc. Secret 
negotiations being conducted between the Soviets and Chinose 
with xespect to their bordex dispute are doomed to falluro, 
The Chinese have made no progress with xyespect to the 
development of an atomic homb and are attempting to purchase 
an atomic reactor which they can exploda to pretend China is 
a nucidar nation. 

Ἂς 
Récause of the sensitive nature of our source He 

. havo classified this communication and ite enclosure ΩΝ 
yf β Βαδεδί." This information is being furnished to other oy 
i Ste interasted officials of the Governnont. by 

| Sincerely yours, 

γ΄. ̓ τὰ Hf RG OG [med 

τας στε we . 
Moke a . ᾿ ΜΌΝ 26 

ΘΠ ΣΤ Bnelocuré 7 
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Tate eRe declassiffeation SEE NOTE, PAGE TWO 
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Lieutenant Genéral Joseph F. Carroll 

NOTE: 

Classified “fnp—Secrpet'™ because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave. damage to the. Nation. Source is NY 694-S*, Infor= 
mation. extracted from New. York airtel 6-19-64 entitled 
“Solo, Internal Security ~ C.'* See also cover memorandum 
Mr, Baumgardner to Mr. Ws. C.. Sullivan, θ6-24-64,. also 
bearing ‘the. Solo caption, 
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ECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRON- - - ----- —$. +; . «mwas = 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GyIDE 

~ 2} 
v RETYPE OF tar 6.24. οἷ at ἕ ATED ὦ Mr. Belmont 

TO 6-25-64, WHICH WAS ENCLOSURE TO L - Mx. DeLoach 
ἣ MEMO BAUMGARDNER TO SULLIVAN 6=23—64, 1 ~ Mr, Sullivan 
ΝΕ NOW REDATED TO 6-24-64,. "SOLO, INTERNAL i ~ Mx. Baumgardner 
} 1  ' SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST," "WGS: pwd, - Mr. Shaw 

June 25, 1964 

BY LYIATSOT " | 

Honorable. Walter We Jenkins 
Special Assistant to. the President. 
The White House 
Washington, D. ὅς 

Deax Mr. Jenkins: 

Haterial contained in the enciosed nenorandun ,_, 3 
captioned "Sovict Appraisal of President Johnson" was 

“My supplied by a source which has furnished xeliable infor- © 
72 . nation in. the past. . 

Tha enclosed monovandun reveals that the Soviets 
hope to becdne botter acquainted with President Johnson, 
They are fearful that President Johnson may ba compelled 
to "go to the xight" by the Pentagdn forces and viow tho | 

Ie = activities of Defense Secrétary HeNanara in Vietnan as Νὰ}. - οὶ 
. dangerous." Since. the assassination of President Kennedy, — 

the Soviets have been seeking ways and means of developing ᾿ 
new contacts at the White House. Thoy particularly miss : 

- Pierre Salinger who was most friendly to them and wish that. 
there was another such person connected with the White House 
Stare. 

Because of the sonsitive nature of our ‘source, we 
have classiziod this. communication andjits enclosure ‘Top, 

RE a <ghitfergy/— 3 9B 
Sincerely yours, 

: 7 10 JUN 26 1964 
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Honorable Walter W. Jenkins - ‘ 

Classified "Top-Secret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. . Source who: furnished this 
information is NY 694~S*, Information extracted fron 
New York airtel 6-19-64 entitled (Sélo} Internal Security - 6." 
See also cover memorandum Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. W. C. Sullivan, 
6-24-64, captioned "Solo, internal Security - C," WGS:pwd; 
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FDX36' (Rew 12-13-56) ς 

ROUTE JN.ENVELOPE 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

Transmit, the following in 

---- -«-ἰἷ΄ἰὀ cee ee ee ee eee ee re ee ee ee ee ee ee ee Ἅἡ 

TO :DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

1 YORK (100-134637) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies 
of a letterhead memo entitled, "Political Situation 
in Brazil", A copy is also being designated for the 
information of the Chicago Office. 

The information contained in the letterhead | 
temo was obtained by NY 694-S* during his recent trip 
abroad. NY 694~S* obtained this information in conversation 
with V. G. KORIANOV, First Deputy to BORIS PONOMAREV, 
Head of the International Department, Central committee, o— 

# CPSU, in May, * 1964. 

— —  ° fhe information contained in the letterhead 
memo is classified "Doz οἰ because by its nature it 
tends to disclose NY 694-~S* as the source thereof. ‘The 
contents of the memo are known only to the Soviets, Gus - 
HALL and the informant. ‘This informant provides extremely 
high, level information and continued acquisition of this 
information is vital to the national -defense interests 3 
this country, dew? 

any REC 30 fOd— 22 922 7 
To give atk ed security to NY f boise” the A erhee 

memo 1s being givén a Washington, D.C. dateline as has been 
the case. ὦ ὮΝ SOLO missions. monesnced Kmcoapwarst = 

Bout 28091) (Encls. x (RM) a1 JUN 29 1964 
i-Chicago | (13/-46-Sub B) (AM-RM 
1-NY 13 41) G77 re FE dtl - 1-NY 100-- Κι 37 (4 1) 7 Ly CEL oper | ae, 

aa 3 OF bi ΠΡ cle AL oS 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: , 
" FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION cUIDE - 

ἢ ἼΞΤΕ O1-19-20 r ιν -- 

" untrkp STATES DEPARTIMEQT OF ὦ on ΝΕ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

“Reply. Please Refer Washington, D.c. 
fee ee ο June 22,° 1964" ΝΕ 

100--28091 a | 

Reri{Political Situation in Braztl 6 ἢ 

- A Source, who has furnished veliable inf ox ior 
in. the past, advised that in early May, 1964, V. GrRorianov, 
First Deputy, Boris Ponomarev, Head of the International οἷς ἐς 

_ Department, central Connittee, Compitst—party of the” ented ΄ ἦς \Sovletionton, “made the following comments fAoncerning 
the political situation in Bragil: | 7 a 

* 

The overthrow of Presideht Joac4#Goulart ih Brazi} 
came 85 a surprise to the Soviets. Korianov stated that . 
former President Goulart was overthrown beacause he and ” 
the democratic forces in Brazil overestimated their. 

- Strength and underestimated the forces of the reaction. 
He stated that Goulart. displayed his trne charactér when « 
hé gave in to the militarists for ¢héir guarantee of his 
protection and safety. Korianov stated that Goulart ΝΣ 
failed to realize that the militarists would always turn 
to their- own and protect their class first, and when he,, 
Goulart, accepted the militarists pledge of their protection 
he, Goulart, proved he was a coward. korianov stated that 
the democratic forces in Bragil weré too optimistic and 

had they and Goulart showed ‘thei strength at the right. , 
time; they could have overcome what happened, and conld | :.- 
have crushed the reactionary forces. Korianov stated that 

_ had the proper action ‘been taken by the démocratic forces. 
, Of Brazil, it would have changed the whole political  _ 
situation in South America and would have been a victory. 
for the peoples unity in Chile, and would fave added to _ 
the strength of the Party in Uruguay. - . ᾿ 

᾿ς πογάδῃον stated that it was most interesting that 
- the United States knew and acted more militantly about the 
situation in Brazil than did Goulart. He stated that here 

' Was ἃ caSe in which the Pentagon and State Department of the 
United States knew more of what was going to happen iin. 
Brazil than did the democratic forees lead by Goulart. . 
He statéd that this sHowed: that the Americam imperiakism | 
is not -a-paper tiger. .. . -. 
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eS ΕΤΥ situation in Brazil ̓  
- ¥ - 

-- ΝΣ Koritanov” stated that. as a result of this eoup, 0: the. Brazil Communist Party: has. sustainéd @ very great 
- loss ‘and that the Soviets were. extremely Sorry to Have τ τ΄ learned: that: Murgonli; Secretary of thé Central Comittee se σοι τὸ τ ΟΡ the Brazii- Communist Party had jin his possession 811: the. - 

5 _ San- Paulo at the time. ‘of his arrest; 
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ΣΝ CO J* 6 | 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
Date, 6/22/64 

ge 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) ; 

AIRTEL — REGISTERED | 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) i 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

W YORK (100134637) 

ἌΣ ΩΝ 
Eneldsed herewith for the Bureau are 4 copies of 

a LHM entitled “Czechoslovakian Relations With The USA." 
One. copy. of said LHM is being furnished to the Chicago | 
Office, ¥ 

The source of this information is NY 694~S*, 
who furnished said information between 6/8-17/64, to. 
SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON, 

co! ‘Information contained in the. LHM is classified. 
" t" because, by reason of the nature of the 

τ ‘$aid information, it. tends to. identify. NY. 694.S*, a. ΕΝ 
valuable informant, as the source ὑμοροόβ, This 
informant provides extremely high level intelligence 
information and continued acquisition of this information 
is vital to the national defense interests of this 
country. 

wy REC 30 “Ὅς --- Ha 747..51 "28 
᾿ To give added secirity to NY 694-S*, the 

LHM is being given a Washington, D.C., dateline. φωναῖς PRE 

ΠΝ ἘΠ 7428091) (μαι: τ βὰν M) ἐν neg WA feo 

- CHICAGO. (134~46~Sub . aa (Ried. _1) (AM-RM) νὰ wk ἐν 
- Νὲ 134-91 (ΝΥ 41) =, gf ΓΒ ᾿ ~ 
NY 100-134637 mayo. Meme KB Ohba α 

Ab hepor . 
ACB: rvs Kor Seat τ Le zx Tre A nu ue 

- {QB - We \$ ΣΣΤΗ 2 Jb wy + 

| δ᾽ ; DWN at a LI G-S fppree. 
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_ Phis decirent comtains neither 
a pegomsaattars τοῦ ponolusions 

᾿ τ ΠΟ στ τὺ DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
oe ᾿ '" SBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

r : | DATE Ὁ ~L8-EO12 
- 

= - i 7 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF τύϑτιοῖ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Pledse Réfer to . Washington, D.C. - τ oO 
File No. _ dune 22, 1964. 

᾿ . 200-428091' : - ᾿ ᾿ δ ᾿ς ; : = . NE ἡ ᾿ ᾿ ΝΕ - 3 

᾿ ᾿ ἀβεθιουθμες. Relations 
ΝΣ . - —Hith The. Ls Le ΜΝ 

ΝΕ A source, who has furnished reliable inforniation . 
an the ‘past,.. furnished. ‘the: Fouowing information in June, .-_ 

. 4 

“1.964: 

In the late spring of 1964, ΡΝ Head ae, 
ΟΕ the International _ Department. of the Central Committee - 524“, 
~of thé Coiiiunistearty of Czechoslovakia ̓  (0002)... made 

. the following comments: — 
* 

a 

The. CzechosTovakian. Government is pbéased that 'Ἅ 
; President Johnson: approved “West ‘Germany's President Erhard's ᾿ 
being, flexible with respect τὸ commercial dealings between πον 
West Germany and | Czéchoslovakia..and other Eastern — - 
Kuropean nations. The Czechoslovakian Government is 

anxious to. establish ‘a better relationship with the United 
. States: Government. 

The czeshoslovakian Government ‘Ls. interested ὃ. > 
extending commercial relations with West Germany and =. - ~~ 
eventually in establishing diplomatic relations with. ἘΝ 
Vest Germany. - . 

The Czechoslovakian: Government was partigulariy . 
pleased that, despite. the. clause in: the: conimon market .. 

country agreement prohibiting conihercial dealings with 
countries that recognized East Germany, President Johnson __—__- 

- saw fit to. approve West Germany's, becoming "flexible" in 308. 
rélatiohs. with Qzechoslovakia. 

a 

bf ths Ὑ ΤΡ τὴ +5. property | . 
- OF tb. - ᾿ τὸ 1 Ἐρ your — 
- ἀπτασστ - *. .4°> 2: thants are . 

not to bo dictriL ted outside 
‘your agency. 



PECLASGIPFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVER ἢ 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION COTE 

DATE O1-L3-40i2 

tems Belmont 
k = Mr. Sullivan 
L ~ Mr... Wannail 
1 ~ Mr, Baumgardner 

ROUTE ΤΙΝ ENVELO
PE 

- Liaison 

| June 26, 1964 . 

a ee BY LIAISON 

“ 

nonorable Sohn. A. HéCone Whe 
Director ᾿ 

Central. Intelligence Agency ᾽ν Ρ 
Washington, D. C. {7 Uf 

Dear Ur. HoCone: | 

Material contained in the. enclosed nonorandum 
captioned "Soviet Relations With The. Castro Regine" was 
supplied by a source which has furnished reliable infor- _ 
nation in the past. Γ΄} 

The enclosed nenorandun reveals why Cuban -: ; 
Pronier Castro weat. to the Soviet Union in late. 1963 for - " 
discussions with Soviet Premier Khrushchev. It also 

- roveals how Castro was able to recently nobilize the = 
militia and Cuban. students td harvest the sugar cand ‘= 

Because of the sensitive nature of ο ἴσον: 
this comiunication and its enclosure are clastitied: "fap 
Secret." This information is being furnished toOdder 
interested officials of the Governnient . fey = & 

i = 

sincoroly yours, 5 = 

ifr RED poo 72 509/— 3 FEF 
᾿- 11 Jun 29 1964 ἢ κ 

1. Υ̓ Enclosure Ν a | ἶ 
Belen = 100-428091 Up ἢ y | dr β | 
| cluded\fron_alitomtic < afl mia q, 
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BeLocck eerie 
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Honorable John A. McCone 

= 

NOTE: 

Classified Mes—Secret'! because unauthorized 
disclosure of this’ information could reveal the. identity of 

the source (NY-694-S¥) who is. of continuing value, and 
such revelation could. result in exceptionally grave damage. 

to the ‘Nation, See memorandum: Mr, .Baumgardner.to Mr. W. ὅς 
, Sullivan, 6-25-64, | captioned. "Solo, Internal Security - 

Communist," WGS; pwd). and: New York, airtels 6-22-64 and 6-23-64, 
also bearing the Solo caption. | 
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June 26, 1964 

BY LIAISON 

Honozable Doan Rusk, 
The Secretary of State -ς.-ςὀ 
Washington, D. Co. jlo} 
Déav Mr. Rusk: 

Material containdd in the enclosed renoranduin 
° captioned “Soviet Relations With The Castvo Regine'! was 

supplied by a source which has furnished -yeliable ‘infor- 
mation in the past. 

The enclosed nomorandun . revetils why Cuban 
Prenier Castro went to tha Soviet Union in late. 1963 for Y 
discussions with Soviet Premier Khrushehey. 15. also - : 
reveals hoy Castro was ablé to recently nobilize the. 
nilétia and Cuban students. to. ‘harvest tho sugary cane. 

Because of the sérsitive nature Of our source, 
thig comminication aid its enclosure are classified. ¥op 
Secret.” This information 'is being furnished to other 
interested officials of “the Governnent. 

Sincerely yours; . 
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Honorable, Dean Rusk 

“NOTE: 

Classified τι τὶ ΤΩ because unauthorized 
disclosuré of this information could reveal the identity of 
the source (NY 694~-S*) who is of continuing value, and - 
such revelation could.result in exceptionally ὅτανθ. damage. 
to the Nation. See memorandum. Mr. Baumgardner to Mixs We Co 
Sullivan, 6-25-64, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - 

τς Conimunist.,,"" WGS:pwd, and New York airtels 6~22-64 and 6-23-64, 
also bearing the Solo captions 
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TO: Me. Ws δ; Sullivan Ὁ pate: June 25, 1964 aie ἢ 
Tavel 

yA 1— Mr; Belmont) Τέλος 
} PROM 3 ἮΝ Je sees ~ Hrs Deboach thine 

O 
Mr. Kyans 
Mr. Sullivan} 

SUBJECT: 2) ‘Mr. Wannall 

TERNAL SECURITY ~— COMMUNIST Mr. Baumgardner 
. ‘Liaison 

During the course of Solo Mission 15, NY 694-S* while i 
{es Soviet Union during May, 1964, conferred with representatives of 
the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Sovjet Union (CCCPSU),. 
who furnished the following comments concerni oviet relations with 
the Castro regime, 

Pet fat fot Jot Pe ft ed 
Perte 

A Soviet delegation headed by a member of the Presidiun, 
CCCPSU, while visiting. Cuba in late 1963, noted with alarm that 
Cuban Premier Castro was not concerning himself with the Sino-Soviet 
ideological dispute, despite the fact that. when he had been: in Moscow, 
Russia, previously, he had promised to pay particular attention ‘to 
this issue. As a result, the Chinese were “running wild" in Cuba, 
| The Soviet delegation also noted that Castro's popularity with the 
Cuban people was rapidly waning. In view of the foregoing, Castro 
was induced. -to--go-to Moscow-in: late 1963°-for further discussions with 
Soviet Premier Khrushchev. Khrushchev in his discussion with. Castro 
endeavored to: impress- upon Castro that in a-revolutionary” struggle 
there are periods when a leader must. halt for a time ‘and attempt to 
improve conditions in his country. 

The recent raids on Cuba aid the “blowing-up" -of the sugar y 
refinery. at Puerto Pilon have proved a boom, to. Castro.in that they 
‘gave him an excuse to mobilize the militia and the Cuban students 
to harvest: the sugar cane; As a result, Castro will now be able to 
meet his. commitments for the export of sugar and he will be in a3 
position to tighten the security of Cuba. a yA 

The Soviets consider Rau Roa, Cuban Foreign Minister, as 
the weakest link in the Castro Government, The Soviets were 
particularly disturbed when Rag, became Cuban. Foreign Minister because 
they feared he would "fall into the hands of the United States State 
Department. 
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Memorandum ‘to Kir. We Cy. Suilivan 
RE: -SOLO 
100~428091 

_ ACTION: 

That the attached letters, classified “Top-Seexet" to 
protect our source, be sent to the Honorable Walter W. Jenkins, 
Special Assistant to the President; the Honorable Dean Rusk, 
the Secretary of State; the Honorable John A. McCone, Director, 
Central Intelligence Agency; and the Attorney General and Deputy 
Attorney General,. - : 
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June 26, 1964 

1... Liaison 
1 - Mr. Shaw 

SOVIET RELATIONS WiTH THE CASTRO REGILE 

During the late Spring of 1964, officials , 
of the Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 
nade the following comments concerning Soviet relations Vith 
the Castro regine in Cuba. ro, 

Castro's Trip to the Soviet, Union in Late 1963. 

Before Cuban Pronier Fidel Castro went to the. 
Sovict Union in late 12963 for an alleged “hunting. trip," 
there. was in Cuba 2 Soviet. delegation headed by N. ¥. 

.” Padgozny, a member of the Presidium, Central Connittes, 
Comnunist Party: of the Sovict, Union. Upon arrival in Cuba, 
the Soviet délegation became alarmed when it was apparent. | 
that Castro was not concerning, himself in the. ‘Least. with the 
Sino-Soviet ideological dispute, despite the fact that ‘When. 
he had been in Hoscow, RusSia, previously, he had promised 
to, pay particular attention to this. issue. AS ἃ result, the 
Chinese wore “rinning wild" in Cuba, particularly in Havana. 
The Soviet delegation innediately becane aware that Soviet 
relations with Castro were no better than they had béen in 
the past. Tha delegation 8150 discovered that it was 
inpossible to transact. any ‘business. in Cuba except through 
Castro hinself and that no one else dared to speak o officially 
unless Castro. gave his personal approval. 

It did not take long for the Soviet delegation to 
observe that Castro's nopularity with the Cuban pcople was 
waning. The Soviets noticed that. when Castro would. approach. 
groups on farms or in factories, or on city streets, the 
people in these groups practically ignored. Castro and any 
Soviet vho might be accompanying hin. At inportant: neetings 
where Castro was the main spenker, people left the nectings 
long before Castro completed his. speech. It was apparent to 
the Soviet delegation that Castro a yapidly losing his 
-control of the Cuban peopis. REC SOO - of 2 ZC, Gl— 3 944, 
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' great concern because they ‘never know ‘what he: night say to 

| Economic Situation 

militia and the Cuban students to do this work. As-a result, 

although in the past a severe. critic of Castro, has now 
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SOVIET RELATIONS WITH THE CASTRO. REGIS 

When this information was transmitted to. the 
‘Central Committee of: the Communist. Party of the Soviet. Union - 
by Podgorny, instructions were sent to. Podgorny to exert 
every effort to induce Castro. to go to Moscow for. further 
discussions with Soviet Prenter Nikita S. Khrushchev. 
Khrushchev desired to confer with Castro for the purpose 
of making Castro understand. that he must. support the Soviet 
position against the Chinese, and that he must change his 
attitude toward the Cuban peoplé if he desired. to. maintain - 
his position ‘as the Cuban Prenier. 

‘When Castzo. arrived in Moscow. in. late 1963;,. 
Khrushchev talked to. Castvo as one would to a child trying 
to teach Castro that in.e revolutionary struggle there are 
periods when a leader must halt for a tine. to reconstruct 
his country and attempt to iniprove conditions in his country. 
Zt has beén the Soviets’ .cxpordence that Castro is a very 
sensitive person who must be ‘handled carefully." The’ Soviets. 
have learned that. there are times. when one should*not speak to 
Castro: if his mood is. good he will listen. and BEree, but af 
At ‘should be bad, he will "pout and shout." 

Following his most recent return from Moscow, 
Casto has already made several “important ‘Statenonts. derogatory 
to. the Soviets, Castro's public speeches .cause’ the Soviets | 

enbarxass. then. 

The recent vadids on ‘Cuba ‘and the. “blowing up" 
of ‘the sugar refinery at Puerto Pilon have proved a: "boon" 
to Castro in that they gave him an excuse to mobilize the 
militia and the Cuban students. Whéreas he had been in 
difficulty with respect to harvesting the sugar cane, not 
having the personuéi to perform this - work, he. now has. the 

Castro will now be able to meet ‘his commitments for'the  ~< 
export of sugar and hoe will, be in a position to fighter the 
security of ‘Cuba and to .gain further: contzoL of the: Cuban 
people Φ 

Potiticas Situation 

_ The. Soviets are very mich dissatistied with ‘Blas 
Roca, the former Chairman of. the Commmist: Party of Cuba, who, 

iow 2 τ᾿. 



SOVIET RELATIONS WITH THE CASTRO REGIME 

becone "Castro's chanpion."* Roca’s support of Castro has 
weakened the position of the old-time commmists in Cuba. 
Roca has neutralized the Cuban Communist Party menbers, 
making them completely subservient to thé Castro regine. 

The Sovicts consider Raul Roa; Cuban Foreign 
Minister, as the weakest Jink in the Castro Government. 
The Soviets wore particularly distuxbed when Roa becane 
Cuban Foreign Minister because they fenred ho would fail 
into: the hands of the United States State Dopartnent.," 

NOTE: 

Classified "Top=Sacret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and such 
revelation could result in. exceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation. See memorandum Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. W. C. 
Sullivan, 6-25-64, captioned "Solo, Internal Security. - 
Communist," WGSipwd, which set forth the extent of 
dissemination of instant memorandun, Also see New York 
airtels 6-22-64 and 6=23-64, also bearing the Solo 
caption, 
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TO 7 Mr. W. C, Sullivan ἢ DATE: June 24, 1964 Rosen a 

: C10 SUBJE ( 

I AL SECURITY = COMMUNIST 

- ΣΝ 
During the course of Solo Mission 15,. NY 694- while.in 

the Soviet Union during May, 1964, conferred with V. Korianov, 
Deputy to Boris Ponomarev, Head of the International Department: of the 
Conte —COnmittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CCcPsu), “5, 
and Nikolaj(Mostovets, Head-of the North and South American Section’ . | 
of the International Department CCCPSU, who made the following ~~.” - 
‘comments concerning President. Lyndon B,. Johnsons ee 

pes 
1 oo 

The Soviets would like to become better acquainted with 
President Johnson, They realize it is difficult to. make. an accuraté 
appraisal of President Johnson prior to the forthcoming presidential 
@lection. They consider the choice of a Vice President to be 
indicative of the policy which President Johnson will follow in the 
future, The Soviets are fearful that President Johnson may be 
-compelled.to "go-to the right! by. the.Pentagon forces.. They view 
the activities of Defense. Secretary Robert McNamara in Vietnam as 
‘very. dangerous,’ oo | ΕΝ .- _ 

dus 

The Soviets. are of the opinion that should the United States 
become more ‘directly involved in Vietnam than it presently is, the 
Chinese will exert pressure upon the. Soviets to engage in a War ΝΕ 
against the United States. The Soviets hope that such an eventuality 
can be. avoided, Β y 

. Since the assassination of President Kennedy ,/ the Soviets 
have lost their contacts with the White House. They are currently 
seeking ways and means of developing new contacts since they know 
very little of what is happening in the White House. The Soviets 
particularly miss Pierre Salinger who was most friendly to them and 
wish that there was another such person on the White ΜΝ ΄ 
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{έξοντεν. APPRATSAL OF. PRESED. 

In the late Spring of 1964, leading officials | 
of the International Department, Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union, made the foljow { 
econnents concerning President Lyndon B.. Johnson. 

fhe Sovicts are hopeful that they will have’ an 
opportunity to bocome better acquainted with President Johnson. 
They realize it is difficult to make an accurate. appraisal 
of hin prior to the forthcoming United States presidential 
election.. The Soviets are particularly concerned as to 
whon President Johnson's running mate will be, since they 
believe that the. choice of a Vice President wili be 
indicative of tho policy which President Johnson will 
follow in the future. Thoy are fearful that President 
Johnson may be compelled to “go to the right" by the Pentagon 

forces; The Sovicts are very concerned about President an 

Johnson's policies, as manifested in the activities of | 

τὶ, Defense Secretary Robert McNamara, with regard to Victnan. δ 9) 

᾿ The Sovicts view the activities of Defense Secretary 
HcHanara in Vietnam as. "very dangerous." They. are of the 
opinion that if the United States becomes nore directly 
involved in Vietnam than it presently is, the Chinese will 
exert pressure upon the Soviets to engage in a war against 
the United States, The Soviets noted that the Chinese ain 
is to instigate as many "wars of liberation” as possibile as 

a means of involving the Soviet Union and tho United States 
in 8 ΕΣ. δ Soviets hope that such an eventuality can be 
avoided. 
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[sovser ABPRATSAL OF PRESIDENT saioor] (x) ᾿ O i 
t 

Since the. assassination of President Kennedy, the 
Soviets noted that their contacts with the White House have 
become move and more infrequent with the xesult, that at the 
present tine they have no contact whatsoever. The Soviets 
know very little of what is happening in the White House 
and are seeking ways and means of developing new contacts. 
They particularly miss Pierre Salinger who was most friendly 
to them and wish that there was another such person conneoted 
with the White House staf?z. Ag 

NOTE: 

Classified Uee—feeret!" ‘because unauthorized “ 
disclosure of this information could. result. in exceptionally 
grave. damage to the Nation; Source: ‘who furnished this —— 

information, is. NY 694-S*,. Information extracted from τ 
New York airtel 6-19-64 entitled "Solo, Internal; Sectirity =C." 
See also. cover’ memorandum, Mr. Baumgardner to ἄγ, We Ὁ, ‘Sullivan, 

ΕΣ ει δ-28-64, captioned “5010, Internal Security = C," which: ‘sets 
forth extent of dissemination. of instant memoranduin... 
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Transmit the following in 

Date: 6/22/64 

(Type in plain text or code) 

vig AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
᾿ (Priority) Ι 

----.-.--.--.--.-.....-.-.-.-..-........»...........................-. Loy 

» TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 7 
? ° ~ * . 14 ῇ { 

FROM: _SAC,.NEW YORK (100-134637) AL νοῶ! 
~ ~ GOS 

suBseck; “SoLo ) φιλὶ 
“Ὁ Qh } 

ὯΝ Ge 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies id \ 

of a LHM entitled "Political Situation in Romania.". A copy 
is also being designated for the information of the ‘Chicago 
Office. 

The information contained in the LM was obtained 
by NY 694~s* during his recent trip abroad, NY 694..8} obtained 
this information in conversations with SERGO MIKOYAN, -member 
of the Institute of World Economy and International Affairs, 
Académy of Science of the USSR, and son of ANASTAS MIKOYAN, 
Deputy Premier of the Soviet Union,. TIMUR TIMOFEEV, Deputy --- ἢ 
Director, Institute of World Economy and Intemational Affairs, 
Academy of Science of the USSR, and MILOSLAV JANDIK, in charge 
‘o£ the American Department of the Central Committee of the. 
Communist Party of ον in the latter part of May, 
1964, 
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NY 100-134637 

The information contained in the LHM is classified 
“' because by its nature the information tends to 

disclose NY 694~S% as the source thereof. The contents of the 
memorandum are known only to the Soviets, GUS HALL and the 
infommant, This informant provides extremely high-level 

_ information and continued acquisition of this infomation is 
vital to the national defense interésts. of this ‘country. 

| To give.added security to: NY 694-S%, the LHM is 
being given a Washington, D. C,., datéline, as. has been the 
case in prior SOLO missions, - 
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DATE 1- ἀῶ - 0 28 

UNITED, STATES: DEPARTMENT OF JUSTIGE z 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ᾿ ὍΝ 

In Reply, Please Rofer to Washington, Ὦ. 6. ΝΕ ὌΝ Ι File No, . June 22, 1964 

—400-428093 - ὃΘὃΘ6ς ΝΣ ἣν τ τὸ τς τσ 
- - . = - : - ; " Ε Χχέίμωι Situation in Romania, ΞΕ ΕΣ 

- . A source, who has furni ἃ reliable information 
in the past, advised that SergoMfikoyan, member of the Institute 4',. 

| of. World: Economy an and 1 Interna: tiona al Affairs, Acadeny of Science" f 
. δὲ the “USBR, “an "and son of Anastas. ‘Mikoyany Deputy Premier of ἢ the .,. 
“Soviet Union; in discussing Romania. in. the latter part. of May, . 
1964, stated that Romania being a very. wealthy country, rich 
in oil and gold, is beginning to assert itself nationally, and 
as a result, has recently bécome very difficult to deal with. 
He stated that, at the present time, the Romanians do not speak 
even with the members. with whom they are associated in:the Council 
for Mutual Economic ‘Assistance of ‘the Soviet ‘bloc. (COME=CON) 0x" 
with, any - Other delegations, , be they trade: or cultural. ‘Sergo. 
Mikoyan stated that apparently ‘the. Romanians would like ‘to. trade 

ἝΝ with their neighboritg countries, in_ addition to the other socialist 
countries. which they are obligated. to,. and as a résult, they ‘have 
taken. on an ugly mood; suddenly ‘stopped. talking, and ‘seem: to be! 
acting as individuals on their Owns ΝΕ an 

τ᾿ 

τος : a 

° . Serge Mikoyan stated that vecently whein the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) agreed . ‘upon. calling for an 
international. confereri¢e 18. connection with the ideological 
dispute with the. Chinese, the Romanians. at the. last mosient. sent 
word that they were not in agreement for. calling an international 

ΝΣ _- This docunent contains netther. . ΕΣ - τ 
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them to. actions that no one ean foretell. 

Political Situation in Romania 

conference, rather they wished to. send a délegation to China 
to. discuss. the question once more. in-an effort to cool down 
tempers, Sergo Mikoyan stated, however, that. the Romanians are 
not on. the side of the Chinése and: they do support the Soviet 
position. He statéd, however, that in imatters where the 
Romanians can assert themselves ‘or show independence, they . 

_ are ‘quick to grasp the opportunity to disagree and .argue, and 
that this attitude is being fostered. in. the ‘Romanians by. their Ν 
President, ‘Ghéorghe - Gheorghui-Dej. - - ; 

Sergo Mikoyan stated that the Soviets are very much 
worried as to what Romania may be doing next, since there is 
every danger the Ronianians may do what Tito did -in 1948 ‘whedi, 
the Yugoslavs severed ‘themselves. fxom the Cominforn. 

‘Sergo. Mikoyan adyised that Romania! ‘S relations with 
the Soviét Union, ‘Czechoslovakia. and Poland have reached a. ' 
critical .stage. and, to date, the Romanians -have not divulged 
to the Soviets, ‘Czechs. ‘or. the Poles any. information: regarding 
their: ‘diplomatic and commercial. negotiations. with othér countries. 
Sergo Mikoyan. ‘stated that the Romanians: have not. divulged the: 
nature of theit talks and agreement's made. in Washington, D. Cr, 
with the United States Government. He stated that the current. 
fear o£ the Soviets, the Czechs. and the Poles. is that Romania 
‘may leave: the Soviet. bloc. - 

Tin τ fimofeev, Deputy 1 Director,,.Institute, of} World_ 
Economy and International | Affairs,, Academy of ΟΣ Science of the = 473.5” 

USSRS- Gotroborated the statements made by Sergo Mikoyan ὅπ ~~" 
“stated: that ‘there is a. contradiction. taking place within the 
socialist countries which is an uneven. development of: these τ 
countries, and that this condition was something that neither 
Marx nor Lenin wrote about or predicted. Timoféey stated that. 
Romania, in Line with this - -contradiction, is causing an. issue 
‘that. is..both complex and. complicated, ‘Timofeev stated. that ‘what 
Romania-would like to dé is ‘to. δὲ its own. boss,. and there seems 
to. be developing. in Romania.a. national patriotism which will. lead. 

“20 
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jandik, in 1 charge. ¢ of £ the American.Department 
of the. Céntral Committee of. the- -CommunistParty. of, Czechoslovakia, 
‘conkimmed. dnd corroborated the statements made by Sergo. Mikoyan: Lop ard Titur Timofeev concerning Romania. Jandik indicated that an 

. by. its actions Romania is taking the dangerous :direction of 
- . "Leaving the camp," and that the ones Who will suffer most. are 

—  - ‘the Gzechoslovaks, - since: the latter must. rely ori the Romanians 
= 1 ΟΣ ‘than any other ‘country for raw materials. Jandik also. .°.- 

stated. that. the Romanians were not divulging. any of the diplomatic 
or econgmic talks and negotiations they were. having with . 
mnon~socialist countries; nor are they divulging any of the - 
talks that took place in Washington, Dd. Coy with the United 
States. Government, Loo 
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- ΑἸΆΤΕΙ, REGISTERED τοῦ ἢ 

ΜΓ 
é TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) pa, 

FROM: YORK (100-134637) \ 

Enclosed for the Bureau are four copies of a LHM entitled, 
“"Soviets Do Not Trust Raul Roa, Cuban Foreign Minister." One copy 
of said LHM is being furnished to the Chicago Office. 

The source of this information is NY 694-S* who furnished 

the said information to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C. 
BURLINSON between June 8- 17, 1964. 

This information is. being classified “fop=-steret" because 
by reason of the nature. of the information it tends to identify 
ΝΥ 694-8% as the source thereof. This informant provides extremely . 
high-level intelligence information, and continued acquisition of 

| this. infornation_is vital to the national..defense interests. of this — 
country. 

. To give added security to NY 694-S*, the LHM is being given 
a Washington, D. C.3. ὩΣ 

RGB gS Fedoeoyd lp le 
3/- Bureau (Enc-3) (RM) J 
1 = Chicago (134-46-Sub B)(Enc-1) (AMR) ᾿ 
1. =~ ΝΥ 134-S91-INV (#42) , Ν que, 
1 - NY 100-134637 (#41) RECT: 2.8 262 g f= 3 
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SECLASGIPICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED F 

FEL AUTOMATIC DECLASEIFICATION CODE 

ΒΡῈ Δ πὰ ΣΌΣ 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to ‘Washington > ὃς οι 
File No. . June 23, 1964 

_- © 200-4280921 oo ᾿ - 

Soviets Do Not Trust Raul ‘Rao, 
- Cuban Foreign Minister 

A source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, 
furnished the following information in June 1951}, 

In the late Spring of 1964, Ve Ge Korianov, assistant to 
Boris Ponomarev, Head of the ‘Intern ional Department of the-Central - 

᾿ inne the of the Communist Panty the Soviet Union (CC, CPSU) stated 
yyihat the Soviets consider Rau ao, Cuban Foreign Minister, as the 
ΝΙΝ: link in the Castro g6vernment On 

YX Korianoy stated that the Soviets were particularly disturbed when 
τὺ ψΆδο became Cuban Foreign Minister in that they feared he would "fall 

into. the hands of the US. State Department." 

ΝΞ τῶν - ᾿ - τ - - 

| This: document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of the 

| FBI, It is the property°of the FBI and is loaned to your agency; it 

ἊΝ and its contents” are not to be distributed outside your agency. 



DIRECTOR, PBI (100-3-82) 
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ΜΠ 
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=, | ΝΥ ‘ ‘Re New York letter 6 22/64, ca toned, "Soros. 
18- . ‘Bufile 100-428092, " ἥ i ἡ ᾿. "Ν 

; ᾿ Relet Set forth information relative to. a " 
pamphlet entitled, "Catholics and Communists." Enclosed 
herewith are two eopies of this pamphlet for the Tureau 8 
information, 
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PECLASS LEICA MH BRITHORITY DERIVE FRO: 

fT AUTOMATIC DECLASS IFICATION GOUITDE 

ATE O1-lLoa-2012 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

aes τ- 

Tolsoa ny - 

Sulliven — 
Ct) τ΄οὦοὦοὦὦὃὌὟνΣγι = - ᾿ 
‘Trotter 

ως Ta 

Gandy «- 

Beliadnt ΒΝ 

Ξ a ᾿ 

Ὁ Mr. Belmont 

Sullivan 

Mr. Baumgardner 
Mr. Shaw 

‘BY’ LIAZSON ~ 

μμμμμμ O- 1111 
BREE 

Honorable Walter W. Jenkins ei . “ἀ 
Special Assistant to the Président \v 4 
The White House 
Washington, Dis. ὅς 

Doar Hr. Jonkins: ' 

Hatexial contained in the enclosed menorandun 
captioned "Soviet Relations With The Castro. Regine” was 
supplied by .a source Which has furnished xyeliable infor~ 
mation in the past. 

. The enclosed remorandun reveals why Cuban =~ 
Prenier ‘Castro vont to the Soviet. ‘Union in late 1963 for 
discussions with Boviet Preniex Khrushchev. It also 
zvoveais how Castro was. able to recently mobilize the 
militia and Cuban students to harvest the sugar canoe. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sourd & 
this communication and its endlosure are classizied -! Ἐς 
Socrat." This information 15 being furnished to éthers ‘oO 
Anterested officials of the Governnent. ὦ DS oo 

ae ΝΙΝ mes & 
Sincerely yours, 3 Oe 

5 oF 
x oa 

ΝΣ fneléaure {2 [Je Jy, . 

Ὁ «44.-- ΖΦ 92 ged 
100=42808 | RU 

Excluded ¥ ὅπ" δι ἀρεῖς 
HGS: pwd downg¥adjig” dh atte TT JUN. 29 1964 

8). declass) ea tation «ἢ SEE a ἐν TWO 

᾿ δε Saal » zy TELETYPE uit ΝΞ : . | 



Honorable Walter W. Jenkins 

“MOTE τ: 7 

Classified "Tog-Secret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal ‘the identity of 
the source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could.result in exceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation. See memorandum, Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. Ἧς C. - 
Sullivan, 6-25-64, captioned "Zolo, Internal Security = 
Communist," WGS:pwd, and New York airtels 6~22—64 and Gn 23m64, 
‘also bearing the Solo caption. 
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FICATION AUTHORITY DHRIVED FRO: δ ECRET. 

ΠΑ ΤῈ Γ DECLASEIFICATION ΡΕΕΓΕΒῈ an Θ᾽ : 
~19-2012 _ . « Belmont - 

Mx. DeLoach 
~ Mr, Sullivan 

Wannall 
Mx, Branigan . 
Mr. Baumgardner 
Mr. Shaw 

eV CD ont μι] ἘΞ] [3 Se ENVELOPE 
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Honorable. Walter Te Jenkins Y We “Ν 
Special Assistant to the President ws 
The White House ἢ re 3 
Washington, D. C, | ‘eo 2 ΞῈ 
Dear Hy, Jentiins: 2 = 

Material contained in the eié¢losed memoxandun 
captioned "Sino~Soviet Relations" was supplied by a source 
which. has furnished reliable information in the past. 

The enclosed memorandun reveals that the Soviets 
are hesitant to create a. final break with the Chinese 

_hecause of the pressuré being brought to bear upon the 
Soviets by communist parties. within the Soviet bldc. ‘Secret. 
negotiations being conducted between the Soviets and Chinese: 
with respect to their border dispute are doomed to failure.. 
The Chinese heve madé no progress with respect to the - 
development of an atomic -bomb and. are attempting to purchase 
an atomic reactor. which they can ‘explode to pretend China is 
a nuclear nation. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, we ov 
have classified this communication and its enclosure "“fop 
Secrat." This information is being. furnished to other 
interested officials of the ΣΝ TIT “2 ὥ-" 2-- Ae 2 he a9. 3998 

Sincerely yours, 

. γ ᾿. 2) TE JUN 29 1:54. 
| αὐτῇ ἦς Πῶς ἢ | γῷ ς a bl ] FA 

—— Bhelosiro 7 | : 
= | ΩΝ 
“= 100-428091 ὁ Excluded 

“MiveR SE HGS DW declassi43 
Tavel 

Tower τ ΓᾺ ΤῸ 

Tele. Rod 
Holmes 
Gandy τ 

ea ‘at 
MAIL rooul | TELETYPE UNIT =e 



Honorable Walter W. Jenkins 

NOTE: 

Classified "Top Secret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. Source is NY 694~S*, Infor~. 
mation extracted from New York. airtel 6-19-64 entitled 
*Solo, Internal Security ~- C." See also cover memorandum — 
Mr, Baumgardner to Mr. We Co Sullivan, 6.22.64, also 
bearing the Solo caption. 
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June 25, 1964 

‘Belmont 
DeLoach 
Evans « 
Sullivan 
Wannall fol fat fat fot at 

ROUIE In ENV, ELOPE 
“4 = Mir, Branigan 
1 ~ Mr. Baumgardner 
‘1 - Liaison. 
1 - Hr, Shaw 

f . _ 
υγάμο-βοντεν RELATIONS room 

Daring the: Spring of 1964, ἃ discussion was held 
in Hoscovw, Russia; in which various high-level Sovict 
officials made. the following comments relative to. the 
continuing deterioration. of Sino-Soviét relations. 

Pressure is being: brought to bear upon the Soviets 
by communist parties within the Soviet bloc to avert an 
eventual break with the Chinese. This is the. reason tho : 
Soviets are hesitant to ereate. a final break with the Chinese. 

Trade Relations 

‘In recent trade negotiations between the Soviets. 
and ‘the Chinese, ‘the Chinese acted in a most insulting. | 
manner, referring’ to the Soviets as "shylocks" and 
"innorialists." In current. Sino-Soviet trade: negotiations, 
the Chinese insist upon doing business on "a cash basis." 
Trade between the Soviet. ‘Union ‘and China is negligible and 
is as insignificant as it. was during the period October, 1949, 
revolution: 1950, the fiscal year ̓ following the Chinese 
revolution. 

‘Border Dispute 

however, are..ddoned.to failure.. 
rom the Soviots. all οἵ Siberia east of the Urals and 811. 
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| At the present tine there are secret negotiations 
being conducted: between the Soviets -and the Chinese with. 
respect to their border dispute. These negotiations. 

The Chinese are derianding 

of Central Asia. In all, this saree a to. a territory which 
Seite 25° ‘Great, Britain. 
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SENO-SOVIET RELATIONS 

has been stolen from them by the Soviets, apparently would be 
satisfied to allow the Soviets to. retain the territory 
providing the Soviets admit publicly that the territory had 
been stolen by the Soviets from the Chinese. 

Since 1962, there have been thousands of incidents 
on the SinceSoviet border. Almost daily a party of Chinese 
peasants, on foot or on horseback, deliberately crdsses the 
Soviet border for a distance.-of five or ten kilometers and 
establishes a camp. When challenged by the Soviet border 
patrol, the Chinese answer, “You have no right to question. 
us. We are on our own land, the land of the Chinese Republic. 
You are the ones who are encroaching upon our land." Soviet 
troops have been given definite orders not to shoot, despite 
whatever provocation there might be to do so. As a result, 
tha Soviet border patrol officer, upon tho refusal of the 
Chinese to leave Soviet territory, calls for a truck and 
“boldly and gently" Soviet soldiers place the Chinese in the 
truck, their horses with them, and the truck is driven back 
to the border where the Chinese are released. 

Efforts by Chinese. to Develop an Atonic Bonb 

The Chinese, since May,. 1963, have made no progress 
᾿ς with respect to the development of an atomic bomb: despite what 
they may claim.in this regard. Industrialiy, they have made 
Little, 47 any, progress. Likewise; they have made no - το 
advances in chemistry or in fields of yvesearch., Currently, 
they are attempting to purchase .an atonie reactor which they 
can explode and thereby pretend they are now ἃ nuclear nation. 

Chinese Tactics 

The Chinese have charged the Soviets with 
deliberately upsetting the Chinese monetary ‘Systen ‘by 
flooding China with Chinese noney made from plates in the 
possession of the Sovicts. Asa result, the Chinese 
Government is withdrawing fron circulation all three, 
five and ten yon bank notes. 

' CHEN YX, Minister of Foreign Affairs in China, is 
the most rabid anti-Soviet in the Chinese Communist Government. 
Whenever he. speaks: of the Soviets, he ‘Goes so with veron,. 
and whenever the name of the Soviet Union. is méntioned, he 
lies into a rage. The Chinese have -resorted.to poisoning, 
and otherwise killing, officials who express any. opposition 
to the Chinese line. “Comrade ΜΑΣ," ΟΥἨὨ the North Vietnamese 
Communist Party, is an example of those who have been "liquidated" 
for expressing opposition to the Chinese line. 

W~ Bw 
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” SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS 
Ε" 

NOTE: ~ | " 

Classified ."Top-Secret" because unauthorized. 
disclosure of this information. could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, Source is NY 694-S*, See cover 

“memorandun,. Mr. Baumgardner to Mr, W. C, Sullivan, 6-24-64, 
entitled "Solo, Internal. Security + Communist." Dissemination 
being made to ihe Honorable Walter W..° Jenkins, Special 
Assistant. to the. President}. the Honorable Dean Rusk, the: 

- Secretary of State; the Honorable John A, MeCone, Director: 
of the Central Intelligence Agency; Lieutenant General 

᾿ Joseph: Ἐν. Carroll, Defense Intelligence Agency;..and the 
Attorney General and the Deputy “Attorney General. 
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Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPES Zz 

το : Mrs Ws (ὃν Sulli DATE: June 24, 1964 en ae Se 
“a 1 = Mrs Belmont MV Tea ἐπε ΞΞ 

FROM : Ur, Feds τε Baga 1 et poloach oS - 
Mir, Sullivan L-Liaison i = 

SUBJEGT: Onno 1 - Mr.. Wannall L—-lir sShaw 
ERNAL SECURITY — -COMMUNIST ὁ τ΄ “- Hr. Branigan 

» Baumgardner Δ ε 4 
While in Moscow, Russia,.on a-recent Solo. Mission, NY 69 ye 

conferred with Boris Ponomarev, Head of the International Departmen 
‘Central Committees, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and V, .G. 
Korianov, First Deputy to Ponomarev, as well as with Sergo Mikoyan, 
son of Anastas Mikoyan, Soviet Deputy Premier, These Soviet officials 

he following comments relative to the continuing deterioration 
ino~Soviet relations, 

> “the ‘Soviets are hesitant to create a final break with the 
Chinese because of the pressure being brought to bear upon the Soviets 
by coitmunist parties within the Soviet bloc, Trade between the 
Soviet? Union and Communist China is negligible. In. recent trade 
negotiations, the Chinese were most insulting,. making remarks that the 
Soviets Wene. penurious and imperialistic. 

Secret border negotiations being conducted between the 
-Soviets- and Chinese are doomed to failure because: the -Chinese- are 

| demanding. from the. Soviets territory approximately five. times as large 
as Great Britain; The. Chinese have indicated they would be. willing to 

_ allow the Soviets to retain this territory provided the Soviets admit 
publicly that they stole the territory from the Chinese. ΜῊΝ ; 

as a 

There have been thousands of border incidents broughi-on  :, 
by the Chinese who deliberately cross into Soviet territory arid πὶ st = 
physically be compelled to return to.China; However, the Soviet border 
troops have been instructed not to shoot in such situations, despite’ 
whatever provocation: there, may be to do so, ou Δ). 

The Chinese have charged the Soviets with deliberately 
upsetting the Chinese. monetary system by fiocoding China: with ‘Chinesé 
| money made from plates in possession of the Soviets. 

t 

The Chinese have: resorted ito δοϊξ δα, and otherwise killing,. 
officials who express any opposition’ to the.Chinese line; "Comrade 
ΜΑΙ," ofthe: North Vietnamese: Communist. ‘Party ἐγ} ‘an example: of those == ~~ 

who "have been "liquidated" for expressing: Opposition to the Chinese line. 

Enc, *#aenG-F-~LS~-6F go ci ae 
100~428091 
WGS: pwA{10) Ns REC I17 TT JUN 29 1964 

gb JUL2 ‘1964 — - 



ACTION: . - ate 

Memorandum, to lr. Ws..Cs. Sullivan 
-RE: SOLO. 
100. 428091. 

That the. attached letters, classified "ep-Secret" to 
protect our source, be. sent to the Honorable Walter W. Jenkins, 
Special Assistant to the President;. the Honorable Dean. Rusk, the 
Secretary of State; the. Honorable. John ‘A.. McCone, Director, Central 
Intelligence, Agency; Lieutenant General Joseph Ἐς Carroll,. Director, 
Defense Intelligence Agency;. and the Attorney General .and Deputy: &. τ 

Attorney General; 
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VECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED From: ὦ 

“ FRET AUTOMATIC DECLASS IFICATION GOTDE 

SATE O1-20-2012 

=~ Mr, Belmont 

“- Myr, Sullivan 
~ Mrs Re We Smith 
- Mr... Baumgardner 
- Liaison 
~ Mr, Shaw BREE RE μω 

June 29, 1964 

BY LIAISON 

Honorable Dean Rusk — 
The Secretary of State 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Hr. Rusk: 

Haterial contained, in the enclosed memorandum 
captioned "Political Situation in Riimmnia' ‘contains the. 
views of proriinent Soviet ‘and. Czech officials. It reveals 
thet Runanda's yelations with the Soviet Union, - 
Czechoslovakia and Poland have, reached a critical etage. | 

Ig4 
Wao" SNIOVIY~-O.939y Pde He 2S | 62 snr 

Because of the: sensitive nature of. our source; 
Which has farnished reliable ‘information in the past, wo 

7 have classified this communication and its enclosure - 
st." This information. is being furnished to 

othex interested officials οἵ the Government. 

Sincerely yours ; 
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Honorable Dean. Rusk 

NOTE: 

" Classified "“fop-Secret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this. information could result in exceptionally: 
grave damage to the Nation, Source is NY 694-S*, Infor- 
mation extracted from New York airtel 6-22-64 entitled 
"Solo, Internal Security - Communist." See also cover 
memorandum Mz, Baumgardnex to Mr. Ἧς. C. Sullivan, 
'6~26=64, also bearing the Solo. caption. 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
JATE O1-Z0-2012 

i = Mr, Belmont , 
1 ~ Mrs Evans” 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 1 = ur, Sullivan, 
The Attorney General . . . June 39, 1964 | 

Mx. ‘Baumgardner 
Air, Shaw "Ὁ 

e Ι 

Director » EBT 

ἐσ co:inmast PARTY, USA : 
f INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS _ 

INTERNAL SECURITY. εἰσ 

Haterial contained, in the enéZosed menorandum 
captioned “Political Situation in Rumania” contains the 
views of proriinont Soviet and Czech officials, ΤῈ reveals 
that Runania's relations with the Soviet Union, 
Czechoslovakia. and Poland have reached = critical stage, a τς 

τὸ = 

. Because Of the sensitive nature of our source, .. Φ ΓΞ 
_ which has furnished reliable information in. the past, we ar Fa 
have classified this. communication and its enclosure >= 

This information. is being: furnished to. = ἡ 
other interested officials of ‘the Governuent. af 

z of 
Enclosure S εβ 

τ Me Po 

1004238091 | oy ᾿ ok 
1 = The Deputy. Attorney’. General (nelosure) 

NOTE: ‘Classified "Tep-Secret" because’ unauthorized 
disciosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, Source is NY 694-S*, Infor~ 
mation extracted from. New York: airtel 6-22-64 entitled 
"Solo, Internal Security - Comiunist." See also 

{ cover. memorandum Mr. Baumgardner to Mr .C, Sullivan,. 1-34 
6-26-64, also ‘bearing’ the Solo σφ eaon tl 37 f δ -- Ze ἘΞ ΚΖ, 52. 
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DECLASSTISICATION AUTHORITY DRETYED FROWN: 

FET AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GOIDE 

WATE O1-ZO0-E012 gn ores 2 O 

7 ; " woods ‘Mr. Beimont 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ἘΣ SulliYin Wannall 

The Attorney General June 30, 1964 

) 1 =< Mr, Baumgardner 

| | Director, FBY: 1 — Mr. Shaw 

COXMUNIST PARTY, USA 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS: 
INTERNAL SECURITY = ¢ 

᾿ - 

Material contained in the. enclosed memorandum 
captioned "Political Situation in Brazil" was supplied 
by a source which has furnished reliable infornation. in - 
the past. 

The enclosed memorandum sets. forth the views ‘of 
ἃ Séviet official relative to the recent overthrow of 
Brazilian President Joao Goulart, 

Beenuse of the sensitive nature. of our source,. 
this communication. and its enclosure are classified "fap 7 ὡς 

ferret." This information is heing ‘furnished to. other 5 = 
interested officials of the Government, 45 o Ss 

ns. 

Enclosure A: (Ω 
= " . ο ΦΘ μ΄. 

100~428091 rms 2 

1 - The Deputy Attorney. General, (Enclosure) 5 a 

COMM-FBI NOTE: ‘Classified. "“rop-Seuret" because inauthorized’ 
discfosure of. this, information could reveal the identity 
of the source (NY 694—-S¥*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could result in exceptionally grave. damage 
to the Nation. ‘See memorandum lix. Baumgardner to Mr. Τῇ. C. 
Sullivan ,. 6-29-64, captioned “Solo, Internal Security - 

. Communist ," WGS:pwd, and New York airtel 6-22-64, also 
bearing the Solo caption. 
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DECLASSIPFTICATION AUTHORITY DREIVED FROM: 

BRIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GCOIDE 

DATE 01-20-2012 

- Hr. Belmont 
Mx. Sullivan 
Mx. Ἢ... W. Smith 
Mr, Baumgardner 
Liaison 
Mr. Shaw resist 

dine 29, 1964 

BY LIAISON 

a oy oa 

Honorable John A. HcCone 9. & 
Director fh sy 

Central Intelligence Agency “Te. 
Washington, D. C. wz τ 

Dear iy’. McCone: | μ«Ξ " BS 

a ἘΞ 
Material contained in the enclosed: memorandum Θ os 

captioned "Political Situation in Rumania" contains the 
views of prominent Soviet. and Czech officials. Zt revenis 
that Rumania'’s relations with the Soviet Union, 
Czechoslovakia and Poland have reached’ a oritical stage. “8. 

Because of the sensitive nature of Οὐδ᾽ source, 
which has fuxnished xeliable information in the-past; wo - 
have Classified this. communication and its enclosure ὁ 

t." This information is being furnished. to 
other interosted officials of the Government, 

Sincerely. yours, 

Rep : BIS Y / 022 oe £691 Bg 54 ere = 

rg > Enclosure TT Juy 30 1964 

2 = 9 
Tolscd ας Excluded. ie aye 
esteem τσ 1. 00= 428091 downgrading an sx 
oe οἾλ declassitic tion 
a : WGS : pwd ‘ τι et 
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SB 2 x 
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Honorable John ἃς McCone- 

NOTE: 

Classified tiips-Secret" becatise unauthorized. - ἊΝ 
disclosure of this information could result in .exceptionally.. ᾿ 
grave damage ‘to the. Nation. Source is NY 694-s*, Infor= . -* 
mation extracted. from New York airtel 6-22-64 entitled τος 
"Solo, Intertial, Security --. Communist." ‘See also. εν ; 
σονοχ' "memorandum. Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. Ἧς Ος Sullivan, 

- Gn26-64 ,. also béaring. the: Solo caption. : wo 

er “ 
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CION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ΙΝ 
5 DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ΝΞ A, . . 

1 = Mr. Belmont. 
1 = Mr, Sullivan 
1 - Me, Wannall 

ROUTE TH ET ELOPE 1 - ur, Baumgardner 

wp. 

Tolson 
Belront. ᾿ 

Mohr 
Casper. 
Callahan : 

Sullivan = ——— 
Tave!l 
Trotter ὦ 
Tale, Room 

1. - Mr. Shaw 

Junie 30, 1964 

BY LIAISON 
ae 

Honorabie John As HeCone 
Director ' , 
Contrai ‘Intelligencs Arency 40 ὑ 
Washington, D. δ. | 

Dear lr. HeCone: 

Tho enclosed tiesiorandum sets forth the views’ of 
5. Soviet official. xelative to the recont overthrow of 
Brazilian President Joao Goulart. 

Becatise-of the sensitive natuxe οὗ our Soureas. 
this corimmication and its enclosure are. classified "Tap- 
€eeret." This. information is being furnished to other 
interested officials of the Govexrnnent. 

Sincerely "ἰῷ 1 26- oo Hon HA YO" /- 8965 

ἴω | ον - FUN 80 1964 
ν΄ Tet OL, Soe 

Enclosure - ; | 

(, vale ἐδ νὰ ah 

mt ἘΞ 
z — 

Haterial contained in the enclosed memorandum “a cas 
captioned "Political Situation in Brazil" was. supplied “17 7 
by 4 source which has furnished relinble information in _§ 7 -5 
the past. ᾿ : Oo: 2 SS 
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‘NOTE: 

" - 

ῃ 
= . 

- - 

Honorable John A. ἤδοσοήθ 

Classified υεσρ-βδοξοεν becausé unauthorized 
disclosure of this, information could reveal the identity. 
of the source, (NY. 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and: 
‘Such: revelation could result. in exceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation. See memorandum ur. Baumgardner to Mrs, We. ας 
‘Sullivan, 6~29--64, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - 
Communist ," WGS: pwd, and New york airtel 6-22-64, also , 
hearing the Solo caption. 
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- “AAT 1962 εοίτπιομ ΄ - de ς 

ΝΣ OSA GEN REG, NO. 27 ~ Cc) " ΄ - τῳ ᾿ Toison mye 
~* , ὈΝΙΤΕΌ STATES GOVERNMENT elmont ἐν 

a Casper 

M. emorandum ROWTE IN ENVELOP. — | : _ - * BeLoach a, 
oy 

Evans . 
Gale 

DATE: June 26, 1964. ——_ Resen- 
Sullivan - 
Tavel —>_- 

- . τ ‘Trotter 

, - . Tele. Room ——~ : 

- INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

᾿ 6/ 25. 64 at approximately 1]: 55 A;- M. » Superviso P| Le 
Ν γτ-- New York: Office, telephonically furnished the text of two - — 

.. ‘Messages the informant desired to Send and requested they be enciphered, . 
; _ At approximately 9:00 A. Mi, 6/26/64, Supervisod ras 

telephonically furnished with thé enciphered text. 

ΞΟ The plain text is set forth-below. The cipher text‘is attached. 

- YOUR TUG (radio) RECEIVED TUESDAY. 16TH: ‘CONFIRM RECEIPT: OF 
_ MY. TELEPHONIC. ACKNOWLEDGMENT TO GR:7-9449 ON SAIDDAY ~ 
τ 1905 N.Y. TIME, ‘THREE RINGS. DID You “HEAR ME? IF NOT, PLEASE _ 

.- oges 

ἘΞ UNFORTUNATREY, THE ROYALTIES: WERE HANDED TO BARK Giz, 
.- | Allen); i: ΖΕ US. (International Publishers). WE-HAD. PREVIOUSLY. ADVANCED. - 

THIS’ MONEY. TO-HIM SINCE HE: NEEDED HELP. ‘THEREFORE: THIS : 
AMOUNT is.LOST TO US, SINCE’HE CANNOT PAY, - PLEASE (repeat) «| 

| PIRASE: ARRANGE THAT, FROM ‘NOW ON, ALL COLOR: PRINTS BE 
- CHANNELED AS-AGREED: THROUGH CLOSED GHANNELS, _ - -τ 

In past messages, a color priht has. referred,to: one thousand 
le 

I Αι τς . 2 

7 ΒΩ τ: - Mr. Belmont
. , = ty " 

3.5 Mr. Sullivan. (Attention; Mee “i A, διὸ, Mr._W.. G. Shaw) 

“4 ~Mr, Conr ad 
or. 

" a9 

l---Mr.. Downing -- ree ΠΩ Le " π᾿ 2.8 20 Gi ΤῊΝ 

1 - Mr. Newpher ἡ 
(i+ Mr. Paddock 9 8% οῦ 

3 aan 
- 

τ " ἐς a ‘ ug " ; : " ἜΣ “ ᾿ ᾿ 

Προ es νυν. - a " | 



65347 
39045 
31781 
36286 
29393 
17169 
98623 

70430 
62746 
15121 
82533 
54834 
69297 
07687 
84622 

O 2 = Q 

94473 
83092 
21898 
74582 
92085 
51680 
13123 

57242 
21930 
75193 
33051 
36185 
14540 
32082 
63815 

June 26, 1964 

14019 02899 76194 76687 26692 52877 14613 
75649 05482 80412 03482 24744 79112 60054 
73558. 56193 89981 23399 30211 24166 62463 
08892 79353 89965 80578 16399 78383 88665 
14835 61125 21205 07350 88568 46714 77549 
96773 29271 37303 48830 16399 42375 08120 
44845 93027 98885 59856 66974 09468 

31048 69484 66658 42721 79468 20851 40005 
12100 38146 60830 63501 21479 77068 74224 
40197 31970. 81242 26169 56583 82279 81634 
63892 10599 75636 97733 35020 89732 57629 
62259 27339 27832 88373 76047 99925 35306 
03204 03489 07191 41327 35090 39434 55084 
24347 88028 45348 48770 86512 03098 15600 
78906 

poo haa Glo AX 
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT _ 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE == 
To : Mr, Col DATE June 25, 1964 ες δον τ τ 

- ᾿ ff. - " " ᾿ * . ur) Tevel aa 

. Ξ " ‘ css Trotter 0.....,......... 
. . ; Tete. Fi FROM τ, Mownin | - ΝΣ Holmes τσ 

- = -ν Gandy = 

din Qué : ΕΞ gg 
5 GNTRENAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

confidential informant NY 694-S* who ‘has been receiving co 
cations transmitted to him by radio. : ΠΝ 

° On 6/25/64, a transmission was heard by Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at scheduled time and frequency at 
which time two messages, NR 742 GR 70 and NR 743 GR 68, were 
sent. 

The plain text of the messages is set forth below, 
_ The cipher text is attached. 

NR 742 .GR 70 

WE: HAVE A LETTER FROM NEST’ (USSR) REFEREE (Central Committee) 
‘TO POND (China) ] REFEREE (Central Committee), THAT WE WOULD LIKE 

TO GIVE TO ‘YOU WITHOUT DELAY. PLEASE ADVISE US: THROUGH SISTER 
BY ‘SECOND 
INFORM //- = 

FIR | 
4* GHANNEL, ‘WE MAY USE ONE OF CONTAINERS YOU HAVE. SEE 

US IN DETAIL. ON YOUR ARRANGEMENTS (.) 

NR 743 GR 69 

- WHO ALLEGEDLY HAS CLOSE CONNECTIONS WITH COVE (USA) LANE οὖ - 

. (Communist Party) OR IS A. LANE (Communist party) BIRD (Co ist 
ey 

Party Meniber). “THIS Is FOR YOUR INFORMATION. ( op 74%, 

JACK O'DELL is Hunter: Pitts - O'DeLt; member of CPUSA 
National Committee, formerly in ‘charge of New York/ Office of 

᾿ Mess | of Southern ‘Christian Leadership . Conference: ‘of which Martin Luther 
ner. alae neni ESSE Sel 

iF a -Enelosure, a ΝΕ " “ἃ συ! “1 1964 _ 

A ἃ ᾿ τ ἢ πὶ ‘ δ δὴ ἴλβδιχο Βοιποης, Ὁ oo Ν 
Ν . on rai : Sapesnieiens iad 

ae) oe Mr. Sullivan (attention: Mr. -d. ». Sizoo, Mr. ἢ. ayy 

\y : 1 —“Mre,Downing καἰ 
L = ‘Mr; -Newpher 

aN SEE ase Paddock at | | . é 
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- Memorandum to ‘Mr. Conrad’ 
Re: “Solo ᾿ - ᾿ 

~- Internal Security τ C  ~ 

Ἢ Drop MATILDA is a new drop on which New York will 
furnish information, Information-on SECOND CHANNEL will also be 
subsequently furnished. by New York, . ὍΝ τ 

ACTION: ᾿ 

~ For information. 
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ood’ at 6-25-84
 PEEL TIT eas : Ὁ ae ἢ 

Γ 
7 πὰς ἐμ :ἀΥ aire “a 

be be : . 1 

Bete tgt td Std Bay 
re 

T MR DOWN ING 
Jab otetebue εν 

. ἱ ἮΝ : : 

Ἰ - fee 

ἐς ἂς 

! JUNZ ἢ 1894 2 bs 

FROM A W  SHYTH 
[vy ‘ son 

πὸ ἐν ΟὟ PT 
[xen } 

at 

pr SPECIAL MONITOR NUMBER TWO- STATION HEARD ON FIRST AND: “SECOND 

TRANSMISSION AND SENT FOLLOWING NSCS. 
Te : 
toys ke ἱ 
δ γῆς © ἱ 

. 
ἀκα OT 

ΜῈ 745 GR 69 
— 

07855-69648" 00133-
94695~ κ09917---61515

- = §2.789~05548-9494
7-5269 1 

seogo-2 1220-83955-38690°7
4522-~60916-29179~

 ~84359-71795- 5545
0 

67169=46648-689 76-2052 0-63048--25 
789-58048-9419T- 1

7381-46121 

12893-65937-24 109+
37655~95 1486~-27 1

55*84063~25258-9 1
295-33791 

919993~72365~53050~-
52359~26 ἷ 15-+49022-90342°7

94 72-812 13+84400
 

sagga86755-5641~ 0406 1-50927--50382-40264
-57 460-55 105° 2978 

5.85 405 169"47607-54778°905
55-"95675°5 65718-45945"

 LISS - 

END 

NR 742 GR 10 

saagneg67a9-94912-B8968-3
0954°" 00559741 582° 59986" 97747 STS 

72861- “gg 109-21 165+25786-62558~
~59105-7458S-2 1

967-07060" 15908 

33429~709 18-4199 L~ “eo 116-851 TA“ 99669"32 126-3 1264-50905" 
42927 

08825-493592~ 1 601
2~47044- 1615-27

9 767385 45~.10446~1 
1106-16815 

169.2,-64209= $848
5-59962~50985- - 58092" 98724-8716

1 - 14907-86665 

-- cA KOR τῷ 

τος 82.11251-)00
 19=-22996-835

62~-20 28-819 19-5 177
971 1972-272 67

 

9.4492~83692-5 406
6" 03294-9419 1+-

24501°23551 5~990
99-9027I- 12528 
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FD-36;(Abv. 10-29-63) 

UTE IN ENVELOPE 
Date: 6/23/64 

2 

| 
| 
I 
Ι 
᾿ 
| 
Ι 
i 
Ι 

"" 
[ 
Ι Transmit the following in 

{Type in plain text or code) 

REGISTSRED MATL 
” (Priority) 

e 4 ¥ 
—— ee eee πα ee ee eee eee eee eee eee “σα τῶταὰ τῶι ee ee ee ee ee πασπα 

ve TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 1 AV 

¢ ΕΝ 

On 6/18/64 CG 5824-S* adviséd SA RICHARD W. HANSEN ! δὰ 
that when HYMAN LUMER, National functionary, cP, USA, and . ΓΝ 
Editor of "Political Affairs," was recently in Chicago, that ἤ 

d,noted that the ῬΑΧΑΥ was having ‘some problems with one 
x0 SHAD : operator of ss-Currents qyurzents Publications. NYC, yy: ́ , 

sta that Ὑ in addition tothe dition to the pubryvestion of 

Government. undeY the Foréi; Agents Registration Act, also 
publishes an item known ooh International Arts and Sciences." 
Reportedly, thé- FBI and the Department of Justice are now” - yo] 
after SHARP to register the "International Arts and Sciences" “Z 
under the Foreign Agents Registration Act and SHARP TeLUSES j, 
to do this. 

᾿ LUMER then went on and ἢ hough SHARP 
8 is supposed to be a good friend of in NY and is 
a | also supposed to be a member of the Party, he employs three 

ROSEN people at Cross-Currents. The Party has talked to SHARP 
about these people but he reportedly refuses to do anything 
about them. REG] yan 2 fa7 29 BAGS UN (3)-Bureau (RM) 
1-New York (100-134637) (Info) (ΕΜ) 
2~Chicago . τς ἍΤ JUL 1 1964 Wy] 

(1 - A)134-46 Sub A~4) (5h .Ρ5) oP Tea apt 

shi ἣν 
- Ζ. - 

Approved: ὙΠ Sent ΜμΜ Ρὺ.. .. 
(OEE ee Agent in Oa 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

The Party. is in agreement with SHARP's views regarding 
the registration of "International Arts and Sciences." To 
avoid such registration, the Party would like to see ‘SHARP 
get rid of Cross-Currents and is in favor of a "Sale." By this 
means, LUNMER felt the Party could take over Cross-Currents 
and stated that if this happens, they are thinking of putting 
PHILAPRANKFELD in as: the person to run it. The Party will 
work on SHARP to make such a "sale." wo 

ΟΝ ΝΟΣ σε 

LUMER noted ‘that he was furnishing this information 
in 6rder that it might be passed on to the Soviets and in 
order that the Party might be on record with them on their 
feelmg in this connection. It was the feeling of LUNER that 
if the Party made known to the Soviets their interest in this 
matter, than the Soviets would be in ἃ position to protect 
the Party's interest in Cross-Currents if SHARP makes a proposal 
regarding the selling of this business. He added he did not 
want SHARP to make any. propoésal regarding such a "sale" to the | 
Soviets without the Party first being on record concerning it. 

CG 5824~-S* , in furnishing the above information, 
suggésted that it be furnished to NY 694~S* in NYC in order 
that he could be cognizant of this matter and for possible 
future consideration for transmission to the Soviets during 

- some pending contact with them, 



Evans... 
_ Gale 

G~29-64 

1 ~ Hr, Belmont 
7 1 = Mr, Sullivan 

Airtel L-« Me, Baumgardner 
7 i πος Mr. Gurley 

1 = Mr. Donohue 

| fo: SAC, New York (100-234637) - 

pa fron: Director, FBI é200-as6001)_ B98 2 m Ship 
ase Ωὥ MG, 

we > INTERNAL SECURITY. ~ Ὁ cr © 
ν a=) 

: ΞΕ 
Reurairtel ‘6-25.64, . - ΞΒῈ 

a s 
-Ξ. Authority is granted to. disclose the identity ox 

to NY 694- x that the latter may proceed 
fd ateenpt. to work into ‘the Comnunis ys 

reserve fund operation and to assist in. όσον, should. 
be alerted to a. possible: approach by..a CP person for... 
utilization in special Party. work: and to advise your, — 
immediately if such a contact is. nidde%:. ‘Point, out ἐς 
if he is. requested. to. do this . additional, work of the Party 
-he. should be. xeady. toaccept. sthe assignment as it. should make 

avaluable in the-eyes.of the. Party..and the Bureau, 
should not.be. advised of mant status of 

4. , If NY 694.5% contacts, and, the, Latter, is 
used in. the abovesmentioned capaci should: closely. 
follow this additional activity ‘bs and if it places 
an undue or unusual strain on his hea “advise the, Bureau, - 
promptly and set forth. your. recommendations as! ‘to whether he~ 

tame hess th 

* 

a 

Β΄: oa 
ΒΡ, 

ἊΣ 
A: 

A 

a 

Kal? ‘Keep: the Burau advised. of all developments in. this . } 

/ matter which couid he the means whereby additional valuable 
intelligence may be: ‘obtained. . 

| ,μ"- Ἔ ὦ Chicago (134-46~Sub Β) vhs 5 δὲ μ at “oo 

} " Biba os 

Ld gS me Belment 2. ἢ 
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FBI 

Date: 6/25/64 

Transmit the following in : 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via __ AIRTEL REGISTERED 
; (Priority) 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-4%28091) 

FROM: SAC,.NEW YORK (100-134637) 

CAOLO 
-iS—="C 

SUBJEC 

yee 

NY 694-S* has advised that ISADORE! WOFSY, whom he has. 
utilized in the reserve fund operation (secret*party fund) is dying 
of cancer, and the informant is anxious to replace WOFSY with 
someone whom he can use, not only in the CP reserve fund operation, 
but also in the SOLO operation to the extent that this would, involv 
carrying messages from the informant to such places as the Soviet 

' Embassy in Washington, D. C., etc. 

as many people as possible whom the Bureau can control. He 
therefore suggests if possible the Bureau determine who among its 
controlled individuals he might approach with a view to utilizing 

70 

εἰ 

En 2) 

this individual in the apparatus,--He-states that this is of. the. 1. δὲ 

XJ 
~ 

J As the Bureau is aware, NY 694-S* is désirous of utilizing 

iN) 
utmost urgency because WOFSY is dying of cancer and therefore 
no longer operate and further, although NY 694-S* has refraified 

\ from being specific, it appears that he may be quite anxious to 

δ Nsend messages to Russian sources through the embassy since the 

ὃ details involving the receipt of radio messages has not worked out 

+ based on plans which were supposed to have been perfected during 

ἣν is his recent trip abroad. 

My N 

(AMR 
| 4 1 "-- μι . 

BAS 7 _ =Tnv, - ῬΊΩ 

| 

| 

b7D 

KE V1 - NY 100-134637 (#11) 

Approved: Spf hao in Change Sent __ ΘΜ Ρογ 
= Special Agent in Charge 

Ct FTE 



NY 100-134637 

NY 694-S* suggested that it would be best that any 

individual chosen for this purpose be one who could devote 
considerable time to the operation. It is suggested this: τη το 

individual be someone like WOFSY-a retired man-who would be TD 
at the informant's disposal whenever he might have need for him. 

In connection with this matter the NYO considers|_ 6 Ὸ6ΟὋΟὋ ἢ 

to be ideally suited for this purpose with the exceptiolm 
is 73 years of age. Although he 1s advanced in years, he is 
extremely activé and agile and it is felt that he would be willing 
to perform this task and capable thereof. 

Sat which 
NY 694-S* . ly 

On 6/24/64, a discussion was had with 
time he was given the basic qualifications of 
seemed quite impressed with his qualifications an 
enthused about the fact that the individual is of 

r, he could use the individual to 
or him: He was lukewarm about the 

age factor but stated that this would be satisfactory, all other 

things considered. He has specifically requested that expedite 

Bureau Clearance be obtained so that he aan take the appropriate 
action and utilize this. man as soon as possible. ᾿ 

Expedite Bureau authority is therefore requested to 
disclose the identity of this informant to NY 694-S*, It should 

be realized that upon the disclosure of this name to the informant. 

there. may be some reason why he would not be acceptable to NY 695-59" 

or other members of the party with whom he would have to clear, 
‘such as GUS HALL and. LENA SCHERER, ᾿ 
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Date: 

LE. Transmit the following in 
- ( Type in plain text or code) 

a AIRTEL, “=~. REGISTERED 

στ. fos (Priority) Ι ̓ 

BoM 
DSL 

ζω 

Enclosed for the Bureau are four copies of ἃ LHM entitled 
"Soviets Believe Creation Of New International Coordinating Body 
Is Not Feasible At Present Time." One copy af said LHM is being 
furnished to the Chicago Office.. 

The source of this information is NY 694~S* who furnished 
the information to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C, 

BURLINSON between June 8 - 17, 1964.. 

This information is being classified "“Eop-Serret" because 
by reason of the nature of the information it tends to identify 

NY 694-S* as the source thereof. _This informant provides extremely - 
high-level intelligence information, and continued acquisition of © 
this information is vital to the national defense interests of this 
country. 

To give added security to NY 694-S*, the LHM is being 
given a Washington, D. C., dateline. 

rerh echo A Uy lof af 
ΜΝ 

le. Bureau (CEnG=4) (RM) J 
: ~ Chicago -GP34-36-Sub V)(Enc-1) (AMR) κν - 
1 ~(NY 134. Rate & 259- σὐ δ 91-3966 
1 =(NY 100~134637) #41 Fn ene ne 

ἀρ fonx δ Ages : IM Meal eae ag ST. τὴ" JUL 1 1084 

23-64 + RRP ill ee Be 
INFERS. 

RNS ue 

Sent ——______M - Per 



“won ' PECLASSTIPICATION ADTHORITY DREIVED FROM: no “wT . ᾿ 

gPATE Ὁ] -ΖΌ- 5012 | a ΝΕ ΝΞ 

᾿ τ“. ἍΜ at ΝΞ "-" 
-ν τ' τα τ 7 

‘uNDTED ‘STATES DEPARTMENT oF JUSTICE - RT 

SBUTOMATIOC DECLASSIPICATION GOIDE of 

sR _ FEDERAL “BUREAU. oF INVEST II νιον 

Τα Reply, Please Refer to: 6. . Washington, «ἢ. C,.- - ΝΞ 
FileNo mo June 23, 1964 =~ Lo, ho, 
-100-428092 ΠΟΘ Fe ὡς τ΄ Fe rs 

᾿ ΝΞ | Soviets Believe Creation Of New 
Fo, - ' International Coordinating Body _ 

τὸν τ ΤΠ is. Not Feasible At Present ‘Time - 
Pom 

ΓΑ source, who has furnished reliable itiformation. in the 
‘past, furnished the following information in gune 1964. τς 

“In the late Spring of 1964, WV. Ὁ, Κοῤῥαπὸν,. assistant to. 
Boris Ponomarev,.-Head of the International. Department” of the ᾿ 

“Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union: (CC, cPsu)’ 
commented regarding a suggestion of Gus Hall, General Secretary. of 

. the Communist Party, USA, that-in the interests of coordination of 
the international communist partiés, ἃ new international coordinating 
body be formed that could perform the same functions as did the 
Comintern. and the Cominform. . Korianov indicated, that the suggestion 
was good but that. in. view of the current ideological dispute between 
‘the Soviets and the Chinese, ΣΕ would not be presently. feasible in | 
that the Chinese would accuse the Soviets -of creating ἃ new "tactic! 

to be used against them. ~Korianov:-also Pemarked that a humber of 
the fraternal parties would -not accept the suggestion at this time - 
and that therefore it σου be premature -to discuss Hallts proposal Π 

- at any meetings of world communist parties. - 

᾿  Korianov. further gtated, that the “porta, } Marxist Review,” ἮΝ 
οἧ.. the editorial board of which are representatives Οἵ. dozens of 
fraternal parties, in efféet performs the function of an- international 
coordinating: ‘body. . - ὌΝ τς ὦ 

The abovenamed source further advised that Boris Ponotiavev , 
also in the late Spring of L964, subsequently discussed Hall's 
suggestion and verified the opinion of Korianov regarding. the. formation 

_ Of a new coordinating body. Ponomarev - emphasized. the fact that wthis τοῦ 
Suggestion is not feasible at. the moment." ae 
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Enelosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies of flay 
a LHM entitled “Economic and Political Situation in Cuba." _ 4 ΑΚ ἢ, 
A copy is also being designated for the information of the 
Chicago Office. ° 

The information contained in the LHM was obtaj ed 
by NY 694-g* during ‘his cecenttrip abroad. -NY 694- tained ; 
this information in a conversation he had with FID - 

The. information contained in the LHM is classified 
‘“Ipp=seexet" because by its nature it tends to disclose NY 694~S* 
as the source thereof. The contents of the memorandum are known 
only to FIDEL CASTRO, GUS HALL and the informant. This informant 
provides extremely high-level. information and continued 
acquisition of this information is vital to the national defense 
interests of this country. 

‘To give added security to. NY 694-51, the LHM is being 
given a Washington, Ὁ. ¢., dateline, as has been the -case 32 
prior SOLO missions. - σΌ»» A, “εν tle 
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ate more. than ready for suth.a war, Castro specifically stated, " 

compared, τὸ. 19 million in. Guba. before: the xevolution; Castro _ τς 

‘Chickens. is.-on. genetics and that, δὲ the ‘present time,, the - ‘Cubatis, 

becoming experts. in poultry. Castro indicated εἶδε. ‘eventually 

UNITED, STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE. 
, FEDERAL BUREAU-OF INVESTIGATION ; ‘ 

"Washington, D.C. 
June 22, 1964 

Eeonomic and Political Situation . ΝΞ 
in. Cuba πος ᾿ 

Α .gource, ~who has furnished reliable information in 
the fast, advised that Fidel Castro, Premier of ‘Guba, made the 
following comments’ during the latter part of May. 1964: - 

- Fidel Castro stated that. the. world is in great danger: τς 
o£ ἃ ‘nuclear. war, but that he, -Castro, does not ‘fear nuclear 
War. Castro stated that in the event there was a nuclear war, 
he would welcome and accept. it because ‘the socialist countries 
in that event would. have to. help - him, Castro stated that in an 
‘oxdinary war, the Cubans could destroy their enemies, and they. 

that in “an ordinary war, the Cubans could defeat the United States. 

Fidel Castto stated that ‘the Giiban sugar harvest some 
day” will shock, the world .and” that .thé Cubans xpect to produce . 
more sugar cane this year than éver before, . He, stated that, in 
Guba. they: ‘expect to raise .as:,many’.as 60 million: ‘chickens, as. 

indicated that the. concentration, in raising. a. greater.-amount of 

have: twenty genetic centérs in Cuba and, niany young people are 

their aim is ‘to give free. chickens. to all the’ ‘Cubatis. Castro 
also stated thatbecause Cuba has yery fertile fiéids and is able 
to: have: three: 'CKOps. (per. year, he‘has found that cattle raising. 

7 + 7 τ' : 4 - t - . 
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« Econdmic. and. Political Situation in Cuba 

is also favorably being considered in Guba. 

Fidel ‘Castro. stated that with regard to the Cuban 
industrialization program, they do not ‘intend. to. have large 
industries. becausé they do not have sufficient, labor to man 
such industries. - He indicated that. before you have industry, 

” you: must: have: the technicians. skilled workers and non~skilled 
workers to man thése factories, Hé stated that, however, the 
Cubans intend to conduct centers and experimental stations 
with young people who learn while they work,. and that young. 
people, even if they have merely a third grade education, can 
be trained so that they will be skilled: enough to run their own 
industries. Gastro. stated: that in the beginning their factories 

_ will be small and they will not start with: automation. - 

During this. time, Fidel Castro: expressed an. interest’ 
in. what the-Cuban refugees were doing. in Florida; how the Negro 
movement in the United States. was progressing and: what role the 
Communist “Party, USA, was taking in that movesient,. and. the. progress: 
of the. peace movement in ‘the. United States. Castro. indicated 
that in the near future he intends to write ἃ letter to the . 
American: people pointing out to-them that. the. United. States 
Government was doing nothing for its: many students, : ‘workers and. 
farmers to insure their security, Castro indicated that this _ 
letter would ‘be much: in. the nature- of the Letter that was written 
to the American people ‘by Lenin. during the early. days of the 
Russian revolution,,. when the Soviet Union was being surrounded 
by and invadéd by. imperialist armies, including the United States 

: Atniy, i 
- +. ὺὖ 

Fidel ‘ Gastro stated that he believed he could circumvent 
the recent United: States law prohibiting the sending, of packages 
and parcels from τῆς Uaited States to Cuba. ‘Castro indicated 
that this law does: not prevent a family in Cuba from, writing a. 
letter to.a family in the United States ; asking the family in - 
the: United States to send: them: certain kinds of medicine which 
they need. He stated that with this letter, the family -in the 
United States could. get permission to: send. ‘these medical items to 
Cuba, and in such a way’, he, Gastro, could get one ‘thousand students 



+. Economic and Political, Situation in cuba. - 
ἢ - τς . - - - - Ε 
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- : Fidel Castro stated that he 1 Was not satisfiedzwith: 
tthe” New York Tinés'" cotrespondent. in. Cuba and. was thinkitig of 
expelling this correspondént- £rom Cuba. ‘He. stated, however, . 
that he.was very satisfied with the UPI | and “AP eorrespondeiits, 

| ‘whowr he considers : ‘very good and very valuable, and from 
‘teading the UPI and AP reports from abroad; at times he is - 
able to, get some. very ‘good military. intoriiation. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 4 copies of 
a THM entitled "Cuban Attitude Toward Chinese-Soviet 
Ideological Dispute." One copy of said LHM is being 
furnished to the Chicago Office. 

The source of this information is NY 694~S*, 
who furnished said information between 6/8-17/64, to ~ 
SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON. 

Information contained in the LHM is classified 
se " pecause, by reason of the nature of the 
said information, it tends to identify NY 694.S*, a 
valuable informant, as the source thereof. This 
informant provides extremely high level intelligence 
information and continued acquisition of this information 
is vital to the national defense interests of this 
country. 

To give added security to NY 694~S*, the 
LHM is being given a Washington, D.C., dace. 
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friénds of Cuba.’ They work hard in helping Cuba, Matiy 

Belic Telephone are being ‘duplicated - “by the onese, ΝΣ a 
who Will Solve the Cuban: | τος Ὁ 

_ about such things. The: Cubans have. their own problems: to 
_ *sdllve:: : - 

" DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ἢ 
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. “DATE O1-zo-2012 Σ - 

UNITED STATES. bis pediocin OF JUSTICE. 

FEDERAL BUREAU oF INVESTIGATION Ε 

. Washington, ὉςΟς 
Pins Refi -- Sune. 22, 1964 

Xcuban Attitude > Towards ᾿ 
_ghinese=Soviet I Tdeologe ical Dis ute 

A: source, -who has furnished reliable information 
an. the past, furnishéd ‘the. following information in ~ 

. Tune, 1964: | ᾿ ot 
4h 

eee ident. ct Ἔ ἘΤΘΟΙ Castro, Cuban a αν ¢ “ὦ . 
ον ΙΕ comments: | . 

Cuba. is too busy ΠΝ Ned ehting a war- with 

between the Soviéts and the Chinese ‘in their current 
ideological dispute. The Cubans axe. too busy éven to: 
talk about such things. 

The Chiinese ave. ἃ good people - they axe good 

spare parts: manufaétured-in: the- United: States ‘by such: ΝΣ 
companies das ‘General Electric, Western Electric, and ' “ 

spare: parts problem, ' 

> puring the "missile erisis' in Cuba, the Chinese 
furnished Cuba with "many good Russian bazookas." They 
also furnished the Cubans with Czechoslovakian anti- 
aircraft. guns, 

᾿ There are. Approximately 500 Chinese officials. 
in Cuba now and théy are good friend of the Cubans. As — 
regards. the Chinese-Soviet: dispute, Cuba "doesn't bother" 

wat C2 ΠΡ Α1ΤῚ3 potther 
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ie . esp ii" “ABROLITICAL, SYTUATION IN’ RUUANEA 

The following views concerning the political 
situation in Rumania were expressed in the latter part. of 
‘Hay, 1964, by Sergo Hikoyan, a menbor of the Institute 
of World Econony and International Affairs, Sovict Acadcny 
of Science, and son of Anastas Hikoyan, Deputy Premier ΟΣ 
the Soviet Union; Tinur Tinofeev, Deputy Director, Institute 
of World. Econony and international Affairs, Soviet Acadeny 
of Science; and Hiloslav Jandik, head of the American 
Bepartnent of the Central Committee of the Communist. Party 
of Czechoslovakia. . " 

Views of Sergo 1 κου 9 

Runanie is a very wealthy country, rich in oil and 
goid, and is beginning to assert itself nationally. As a 
result, it has become very difficult to deal with.- At the 
present tine, the Runanians do not speak even with the 
nembers with whom they. are associated in the Council for ὁ 
Mutual Economie Assistance of ‘the Soviet bioc or with any 
other delegations, be they trade or cultural. Apparently, 
the Rumanians would like to trade with their: neighboring 
countries in addition to the other socialist countries to 
which they are obligated. As a result, thoy have taken on an 
‘tuely mood" and seen to be acting as individuals on their own. 

When the Communist Party. of the Soviet Union recently 
agreed to call an international conference in connection with 
the Sino-Saviet idcological dispute, the Rumanians at the last 
nonent sent word that they were not in agreenent and wished 
to ‘send a delegation to China in an effort. to “cool down 
tenpers."" This is an example of how the Rumanians have 
recently been asserting themselves. Their argunentative 
attitude is being fostered by Rumanian Presitént Gheorghe 

. Gheorghue=-Dej. 2 ἈΞ ῸΔ - ἈΞ 
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POLITICAL, SITUATION XN RUMANIA 

Rumania's relations with the Soviot Union, 
Czechoslovakia anid Poland have reachéd a critical stage. 
The Rumanians to date have not divulged to the Soviets, . 
Czechs or Poles any information regarding theix diplomatic 
and commercial negotidtions with other countries. In 
addition, the Rumanions have not divulged the nature of 
their talks and agreenménts made in Washington, Ὁ, C., 
with the United States Governnent. The current fear of 
the Soviets, the Czechs and. the Poles is that Rumania 
nay lenve the Soviet bloc. 

Views of Timur Tinofecy 

There ic a contradiction taking place within the 
socialist countries which is caused by an uneven development 
of these countries, This condition was something that 
neither Marx nor Lonin wrote about or predicted. Rumania, 
in line with this contradiction, is causing an issue that "te 
complex. Rumania wants to be.its own "boss, and there seems 
to be developing in Rumania a national. patriotisn which will 
lead the Rumanians to actions that. mo one chon foretell. 

Views of Hiloslav: Jandik 

By its actions, Rumania is taking the dingerous | 
direction :of ‘loaving the camp." The country which will | 
suffer the most if this happens is Czechoslovakia since it 
must rely on Rumania more than any other country for raw 
naterials.. The Rumanians have not divulged to the Czechs. 
any information with. regard to the nogotiations they havo been 
conducting with nonsocialist countries, 

NOTE: ᾿ Classified “‘fop-Secret" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result. in. exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, Source is NY 694-35, Infor 
mation extracted from New York airtel, 6-22-64 entitled 
"Solo, Internal ‘Security “ Communist." See also — 
cover memorandum Mx. Baumgardner to Hr. W. C. Sullivan, 
6-26-64, also bearing the Solo caption, which sets forth. 
extent of dissemination of instant memorandum, | 
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Mr, Sullivan 
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While on his recent Solo Mission,. NY 694-S* during the 
latter part of, May, 1964, obtained: from Soviet. and Czech officials 
the following comments concerning the political. situation in Rumania, 
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Rumaniats relations with the Soviet Union, Czechoslovakia 
and Poland have reached a critical stage, The Rumanians to date have 
not divulged to the Soviets, Czechs or Poles. any information regarding 
their diplomatic and commercial negotiations with other countries, 
including the United States... 

Rumania is..a very wealthy -country, rich in oil and: golds 
As - “ὃ. result, it is beginning. to assert itself nationally and’ has- 
become: argumentative and difficult to.deal with. Its argumentative 
attitude is. being fostered by Rumanian President Gheorghe Gheorghue~Dej. 

. There is a contradiction : ‘taking place. within the socialist 
-countries. which. is_caused_by._an_uneven. development_of these Sopot ES 
This condition was’ Something ‘that neither Marxtor Lenin wrote, ‘about 
or predicted, Rumania, in line with this contradiction, is causing 
an issue that is: both complex and .complicated,. 

- the event Rumania leaves the Soviet bloc, Czechoslovakia. 
will ‘suffer, the most. since it must rely on. Rumania more than any 
other. country for raw materials. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies of a 
LHM entitled "Soviet Youth Activities,'' containing a photostat 
copy o£ the "Appeal" of the World Forum of Solidarity of Youth 
and Students: A copy is also being designated, with the photostat 
for the information of the Chicago Office.” 

The information contained in ‘the LHM was obtained " 
by NY 694-S* during his recent trip abroad, “NY 694+S% obtained 
this information.at a meeting he had with ALEKSEL A. GRECHUKH 
Deputy to NIKOLAL V. MOSTOVETS, head of the-North and South > 

— American Section of- the International- Department of- the Central 
Conmittee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union, and 
PYOTR RESHETOV, Chairman of the Committee of Soviet Youth 
Organizations, in Moscow in May, 1964. The information in the LEM 
was furnished by RESHETOV. 

The information contained in the LHM is classified 
' because by its nature it tends to disclose NY 694~-S* 

Ke The contents of the memorandum are known 
i S42 
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NY 100~134637 
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'- only to the Soviets, GUS HALL and the informant. This informant 
provides extremely high-level information and continued 
acquisition of this information is vital to the national 
‘defense interests of ‘this country.. 

To ‘give added. security ‘to N¥ 694~S*, the LHM is: being 
- given a Washington, Ὡς C., dateline, as has been the case. in 

prior SOLO. missions. 

In addition to the photostat copy of the document 
obtained by ΝΥ 694~S*, for added security, there are also being 
enclosed four typed’ copies of the document. for use 6£ the 
Bureau in the event it wishes to disseminate this document. 
A typed copy of. the dociument.is also being forwarded:.to the 
Chicago Office, 
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—_ Soviet Youth Activities ᾿ 

᾿ A source, who has furnished reliable information in 

of Soviet ‘Youth Organizations)\. 
_- Moscow during May, 1964: rN 

¥ 

The Soviets are having a problem determining which 
of the 400 American youth organizations they have on their - 
list are good -(pro-Soviet) and which of them are bad (anti-. 

- . Soviet). . Reshetov indicated that the Soviets almost made a 
᾿ serious mistake, in inviting to Moscow the youth delegation in - 

| - Guba, but was saved. from making this mistake when the Communist 
Party, USA, advised them in time of that group's Trotshyite 
position. ᾿ 

Reshétov stated that. that. it is: the current Soviet 
policy to broaden their general youth contacts in the United 

_ “States, and in line with this policy, the Soviets -are.sending. 
_-. ..@ delegate τὸ the United. States ‘to attend a Quaker seminar which 

is. to be held on July 10, 1964, He also indicated that in line 
with this: ‘policy, the Soviets have been in exchange with many 
Young Men's Christian Association (YMCA) editors and youth 
publications in the United States,-and it is the Soviets desire to 
invite the Young Democrats and the Young Republicans :to send 
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_Septenber 16-23, 1964, 

Bréparatory Committee of the World. Forum of Solidarity 
o£ Youth. and. $tudénts in- the. fight. for: national independence. . 

and: Libevation,, for. péacé, to the youth ‘and: students of the world; 

“as well as: the composition: of delegates from. the various 
countries: ’ patticipating. 

delegations fo the Soviet Union. if such can ‘be arranged. — 

Reshetov. stated. that the Soviets. are Sponsoring a ΝΕ 

World Forum. of Solidarity of Youth, and: Students in Moscow on) -° - : 
A, copy of .the NAppedi for participants . 

in the constituént meeting ΟΣ the International ᾿. ΠῚ 

. πὰ 

to all youth and student organizations, and to progressive - 
‘statesmen and public figures, is attached heréto. The "Appeal" 
contains the proposed agenda, resolutions, rulés of procedure, 

- * ἢ 4 
* Ἶ 

ΕΥ̓ stated that the: néxt: youth. festival. may be - ; - 
held. in Guba in. 1965, , : 

= 4 ᾿ς 



_ APPEAL - 

‘by Participants. in the Constituent Meeting ‘of 
the International Prepatatory Committee of the 
World Forum of Solidarity o£. Youth and stu~ - 
dents in the Fight, for National Independence 
and Liberation, for Peace to the Youth and. - 
Students. of the World, to ΑἸ], Youth and Student 
Organizations, and to Progressive Statesmen and 
Public Figures. 

We, the: representatives ‘of 103 3 youth and student organi- 
gations of 62 tations, have decided: to hold a World Forum. of 
Solidarity. of Youth and Students in the ‘Fight for National 
Independence and Liberation, for Peace in Moscow on September 
16:23, 1964, and appeal to the youth and students, to ali 
organizations, progressive statesmen and public figures of the 

- world to Lend their support to our decision. 

In taking this, decision, we proceéd from thé desire ‘to. 
»make our worthy contribution. t6 the sacred liberation struggle 
o£ the. peoples of the world, Acting together, the | ‘pedples Of | 
the Socialist countries, the newly free. national independent. | 
states, the nations which are fighting for their freedom -and 

᾿ independence: and the working people and alt progréssive. forces 
in the world who champion democracy, progress, and peace are 

| winning one ‘victory: after another over ‘the: forces. o£ imper ialian, 
-teaction and war. ae : ον Le 

The. fighty ‘wave of ‘pational~liberation ‘tevolutions which 
is sweeping. away the eélonial and neocolonial systems. and 
undermining the. foundations. of imperialism is.a signal victory 
of our tine,, and ‘constitutes. a great success of the entire 

. progressive humanity. In, place of fotmer colonies and semicolonies 
theré have emerged and are: still emerging young. indépendent states 
whose: peoples have entered a. new phase in their development .and. 
have arisen as. the creators of a new life and as active. participant 
in international politics, as ἃ. revolutionary force which ~< . 
contributes to the ‘destruction of” imperialism in all its forms. 

Ξ 



In stch countries as 
Angola, Mozambique, "Portuguese" Guinea, Green Cape Islands, 
Saint Thome and.Principe, Guiana, Rhodesia, Puerto Rico, North. 

But the. struggle is not yet. over, 

Kalimantan. to the colonial yoke still reigns supreme. The blood 
. of freedom-loving. peoples of South Vietnam, Venezuela, Colombia 

and other countries who refuse to ‘stand on their knees is. being 
“spilled, Thé democratic and anti~imperialist forces of Brazil 
are subjected ‘to: ‘severe repressions. 

_impetialisn is. doing its utmost to impede the dévelopment 

reforms in thoge countries which have already east off the chains. 
of colonialisn.. The major bulwark of international reaction. 
are the imperialist quarters of thé United States which play 
the part of a world exploiter and a world gendarme, a stranger 
of the frecdom and independence of the peoples, and which inspire 
and finance reactionary coup a! etats ‘and pursue a policy of : 
aggression. . - - 

“Νὰ, the. xreptesentativés of youth and students organizations 
o£ various outlooks and political convictions, declare our . 
determination. to. unite our efforts in the struggle. Lor our - ᾿ 
future and to do. everything in our power to make the forces of 
éclonidlism, xeaction and war retreat forever, ἃ and. to success- 
fully: accomplish. the tasks. o£ the. anti~imperialist. and anti-. 
colonial. revolutions.,,. and to, LOL the perfidious designs of the. 
imperialists. against. ‘the. peoples ‘who are. fighting Lor peace 
and national independence and to eliminate: £rom the world hunger, 
‘Sisease, “poverty, ignorance and social injustice. 

‘We are proposing ‘that the World: Forum of solidarity ΟΞ. 
Youth and Stidents: ‘in -the Fight for National Independence and 
Liberation, “for Péacé should comprehensively discuss in a. . 
friendly, frank and. frée discussion the problems. of the national εἰ 
‘Yiberation wovement in their intégral, connection. with such ~ ᾿ 
urgent ‘probiens, as fight for. péace: and peaceful coexistence of — - 
states with. different. social systems. We believe that the Forun 
‘isa. good way towards the further cohesion o£ all democratic, 
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anti-imperialist arid peacé-Loving forces in the world-wide youth 
and student movement. 

We ate proposing that the Forum should. discuss in the 
first placé the questions of. strengthening solidarity with the 
peoples of South Vietnam, South Korea arid ‘the Congo (Leopold 
villé). fighting against the Awerican imperialists and their. 
puppets; with the people of Cameroon which is carrying on an armed. 
struggle against the French troops of colonial reconquest; with 
the peoples of Angola, Mozambique and "Portuguese" Guinea fighting 
against the Poxtuguese colonialism supported by the NATO allies; ~ 
‘with. thdpéoples of the Arabian Péninsula and Aden fighting against 
the British imperialists and their allies; discuss questions of 
solidarity with the Iraqi and Kurdish peoples, with the peoples 
o£ the Near East fighting against imperialism and reaction; with 
the peoples of "French" Somalia, Reunion, Martinique, Gabon and 
other countries fighting against French colonialism; with the 
long-suffering, peoples of South Africa Lighting. against the 
racialist and fascist government of Verwoerd, supported by the - 
Anerican, British and French imperialists;, @bth)the freedon- ΕΝ 
loving péople of Cyprus. fighting for independence and integrity 
o£ its country; with ‘the peoples of Panama, Venezuela, Guatemala, 
Brazil, Chile and other Latin American. countries fighting couregeously 
against American imperialism, against reaction, vestiges of . 
feudalism, ruling dictatorships, for democracy, freedom and . 
progress; with the peoples of Spain and. Portugal fighting against 
fascism, for democracy and. progress. 4 

We ardently. hail the heroic people. of. Guba which in the 
hard struggle against American imperialism and its stooges has 
won the right to a free development. and construction of a new 
and happy. Life and: condemi the new aggressive plans against the 
island of Freedom. We ardently hail. the courageous people of 
Algeria Which in ‘the hard struggle has won the freédom and 
independence. of its Motherland. We want the Forum to foster 
stronger militant solidarity with the youth of these countriés 



which are a symbol o£ the. suécessful advance along the road of — 
the building of a new life, in the Struggle against imperialist 
‘conspiracies and intrigues. 

. We: express: ou ardent solidarity with the peoplés of ὁ. 
ganzibar and condemn: the presence of the American bases there 
which threaten the. integrity and independence of this African 
country, and also protest against the British imperialism’ 5 
interference πὶ the. ‘internal affairs of. the countries: -of East. 
Africa, . Ἷ : 

We. also. express out: full solidarity. with the people of _ 
Gambodia in its struggle against stooges of imperialism, namely 
against the governments. of Sduth Vietnam and Thailand which. 
constantly threaten the territorial integrity of this country. 

We are proposing. that the Forum should also ‘discuss the: 
_problems: of the countries that have already. achieved: political 
independénce. but, still. face coldssal tasks in. the field. of 
“national reconstructidn,. ‘social refoms, ‘cultural advancenient, . 
i.e. tasks of eliminating the grim. afteraath of colonialism — 
and the fight. against neocolonialism. In this field, too, we 
are proposing,.a discussion of concreté.nieasures for Solidarity 

- and mutual assistance by the: youth and students. of: alt ‘nations. | 

᾿ We aré proposing that the Forum -should discuss the tasks. 
of activising the. £ight of the youth and students of all 
nations against the threat: ΟΕ a. thernonucléar war, ‘for the 

. ending of the arms race, for ‘stopping all ‘nuclear weapon tests, 
for banning of nuclear weapons and creating of .atom-free zorés, 
‘for liquidating military bases on alien ‘territories, for’ 
peaceful solution of the German question and for curbing the. 
West. German revanchisn and militarism; for peaceful solution © 
of 811. other: disputable international questions, for the triuniph. 
ΟΕ -thé principles of the peaceful coexistence. of: countriés with 

- different. social systetis. - Ἰ 

We are proposing that ‘the: Forum. should  digcuss the tasks 
of sttengthening the militant solidarity and uniting the efforts - 
- of 811 sections and alt movements, of: ‘the yough and. ‘students in 

a - . - - - ι - ft ‘ 
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_ ASia, Africa, Ameria, Europe. and Australia -into one powerful 
_arive of young fighters against. imperialism, colonialism,. neo- 
colonialism and inust wary for national Liberation, peace and: 
progress.- | - 

We are proposing that the Forum- shovild 2180 discuss 
problems which deeply affect the'ryouth: ‘such as the yights. and 

. specific. ‘demands closely related to the fight for national in- 
, Gependence and: liberation, peace and progress. ᾿ 

ΤῊ the Light of ali' these principled proposals put for= 
ward at our Constituent Meeting, we have -considered ‘some. practi- 
cal matters pertaining, to the preparation of the Forum.’ 

We are inviting to the Forum ocal, national, regional 
and international organizations of the youth’ and students, 
regardless of political trend, which support the national 
Liberation. struggie of the péoples, and all other “organizations, - 
institutions. and individuals who ‘share the. ideals Of peace, and 
national independence. - . = 

This Forum is open -to all young peop1é who’ ‘support either 
_ all our proposals or a part of them and we shall welcome your . 

recommendations, observations: and. Dropesals in ον: preparatory 
work. ' τους , ΝΝ 

δ 

wé have déditded Oo establish an “internatiéial Forum . 
᾿ πρβμὰ to be created: by way, of: collécting contributions from organ-. ., 
izations ahd individuals ‘supporting the idea ‘of Forum, with a’ 
view to rendering assistance td énable young. people- and students 
fron the developing countries to participate in the Forum. 

We urge your organization without delay 40 aigcuss: 
this etter, . which should ‘bé regarded as a formal invitation to. 
the Forum, and: the enclosed resolutions, - and to inform the. Interna- 
tional, committee of your decision as to participation in the 
Forum, The address is: World Forum of Solidarity, Moscow, USSR. 

- ͵ We ‘have πὸ doubt that youth. and student organizations 
and progressive statesmen and public figures of the world will 
lend active support to the forthéoiing-World Forum. of Solidarity, 

. ang will make a worthy contribution. to. its preparation and conduct. 

᾿ Long live ‘the workd solidarity of youth and students. in. 
the fight for national: “independence arid “Tuberacion, for world 
peace! . 

- PARTTOTPANTS IN THE CONSEITURNE MEETING 

‘ 
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RESOLUTION 
_ on the. Programme of the World Fortm of Solidarity Oo πὶ 
of Youth and Students. in the Fight for National = !' 

-“ Independence ‘and Liberation, for Peace. 

The International Preparatory Committee, having 
assembled for its Constituent Meeting in Moscow on April 
18-20, and having discussed such proposals as were submitted, 
decided to hold the World Forum of, Solidarity of Youth and 

- Students in the Fight for National Independence and Liberation 

for Peace in the. capital of the USSR, the city of Moscow,. 
from 16 to 23 September 1964, with the following programme: | 

_ 1. Youth and students jn the fight for national 
liberation, for the winning and consolidation of the politigal | 

. and economic independence of thelr countries, and against 
 golontalism, neocolonialism, imperialism and racial discrimination. : 

. Diversity of forms. and methods of attaining national, Independence, 

experience of the fight against. colonialism, neocolonialism | 
- and imperialism in vatious conditions. Joint fight of .all. 
progressive forces: in the world (the Socialist countries;, 
the. nationak liberation movemeht, the working people δρᾶ. 

democratic forces in capitalist countries), for national _ 
independence arid liberation, for peace, aémocracy and progress, 

against reaction and imperialism. — _ . 

oe “δι. problems of economic. independence and national 

. yeconstruection, the role of the youth and students in the 

economic; social, agrarian reforms and. industrialization of 
their countries. The struggle against neo-colonialism, 
the domination of foreign monopolies, all forms of economic 

expansion by imperialism and asainbt the vestiges οἵ. 

feudalism. Economic aid and cooperation in economic 
development. Cooperation of the youth in economically 

‘developed countries with the youth of developing. nations - 
* 

ain the cause of national. reconstruction. 

3. MThé role of the youth and students in the 

development of political consciousness of the masses; 

the role of the youth and students in the revival and - 

development of the national culture, elimination of ᾿ 

 tiitteracy, training of national personnel. International. 

' godoperation in the field -of training national personnel © 

for developing countries. fhe struggle against. vestiges Ε 

of the colonial past in the field of culture and education _. 

‘and against the penetration and imposition of the ideology “ 

of imperialism. ς΄. _ τς ᾿ ΝΙΝ - 



4, The contribution of ‘the national 1iperation 
moverient to the univérsal fight for peace; economic, and | 
political aspects of intéxnational. détente, the peaceful - 
coexistence. of nations with diffdérent systems, total and 
general disarmament, total banning of nuclear tests, 
prohibition of proliferation, of atomic weapons, creation 
of atom-free zones in connection with the national, liberation 
struggle. 

5. The consolidation of the ‘andty of action and the. - 
solidarity of the youth ahd students of the world in thé’ 
fight for national independence, liberation and peace, 
against colonialism, neocolonialism and imperialism, Dis- 
cussion of concrete measures to strengthen salidarity and 
intensify moral and material aid to the people fignting | 
for their liberation and. nat ‘Lonal. independence. 



RULES OF PROCEDURE 

of the World Forum of Solidarity of Youth - 
and Students in the Fight for National In- 
dependence: and Liberation, for Peace : 

- τς Ἴ, The World Forum of Solidarity is open for 
participation, in a spirit of complete ‘equality and Ὁ 
mutual: respect, to all local, national, regional and . 
international youth and student, socLal and trade-uiion - 
organizations, public figures of various contries.. - 
supporting the fight of the peoples for national — " 
independence and liberation, for peace. ΝΞ 

2, Each participant of the Forum may state his. 
desire to take part in the Forum or ats individual 
commissions as a delegate or observer. ; 

. - . .-3Bs Full participants in the Forun shall take. part 

in the discussion of all the questions at the Forum, and 

shall be-eligible for election to the working bodies of 
the Forum, and shall be entitled to a decisive vote in the 

discussion of all questions... Obseryers shall take part. In, the 

discussion of all questions at the Forum and shail. be entitled 

to a consultative vote. Public figures invited to the Fortm 

shall be entitled to make a speech but not vote. . os 

"4, gaeh organization, regardless of the number of — 
delegates, shall have one vote during the deliberations in- ἢ 

all commissions, where it is represented or at the plenary 

meeting of the Forum. 

5, The work of the Forum shall be carried out ‘at 

- pleriary meetings and in commissions. The International 

Preparatory Committee shall submit a report tothe Forum ς 

-on the work done, after that discussion of the main subjects 

of the programme of the Forun shall. begin. . 2. 

᾿ 6, The participants in. the Forum shall be assigned 
to the various commissions according to their own choice. 

The International Preparatory Committee and the Presidium 

of the Forum shall do: everything possible so that each de~ 

_ Légation paxticipate in the work of all commissions as far 

as possible. ~= ᾿ | 

- 7. At the beginning of the. deliberations.‘each .commis- 

gion shall elect a Chairman and a Bureau of the Conmission. ᾿ 

The Chairman..and the Bureau_of the Commission, shall then. draw up 

8 list of speakers and resolutions. Each report shall not last 

more than 30 minutes, a speech not more than. ἀρ minutes, 

᾿ “ς Ἕ 7 ΝΗ 
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Subsequent speeches shall be allowed only after the list 
of speakers is exhausted and shall not exceed 5 minutes, -A 
statement on a point of information. and on a point-of order ᾿ 

shall not exceed 3-minutes. ες - - ca ΝΝ 

ὃ, Edch commission shall submit a report on its © 

déliberations to the final plenary meeting. The reports 

shall give ai objective account of the debate in each . 

commission and the results of its deliberations. ‘The 

_ weports shall be discussed and -approved by the commissions 

- prior to being. submitted to the plenary meeting. = 

τς _ 9, At the beginning of its work the Forum, on. 

the recommendation of thé International Préparatory Committee, Ὁ 

shall elect a Presidium of the Forum: The Presidium shall “ 

provide general guidance of the deliberations of the Forum, 

organize the work of the commissions. The members of the 

Presidium shall preside é6ver the plenary meetings of the 

Forum in rotation. 

10, The final dociment of the Forum reflecting. the 

results of its work shall be elaborated by the Presidium” 

of the Forun-with due regard for the reconmendations and ἢ 

proposals made. in the commissions. The delegates to the -~ 

Forun shall adopt this document, as well as recommendations 

and resolutions on particular problems at the plenary 

meeting. Observers and inviteés pay assoclate themselves 

with these documents. . ᾿ ᾿ . ' 

_. Δ," In drafting the final documents, the Presidium. ~ 
of ‘the Forum and the Buréaus of: thé Commissions’ shall strive 

to assure the unanimity of thé participants in the Forum at - . 

Large and its indiyidual commissions. Should it prove impossible 

to achieve unanimity. the documents shall be adopted by a. 

majority of full participants in the Forum and individual 

τ gommissions, ; ' 

ΜΝ 19, Anendments proposed ὃν the delegates to the Forum. » 

τὸ drafts. of documents.in commissions or at plenary meetings _ ΕΝ 

shall be accepted for discussion, and.put. to. the vote provided. 

- they are seconded by not less thant 2 full participants in the 

-- Roram. Le ; ewer ᾿ 

- _ 43, PULL participadts in the Forum who have not supported. 

the final document of the Forun, or resolutions In the commissions, 

wholly ov in part, may speak in exphanation of their vote at a 
plenary meeting devoted to the general. document, or in the 

relevant commissions dealing with resolutions on particular . 

questions. ‘Their speeches shill be written into the records 

ἀξ the Forum and shall be succinct. ΝΞ 
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of the Permanent Secretariat of the intertiatioval 
“Prepayatory Committee for the World Forum. of 
Solidarity of Youth and Students in the Fight for - 

| National Independence and Liberation, for Feace., 

- Blected at ‘the. Gonstituent Meeting - 
a _. of the Forum TPC on Apri 125 196% 

: ᾿ in Moscow. ¥ 
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of youth and students! organizations of china which. 
have not participated im the work of the Constituent 
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Seqretariak if they: express such &. Rish, 
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Lise 
of the organizations whosé representatives 
have particdpated in the Constituent Meeting 
of the TPC of the World Forum of Solidarity . 
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FBI 
ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 6/23/64 

Transmit the following in 
~ "(Type in plain text or code) 

a Se, <n εν, AIRTEL REGISTERED -- 

Ν ἷἝφ, 
τ᾿ 

(Priority) : 

? TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428001) 

(! PRO: Sac, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
~ 

SUBJECT (λοιο 
a -S= 

ReNYairtel to Bureau, 6/19/64, enclosing LHM entitled 
"Communist Party of Great Britain," 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies of a 
LEM entitledn Communist Party of Great Britain," containing a 
photostat copy of an article by JOHN GOLLAN, General Secretary 
of the CP of Great Britain. A copy of the LEM, together with 
the photostat, is being designated for the informationo£ the 
Chicago Office. This LHM supplements the LHM set. forth in. “72. 
χενύδίσεθι, The original article was prepared in England by [Er 2 
JOHN GOLLAN, ee 

‘The information contained in the enclosed LHM was | 
obtained by NY 694-S* during ‘his recent trip abroad.- NY 694=s* 
obtained this information from JOHN GOLLAN, General Secretary 
of the CP of Great Britain, when GOLLAN arrived in Moscow on 
June 1, 1964, while en route to Australia to attend: the Australian 
CP convention which Ὁ, being held there June 12-15, 1964, 

“C3 Bureau (En¢., 8) Gay ! a © Sesto bose » 
L = Chicdgo- ag 8) Ὁ B) (AM-RM) Oy, 25d 2- 
L = NY 134-91: (INV) (1) in EL F965) 

1“ NY 100-134637 (41) 2 2. ae 11 JUL 1. to%4 

᾿ JDOZmsb ΤᾺ ͵ my meray 

τι aN ζῶ Ws Rs 
re bal We ά Ἶ | 
a 

Pi Approved; -----------Ξ- }ἩἬς---- Sent. M Per .... 

τ JUL 9 : Reef Agent in Charge ε 

| OD 
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NY 100+134637 ᾿ - - et 

The information contained in ὑπὸ, ΗΜ is. tring given a 
classification not. higher than "Seezet!! ainasmuch as the - 
doctment upon which it is based-was not prepared in Moscow, 
but rather was. prepared ‘in England, 

To give- added security to NY 694-S%:; the LIM is' being, 
given a Washington, ὃ. Ce; dateLine, - -as'- has been: the case: “in: 
prior ‘SOLO: missions. . 
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ECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DREIVED FROE: =O 

AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CO ᾿ νι by 
“ 

i 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT ‘OF susticE 

” FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION: 

~ In Reply, Please Refer ta ‘ ΝΕ Washington, D * 6 . File No, - "tine 93. ᾿ June 23, 1964. | 

“1000428092 oo 
- Ξ 

“ᾧ 

ΝΥΝ Party. of Great Britain 7 
ne a  -ς-- 

4 

‘The following information. was obtained ftozi-a source, 
᾿ who has furnished reliablé information. in the: past: - 

se Clan, ἃ néxal Sedretary ‘Communist Party (CP) Lue 
o£. Great Britain, was. in Moscow, ‘USSR, “duri ing the early part. Ἐπ 
“Janes L96e- Gollan, - at the timé, was én route to Australia 
to attend the Australian: Communist ‘Party convention, which was 
being held there on June 12+15,. 1964.- - 

“" Gollan indicated that .the CP’ of Great Britain. is 
contémplating publishing, in. the near future, an article, ‘or - 
series of articles , on ‘the. ‘CP otganization. in Great. Britain 
along Marxist-Leninist | ‘Tinés. GoLian ‘stated that ‘the. article 
was prepared. by him,” “A. photostat copy, of the. axticle,. ‘under 
the caption “which Road is: attached heréto. 7 

- 

ΙΝ _. ν΄ Βεζεαλὴ, ‘me British “Read to Socigiicn Ἐν which orks: out a 
comprehensive..sttategy for social. Yevolution in térms. of the . 
actual political conditidns of: Britain, under the. authorship. 
of John Gollan, ᾿ 

ΝΕ This document contains neither — . - 
. " ᾿ recomendations. nor. .con¢lusions 

᾿ - of the FBI. rt 2.5 the property 
, of the FBI. and is loanéd: to Your 

‘ agéndy::, 4t and: 188 -eonitents are 
, not to be. distributed outside εν Ὁ 

- ϑοῦχ agency. - -- 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

June 80, 1964 

BY LIAISON 

Honorable Déan Rusk 
Tho Secretary of Stato ff 
Washington, D. C. Ww wd 

: An ’ wa Dear Mr, Buale: ἢ ol 

Hatorial contained in tho enclosed memorandun 
captioned “Political. Situation in Brazil" was supplied 
by 2 source which has furnished reliable. information in: 
the past. 

The enclosed memorandun sets forth the views of 
‘a Soviet official. relative to, the recent overthrow of 
Brazilian President Joao Goulart. 

‘Because of the sénsitivé nature of our sourds) Ὁ “9,934 

he ἢ 561.6 DE ΓΝ 

this combinication and its enclosure are classified μὰ 
‘Ssaret.'' This-information is béing furnished to other” 2 | 
‘interested officials of the Governnont. μιΞ΄ 

= 

Sincorely yours, | 5 

ΓΝ ᾿ 

ἄμα renee 9400 

Enclosure EE eee ea Re 

ΗΠ JUL 1 1964 

--ῷ ἴῇ Bei δή 
. Κα 

. τ. ἴω ΡῈ 5 

SEE NOTE}CTAGE 2.08 

. , ἢ ᾿ " ᾽ . Dy τὴν ye 

Trotter } “ GAS - ῃ (3 

SEL 8 ι 8 1364 : We . Holm 5 ᾿ 
κι Gandy — watrooyL—} ΤΕΡΈΤΥΡΕ oir] " ᾿ 
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NOTE: 

Honorable Dean Rusk 

Classified "Top=Seere ™ because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the: source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation. See memorandum. Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. We C. 
Sullivan, 6=29-64, captioned “Solo, Internal Security ~ 
Communist ,“ WGS:pwd, and New York airtel 6-22-64, ‘also. 
bearing the Solo caption. 

Pn 
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OMMOMAL FORM. NO, 16 - 501 δαιϊοδ -- - 
, MAY 1967 {DITION see 

5. GSA GEM, κεῦ, ROS 27 

ἀλη UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

MemorandumROUTE IN ENVELOPE = 
TO : Mr, We Ὁ, sultivan Py DATE: 

June 30, 1964 

᾿ 7 1 - Mr, Belmont Trotlet 

: Me, Ἐς J, Baumgardne 1. - Mr, Sullivan Tele. Room ——— 
1 - Mr, Baumgardner Gandy . 
1 - Mr. Branigan 

; Pn 1 —' Mr, Donohue 
INTERNAL SECURITY — COMMUNIST 1 - Mr, Shaw 

This is wy bee that NY 694-S* be permitted to 
utilize Isidore Gibby eedleman, a suspected. Soviet agent, as a 

temporary "second cHahnel" in the Solo operation to receive from 

the Soviets all messages of a documentary nature directed to the 
Communist Party, USA (CPUSA). .- , 

While on-his recent Solo Mission in the Soviet Union, 
NY 694-S* was informed by the Soviets that in order to safe~ 
guard his security a “second channel" should be established by 
NY 694-S* which could be utilized for transmitting on microfilm 
all messages of a documentary nature from the Soviets to the 
CPUSA, In this connection the Soviets suggested that either 
Elizabeth Gurley Flynn or James Allen, both of whom..are CPUSA 

| functionaries, be utilized as the. "second channel;"- F 

- ΖΦ, --- -Ny-694-8* is certain that Flynn would not desire t6 
», be@ome involyed in.any such contact with the Soviets, and 

τ —-. ;|infornant ‘vould prefer not to utilize Allen. NY 694-S* was of © τ 
thé" opinion that he could exert: the necessary control..over 
Isidore’ Gibby.y Needleman in connection with utilizing..Needleman 
ascthe “second channel," Informant noted that Needleman. would 

-» neééssarily-have-to furnish- NY--694-8*- whatever was ‘sent to -him- - 

bythe ‘Soviets since such material would be on microfilm, 

Η͂ 

NY 694-58 discussed this matter with CG 5824-S* and 
poth informants agreed that Needleman could be used satisfactorily 

| as a “second channel" on a temporary basis, Needleman would be 

retained as the "second channel" only until such time someone 
more. suitable could be located... 

OBSERVATIONS : 

“ "We Kaye considered using NY 4309-S as a “second channel," 

». however, NY 694-S* advised that while in Moscow he.was informed 
_‘* oby the Soviets that NY 4309-S was to be used solely for technical 

_ ___. __ operations involving coding, ciphering and the handling of the = _ 
shortwave. radio’".s New-York, is ‘being instructed to continue its. 

efforts to locate a suitable source that can ‘be ‘substituted, for 
a 

Needleman, J C6—-“& Fd /— 

100-428091 μ 5. 5 ἃ 027 329ς ζς 
ene ΗΘ (case petit 11 JUL 1 1964 

gp uur seman ‘need | 



Memorandum to μὲ, τὶ C, Sullivan 
RE; — SOLO: : | 
100-428091 vy 

RECOMMENDATION : Ζ pH 

That the attached airt€l be. sent to New York (copy 
to Chicago) authorizing NY 694-S* to utilize Isidore Gibby | . 
Needleman. temporarily as a "second channel" in the Solo operation, 
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Callohon = 

Conrad 
“‘BeLoach ὦ 
Evans ead 

Gale ee 

Rosen 5 - Sits τσ τα, 
Tavel ie =o \g04 
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- Mr. Belmont _ 
- Mr. DeLoach 
- Kr, Evans 
~ Mr. Sullivan 
~ Mr. Wannall 
- Mr. Baumgardner 

June 30, 1964 

fat fed fel pad fed 

fao0- 2 $0 g |= 3968 1 - Liaison 

OLITICAT, SITUATION IN BRAZIL 

- 

The goLloving views concerning the political 
situation in Brazil were recently expressed by Vitaly ἃ. 
Korlanov, First Deputy to Edris Pozmomarev, head of the 
International Department, Central Committee, Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union. , 

The recent overthrow of Brazilian President 
Jo2z0 Goulart cane as a surprise to the Soviets. Goulart 
was overthrown because ke and the “democratic forces" in 
Brazil overestimated their strength and underestinated 
the strength of tha "reactionary forées."* Goulart displayed 
his true cowardly character when he capitulated to the 
militarists in exchange for the guarantee of his protection ἡ 
and safety. The “democratic forces" in Brazil wore entirely 
too optimistic. They and Goulart by showing their strength 
at the right tine could have crushed the “reactionary 
forces." This would have charged the entire political 
situation in South Ancrica. It would have meant a victory 
*for the peoples unity" in Chile and would have added to 
the strength of the Communist Party in Uruguay. 

it was nost interesting that the. United States ᾿ 
knew and acted πόσο nilitantly about, the situation in. Brazil 
than Goulart did. This was a situation in which the: Pentagon. 
and the. United States State Department know more of what 
vas going to happen in Brazil than did the “denocratic 
forces" led by Goulart. This showed that "American 
imperialism" is not ἃ paper tiger. 

wai ROOML_1 TELETYPE unit} 

Excluded ¥rgm autonatic ; 
downgradiny ᾿ ι 
declassifjyedtion wt 
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Μ ᾿ woo . TOP” SECRET: 
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POLITICAL SETUATION IN BRAZIL 

- - As a‘result of the :overthrov.of Goulart, the 
Brazilian ' Communist Party has sustained a very great loss.. 
The. Soviets were extremely sorry to have learned that the: 
Secretary of the Central Committee of the Brazilian 
Comumutiist Party had in his possession all of the ‘names of 
the members and details of the Brazilian Communist Party 

- Organization in Sao Paulo at the time of his’ arrest. ᾿ 

᾿ sor | ee — sae 

Classified "Top—Seeret" because unauthorized 
disclosure. of this information could result in exceptionally 
‘grave damage to ‘the Nation, Source. is NY 694-S*, See 
cover memorandum Mr. Baurigardner to Mr. Ἧς C. Sullivan, 
6-29-64, | entitled "Solo, Internal Security ~ Communist," 
which sets forth the. dissémination of this letterhead: 
memorandum. : 
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ι- OMTIOMAL fO2M νου το 5οιθτῖσδ 
MAY 1982 EDITION | ; — 
GTA GEN, REG, HO, 17 - 

- UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 

MemoranduROUTE TW rik 

TO : Mrs Ws .C, -Sullivan i DATE, June 29,, 1964 

ὦ Mrs. Belmont 
- Mr. DeLoach 
‘Mr,. Evans 

FROM Mr.—F. ὅς ar ae 

ΜΝ ) 

“ETERNAL, SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 
Mr... Wannalil 

ep ee ee eee 
ae prs eg 
= τας ΠΕ 

a 

-During the course. ‘of Sols ‘Mission 15, NY 604_5*, 

Caspet 

-- Caltchen ἘΞΞ 

ἀν ΕΝ VELOPE oac 

Mx 4 ‘Baumgardner 

VOUS amen 
Gale 

Rosen 
Sullivan a 
Tevel —__-. = 

Trotter 

Tele. Reom .......... 
Holmes «----............. 
Gandy 

Mr, Sullivan ee 

while. in 

the Soviet Union during May, 1964, conferred with Vitaly Korianov, 

an official of ‘the Central . committee, Communist Party of the. Soviet Union, 

who furnished the following comments concerning the political situation 

in Brazil. 

The recent overthrow of Brazilian President’ πολέμωι 3. 22 
came aS 2 surprise to the Soviets. Goulart Was overthromr because he ~% 

underestimated the. strength of the "reactionary forces," By showing . 

their strength.at the right time, Goulart and the democratic forces" 

‘| could have crushed thé xeactionary ‘@leméents. Goulart displayed his . 

true cowardly character when he. capitulated to the militarists in 
exchange for the guarantee of his. protection and safety... 

- --fThe Pentagon and: the’ ‘U.S. “State Department ‘knew 
at was happening in Brazil than the forces led. by Goulart. ‘This 

The Soviets were extremely ‘sorry to have learned <- | 

official of the Brazilian Communist Party had in his possession all 

of the names of. the. members ‘and- details. Ὁ the Brazilian Communist 

Party organization in. Sao Paulo at the time of his arrest. 

showed. that: "American -imperialism is not a paper tiger. 

ACTION: 

That the attached letters, classified "Top secres". 

our source,’ be: sent to the Honorable Walter W, Jenkins, Special 

Assistant to the Président ;. the Honorable Dean Rusk, the. Secretary 

of State; the Honorable ‘John As. McCone, Director, Central 
Agency; and the Attorney General and Deputy Attorney General. 

Π 

Enc, ἊΝ .- “ἃ ὅο Fl 
100-428081 ἡ 45 - we Ν 

Ν WGS: pi “ ᾿ . ἷ ἢ | ' wy é ray “ ἐπ 1: ΝΣ | | } a Pe Se a 
at JUL 1 1964 

ϊ 
i, a ee Ν ty Sede oot 
~ ee 

more of 

to protect 

Intelligence 
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UNITED’ STATES GOVERNMENT ᾿ a Belmont panna 
Mohr 

Memorandum ROUTE IN ENVELOPE == . 
το : Mr. Conrad Pier - _ | bare: = dune 30, 1964” fe - ‘ ! 

oy ob EF. Dovining ᾿ ᾿ cS - τ ἢ πον 

ΤΈΝΑΙ, ΒΕΟΌΕΙΤΥ - Co 

\/ . Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable ° ° 
confidential informant NY-694-S*. who has been receiving. communications 
transmittéd ‘to him by radio. 

On 6/30/64, ttansmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at scheduled times and frequencies, but no messages 
were .transimitted. - 

ACTION: - 

For-information. | ; ΝΞ 

1- Mr: Conrad _ mS ᾿ 
᾿ 2 - Mr.. Sullivan (Attention: Mr, J. .A.- Siz00, Mr. W. G. Shaw) " 

1 - Mr. Downing. - : _ yf 
1~- Mr. Paddock _ . ΝΣ 

ἜΝ " ΝΞ ᾿ ᾿ 
yy. PWP:maa Teo Ἴς | 

ar Bin Lee fa 69-8 

AT UL 1. 1964 = παν 
“ἄτι, τς ἘΠῚ πῆρα εξ OO, ἊΝ 

2 ΝΥΝ | eet iy, , <> Tae | 
SON ly Δὶ ι τ μος & : oo: 

- ῥρ hag’ 

65 ΠΝ 1964 
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Ene = ee τοῖοι ——~ 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT ier 

IN ENVELOPE car τ τ emorandum ROL ts 
DeLoach . 
‘Evans 
Gale 

TO : -- DATE: _ June 30 » L964 ceed 

* il - 5 . “ queued —- 
Tele, Room 

FROM /“¢ Cc. F, Holmes 

BB IULS 1964. 

" ΚΑ ΝΣ ΩΝ ot 
oO. σ' 

NTERNAL SECURITY ~ C 

— ay at approximately 4:45 Ῥ-, M., Supervisor 
New York Office, telephonically furnished 

8 text of a message the informant desired to send ‘and requested 
it be enciphered. At approximately 9230 A. M.,; today Marchessault 
was telephonically furnished with the. enciphered text. 

The plain text is set forth below. The cipher text 
is attached. : 

‘ REFEREE (Centra Committee) WE CANNOT IN. A FEW WORDS EXPRESS — 
THE SERIOUS FINANCIAL SITUATION OF: OUR, LANE, (Communist Party) 
AS RESULT OF DECISION IN POSTPONING ‘DELIVERY. THE AGREED. DATE 
OF JULY 24. MUST DEFINITELY BE MET. BIRCH. (Gus Hal), : 

* 4 

_ For_information, = 8 =» _ 
Enclosure 

Mr. Belmont 

Mr, Sullivan (Attention: Mz. J.-A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G.* 
‘tir. Conrad 
Mr. Downing 
My. Newpher 
“id 

ad 

~ 

‘Lot pt Hea 

| - REC 49 9 - 728 £0 eae 

Lt-JUL-2- 1984 τα ἦν 
“τε: ee ce ee -- -- το στὰ ως ee νων τ - 

/ f 
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oO .- .0 
6/30/64 

37136 97556 09877 09539 69421 83626 45795 55710 49904 22566 
79859 50314 31460 67229 88199 66426 29843 45501 36516 42720 
29070 19983 61886 24995 47723 31511 67607 08384 04886 13246 
90013 67499 61987 31425 71591°47846 03674 67374 64647 11185 

"39133. 21802 36808 39804 69588 78779 41461 62844 85823. 
F 

S00 HB FOF | " 3470 

ENCLOSURE 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

-_ 

rad 

Transmit the following in 

) 

| 
Date: 6/25/64 

(Type'in plain text or code) ἢ 

Via __ AIRTEL REGISTERED 
\ : (Priority) 

{ ee a my pees ey peep ey eer See eee eee ee se τῶν ee es i ee ee ee ἡ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

| ACHR 

sO if ~\ + - ᾿ 

te WA Approved; 538? ed Sent - Μ Per 

SUBJECT, , SOLO 
- C 

NY 694-S* received today via radio for transmission to 
GUS HALL, two ciphered and partially coded messages, the plain 
text of which is as follows: 

1. We were informed that Robert Kennedy demanded . 
from Martin Luther King that he get rid of his 
secretary Jack Odell, who: allegedly has close 
connections with the CPUSA, or is a CP membey, 
This is for your information. 

2. We have a letter from the CC, USSR, to the CP 
of China that we would like to give you without λ 

_ delay. Please advise us_through Sister Matilda ἊΝ 
how it should be sent by second channel. Wé may~ 1 ~~ 
use one of containers you have seen. Inform us 
in detail on your arrangements, tr. 

With respect to message #1, "Jack Qdell," oP member to 
the informant, has reference to HUNTE 
had been associated with MARTIN L 

ae S 
In message #2, “Sister Matilda" refers to a new Arop | 

operation arranged by NY 694-S* with the Soviets during his recent | 
trip abroad. The drop specifically is a girder in the 111τῇ Street), 
> BMT,subway station to which a magnetic box containing a 

- Bu ) 
1 - Chicago (134-46-Sub B) (AMRAEC- 49 5 77 
1 -- NY 134-91-INV (#41) ὼ τ 4 20 -- - “3,2 δέ  ,.- BGT 
Ls NY 100-134637 (#42) 

Ἵ τ JUL 9. 1964 

gent in Charge 



NY 100-134637 

message is to be affixed by the informant,. [ἢ 

"Second channel! in message #2 refers. to an arrangement 
‘suggested by the Soviets in Moscow that they transmit messages 
to NY 694-S* through ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN or JAMES ALLEN of 
International Publishers. 

"Containers" in the same message refers to a cigarette 
pack which will be used in-the future for transmission of 
information between the informant and the Soviets. 

NY 694-S* as Yet has not furnished the details. concerning 
new arrangements made between him and the Soviets regdrding 
apparatus operations which include yse of the aforesaid drop and 
containers. Upon receipt of the above messages he furnished the 
above information with respect to Sister Matilda and the containers, 

NY 694~-S* advised that*he will have ‘to consult with 
CG 58274-S% concerning the advisability of requesting the Soviets 
to transmit information through ELIZABETH GURLEY “FLYNN and - 

Η 

JAMES ALLEN. 
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AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ¥ 

| 1 = Mr. Belmont. 
' Ε ὦ iir,. DeLoach 

1 ὦ Mr. Sullivan 
L .- Mr... Wannall 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE t=. RS 

Tols60 ean nein 

Belmont: 

Tavel - 

June 30, 1964 . i 

BY LIAISOS . ~ f; 
V 

f 

Hondrable Walter W. denkins 
Special Assistant to the President > 
The White: House: : yo? 
Washington, D. C. ( ' 

mn = 
72 =a. 

- Material cdntained in the enclosed nenorandun, 7 => 
captionéd "Political Situation in Brazil" was. supplied Ta (ῶ 
by a sourcé which has furnished reliable information into 5 
the past. Ξ S 

The enclosed. nenorandum sets forth the views of 8 == 
a, Soviet official relative to the recent overthrow of x Ὁ 
Brazilian Prosident Jouo Goulart. ann 

a 4 
Because of tha sensitive nature OZ our source, i 

this communication and its enclosure ave classificd "Top. 
.' This information is being furnished to other 

intorosted officials of the Government. 

Sincevely yours, 

019 “64; £2 ξ2 7,9. 772 
41 JUL 2 1964 

. . 

1,/ 58ΕΕ NOTE, PAGE: 2- 

192 oa ow Ba aX 

πιὰ ee dugg Ε ΝΕ pile ; ᾿ 



Honorable Walter W. Jenkins 

NOTE: 

Classified ‘Tnp-Secret" because tinauthorizéa - 
disclosure of this' information could reveal the identity 
of the source. (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage: 
to the Nation. See memorandum. Mx. Baumgardner to Mr. We Ὁ. 
Sullivan, 6-29-64, . captioned "Solo, Internal Security — 
Communist," WGS:pwd,. and-New York airtel 6-22-64, also 
bearing the Solo caption. 



DECLAS#SIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: | see 
| FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE , τῷ 

DATE G1-£2-2012 - ooh. ὩΣ 

᾿ ἢ 4 ᾿ 

1 Mr. Belmont 

-ROUTE IN ENVELOPE Ln ur. Evans 
1 = Mr.. Wannall 
1. + Mr. Baumgardner 

The Attorney General July 2, 1964 

᾿ : “- . 1 -- εν - Shaw 

Divector, FBI | 

ΟΝ τ πα 

= 

COMIGHIST PARTY, USA - 
INTEQNATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL SECURITY -- C 

In the course of our investigations we have 
learned that Cuban Chief of Protocol Melendez, who is a 
‘confidant of Cuban Premier Fidel Castro, recently made- 
the following conncuts. 

18: 

κι yoou 55|6003Ὲ}-.53} Cuba is much too. busy "fighting a war with the 
United States" to. be concerned about the Sino-Soviet 
dispute. There are approximately 500 Chinese officials . 
in Cuba at the present tine. They are good friends of “ἘΞ 
the Cubans.. During the “missile crisis" in Cuba, the — 
Chinese furnished Cube with "many geod Russian bazookas" 
and Czechoslovakian antiaircraft guns, Hany spare ‘parts 
nanufactured in the United States, by such conpanies as 
General Eléctric, Western Electric, and. Bell Telephone; ' 
are currently being duplicated by the Chinese who will 
help solve the Cuban "“spare<parts problen." - 

Because of the sensitive. nature of our sources, © 
which have furnished reliable infornation in the past;, ve 
have classified this communication “Yop-Secret." This 
information is being furnished to other interested officials 
of the Governnent, 

“yoosson = (tttté«iaR A 29 | 3.913 

ἐσσὶ 

δ 
Ξ 
= 
- 
a, 

Air 1 - The Beputy Attorney Generxal. ft JUL 2 1964 

μ je δ ET bt ate 
—— 

| is eg τὸ ay ὌΝ ᾿ i ab ons 

Seep : . N21 the 

COLO, seen 
. nee 

DeLoach a WGS: pw HONE i 
Evans» sy Ὁ" Me Hoh TWO 

βοιναττ τς 
Sull lve) sree 
ἼἸανοῖ........ 

E265 i 8. 1964 
Gandy _ wart. Room C_) ΤΕΒΕΤΥΡΕ UNIT 
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‘The Attorney General. 

.- NOTE: ἮΝ ᾿ ἮΝ , 

Classified iPop-Seerettt “because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally . 
grave damage to the Nation. Source is NY 694~S* who is 
referred to herein as sources. to further protect his identity. 
Information extracted from New York airtel. 6-22-64 entitled ¥ 
"Solo, Internal Security = Comminist."" See also cover 
memorandum Mr.. Batumgardner to Mr. Wa. Cs. Sullivan, 1-1-64, 
also bearing the Solo caption. : 



ROUTE IN ENVELOPE | 
- ΥΤΞ OPTIONAL ὅκα MG, 10 ‘S010=108 

wt ee ee O Ο yr 
. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT * ᾿ ὟΣ: Ἢ . 

Casper - 

Memorandum oo 
e - 

TO : Mr. W. Ὁ, Sullivan W ἦν DATE: 6-26-64 

a J. Baunearsney— | 

Soto 
ENTRANT SECURITY - C 

ΤΠ ͵΄ » | 

- Hr, Belmont 
Mr. Suilivan 
Kir, Baumgardner 
Mr. Gurley 
Mr, Donohue ee et Ee τὸ 

cance Bd nit_who can assist him not ΣΝ in 

the a a7 ‘to the extent that this. Ἢ 
g Soviet Embassy in Washington, Ὁ, C... It was suggested by NY 604-S* 

that he be furnished a controlled individual, if possible, who. could 
ass i derqblo—tim : aang ork Office recommends 

Ssienment,. “NY 694-S* has been advised tha a 
NY COsSt felt hewoulg besa 

recommended wun-Fs 2 ππσσσασσανααιῃ to NY 694-S* to 
assist hin in the o{______ DLO, 

OBSERVATIONS: : : -- ᾿ Ope ca. \ 

ἮΣ 694.S* can use assistance in the ‘many facets ‘of his ἢ 
informant operations and we have ‘furnished two informants whofrel- τ 
working into the SOLO apparatus and can relieve him of some of. hisy | Β 
duties, Since ΤΌΣΟΥ is no longer. available to the. Party, this affords 

jus an: - to work another informant into. thes highly 
° d_ 5150 our SOLQ-c 

: ol 

β ACTION: ath eT, 

| τε is recommended that we disclose identity _of. 
NY 694-S% in order that the latter may utilize - I 

the CPL S040," At DPS Pe ΕΣ 
It 9 ὉΡ Gao FLSA ~ 

100= b7D φῦ ¥1 JUL 2 1964 
Enc. P20 6-2-5 ~ ἐῳ 

EBB TOES θέντων | τ ἃ 



τι σ᾿ 

-» - ΄ a” ™ . 4 | | 
' τ κῃ - 

ἐν : 
ἢ . - - 

ἵν ' a 

Memorandum to ifr, W. C, Sullivan 
RE: ‘SOLO: 
109-428091 

' that NY '694-S# is our informant and New York will b . Θ᾽ 
ἃ activity on the part a 70. 

New York requests ‘that expedite 
ΠΟΙ ΠΟΤ τ. @ giv his matter and for approval there is 
attached an appropriate airtel to the New York Office. 

oe 

at 

2 



JUN 9.0 1964.) 

sulliven want 
Tavel 
Trotter _ 

Tele. Room - 
Holmes -- 

. ie 

COMM-TBL NOTE: 
 ,  _ 8698 cover memorandun 
6/30/64 also. 

Nae 
πόα! By 3 

June 30; 1964 

Airtel 1 ~ Hr. Belmont 
ΝΞ 1 — Mr. Sullivan 

1 - Mr, Baumgardner 
1 - Mr, Branigan 
Li. Mr. Donohue 
1 = ir. Shay 

To: BACs, New York (100-134637) 
Chicago (134-46 Sub_B). 

Fron, Director, FRI (100-428091) 
ων 

RNAL SECURITY = Ὁ 

ReNYeirtel 6/26/64, a copy of Which. was 
furnished Chicago, ; 

. Reairtel requests Bureau authority: to have 
NY¥ 694.9% utilize Isidore Gibby Needleman as a temporary: 
"Second channel" in the Solo operation to receive from 
thé Soviets 411 messages of 2 documentary nature directed 
to the Communist Party, USA, 

kK 
Tn. view of the fact that NY. 694.~S* has indicated 

that he can exert sufficient control over Needleman in 
this: opération, the Eureau.-has no objection to N¥ 694-S* 
utilizing Needleman as ἃ tetiporary "second channel," 

“Your office should continue ‘to endeayor to 
locate ἃ suitable source who can be substituted for 
Needleman as soon as possible, Keep the Bureau advised. 
as to your progress. in this regard, ( 

Baumgardner to. ἢ, Cc, Sullivan, bearing the Solo. caption, WGS:chs, 

WGS: “a ες by 

Ls i g2% BG) Seige » 

UL 

gat oF ν 
ΤΊ JUL. 3 1964 

--το ce 

MAIL room LY] ΤΈΝΕΤΥΡΕ unt Cc 



SEC LAS SIF CATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FEROH: 

1. = "Hr, Evans 
ROUTE IN ENVELOPE De, oon a tner 

The, Attorney General duly 6, 1964 

\ 

i934 

MAILED 22; Lon a3, 
“ἢ 

= ἩΓΕ ἢ Ἰδν RMop-srenes - 

Sullivan οςςςςοὕὕοὌὌἬ 
TONEY pee nnn, 
Trotter τ" —— 

Tele. Rogm- 

: Holmes aut 8 ole Oo 
- Gandy IL RO TELETYPE UNIT 

FET ATTOMETIC DECLASSIFICATION GOTT 

DATE G1-e3-20i2 

‘he 

᾿ς Belmont ἘΦ seme 

L = Mr. Simpson 
Director, FBI - Mr, Shaw 

COSIUNIST PARTY, USA. 
IHTERRATIONAL RELATIONS 
INTERNAL, SECURITY: « co 

Haterial contained, in the. -enclosed. menorandun | -- Ξ 
captioned "Soviet Relations With. United States Trade= Θ 
Union Loaders" was supplied by ‘sources which have _ furnished πὰ 
reliable. information in, the past, a) > wo 5 « 

ὥ 
ἘΞ 

The enclosed memorandum sets forth the resul 
contacts botween Igon Wichaelov, δ menber of the Internationa 
Departnont, of the Central, Committee of the Communist Parts? 
of the: Soviet Union, and United. States, trade-union Leaders 
Harry: Bridges, Victor “Reuther and Joseph Currane | 

' Because of the: sensitive nature of our sources, 
this. connunication and its ‘enclosure are classified py” 
Seorew. This: information, 15. being furnished. to,-other ἢ 
interested: officials of the, Governnent. 

Enclosure, . 

100428093, ' V 

1 -. The. Deputy Attorney General (Enclosure) 

NOTE: Classified "Rop-Seerest® ‘because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity of 
the source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and 
such, revelation could. result in exceptionally grave damage 
to the Nation, NY 694-S* is referred to as “sources in 
order to further protect his identity. See neniorandun 
Mx. Baumgardner to. Mr. W. Cs Sulliy | 7-2-64, captioned 
"Solo, Internal Security - Comnunis d ew ork ΕΝ 
6-23-64, also bearing the Solo νην ἐν, τ᾿ Σ 42 hm 3916 

᾿ ΤΣ 
downgracit on 

. 4 ὃ 1 - 

ν CNW jeclass: ao a 

ENS 



i τ -- os ΓΞ τσ τ ἮΝ ΜΝ πα - ν r woe - 

* DRECLASGIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASEIFICATION GUIDE 

at ye 

ot ~ “ROP-SECRET 
. Ἀ 

πὶ Mr Belmont 
Mr. DeLoach 
Mr Sullivan 
Mr. Ἐν We. Smith 
Mr. Baumgardner 

Q 
1 
1 
1. 
1 
1, 

mere ΟΡ 

“HEE RE = Mr. Shaw 

June 29, 1964 Vv 

BY LIAISON ς 

Ὁ 

- Ξ2 ΓΝ ᾿ 

Nf 2 & 
Honorable Walter W. Jenkins v \ Vy 7 
Special Assistant to tho Prosident ΝΣ ΟΣ “- 

}» The White House vo . => ul 
2 Washington, D. C. Ψ rio N 

oa = 
2 Dear Hr. Jenkins: 2 

7 ᾿ Hatérial contained in ‘the enclosed. memorandum 
captioned "Political Situation in. Rumania" contains: the 

that Rumania's relations with the Soviet Union, 
views Of prominent Soviet and Czech officials. Τὺ roveals 

Czechoslovakia and Poland have reached 8 critical stage. y 

Because of the sensitive nature of our source, 
which has furnished. *vollable information in the past, we 
have classified this communication and its. enclosure 

" his information is being furnished to 
other interested officials of the -Governnent. 

a we, » eye ΟΞ 

ταὶ JUL, 2 1964 

7 
SER, NOTE, PAGE. TWO 

Oke ‘Enclosure 

v 100~428091 
Tolson 
Belmont — 

Molt = WGS2 pw 

i - ὦ); 

Sulliven a : 
ein d } Ἐς = a ὑκῳ, Ὶ 

cpeee L MAIL ἦρᾷ TELETYPE UNIT andy 

oe 

au QA 



Honorable Walter W. Jenkins 

NOTE:. 

Classified "Top-Searet" because unauthorized ° 
disclosure of this information could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. Source is NY 694-S*,. Infor~ 
mation extracted. from New York -dirtel 6-22-64 entitled 
"Solo, Internal Security - Communist." Sée also 
cover ” memoranduni Mr... Baumgardner to Mr. We. Co Suilivan,. 
6-26-64, also. bearing the Solo caption, 



ΩΝ AUTHORTITY DERTVED ἘΞΌΝ: 
AT τ ι - - 4 ae roy Aa - . ~ 2 + τος - Ν 0 

4 ᾿ Ε 

ΤΙ DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE S «δὰ ᾿ , 
μ 

4 , . . 

ΑΓΕ Gl-so-cUle “ 
: ες 

- . . . ᾿ 
¢ aa - 

- se ! - 

᾿ 1 - Μὲ. Belmont 
1 τ ur, Sullivan 

_ ROUTE iN ENVE LOPE 1 - Mr. Baumgardner HE 
duly 2, 1964 

BY: LIAISON τι 
- a 

-- 

2 mp 

tiondrabie Dean Rusk 
The Secretary of State 
Washington, De. Ce 

Dear Mr. Rusk: 

185: 

_ 

WOOH ONIGVAY-d.934 68. ΗΝ 0 ἢ 
dee pat 

In the course of our invostigations wa. have 
iearned that Cuban Chief? of Protocol Melendez, who ‘is a 
confidant. of Cuban Prerior Fidol ‘Castro, recently made 
the. following comnents. 

Cuba is much too busy “Siphting a wax with the 
United States" to. be concerned about the Sino=Sovict 
dispute, There are. approxinately. 500 ‘Chinese officiais 
in Cuba at the present time, They are good friends of 
the Cubans... During the “missile crisis" in: ‘Cubs; thé 
Chinese. furnished: Cuba. with “oriy good Russian ‘bazodkas* 
atid Czechoslovakian. antidixerart . guns. any Spare. parts - 
‘manufactured in the United: States, by such companies as 
General Electric, Westexn ‘Electric, ‘and Bell TeLephotie, 
are currently being duplicated by the Chinose who will 
help: solve: the Cuban "spare=parts problon." ΕΝ 

Because.of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
which have furnished reliable information in tle past, ‘we 
have classified this consunication “Top-Seeret."" This: 
information is béing furnished: to- other: interested officials | Pye of tho Govérnziént. ees Jba—f25 a9 /— 399P 

Sincerely yours, 

"a A lon 
. — 100-42809: 

ithe ae 
> Conrad ; : mae a 

DeLouclk — —oee 
. Ὁ Ἐναπθ ene, 

Gale -----------.: 

Resen 

᾿ Sullivan ~ ---ὄ.-. 
Tovel ον 

| Trotter « 
; te sea 

> ἽΝ ΤΕ LETYPE UNIT ἜΝ 



Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE: 

Classified meen-Secket" because unauthorized 
disclosure. of this. information could resuit in exceptionally 
grave ‘damage to ‘the Nation. Source is NY 694-S* who is 
reférred to herein as sources to further protect his identity. 
Information extracted from New York airtel 6-22-64 entitled 
"Solo, Internal. Security ~ Communist." See. also cover 
memorandum Mr, Baumgardner to Mr. We Ὅς Sullivan, 7~1=64, 
also bearing the Solo caption. 

+ 
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+ 
FD-36 {Rev 16-29-63) 

“ ' Ω ROUTE ἮΝ EN@uLOPH Ἶ “-- 

Date: 6/30/64 ΒΝ 
Transmit the following in 

{Type in eee Ee text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED Bey eau 
Via 

(Priority) 

—_— re i a ee i ei ee ee ee ee ee πρτν 

| χ τῸ ᾽ : + DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
/ ᾿ | 

ς YORK (100-134637) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies of 
a LHM entitled "International Publishers, Inc." A copy is algo 
being designated for the information of the Chicago Office 

The. information contained in the LHM was obtain 
NY 694-S* during his recent trip abroad. NY 694=S* obtainé 
this information from NIKOLAL V. MOSTOVETS, head of the North 
and South American Section of the International Department of 
the Central Committee of the Soviet Union, in Moscow in May, 
1964-- “ny | 

«< ὦ» The information. contained in the LEM is cl4ssified' 

i'Fep-Secret" because by its nature it tends to disclose NY 694-s* 
‘aS the source thereof, The contents of the. memorandum are. known 
only ‘to the Sovids, GUS HALL and the informant. This informant 
provides extremely high-level information. and continued acquisi~ 
tion<of this information is vital to the national defense 
interests of this country. 

Ἰωὰ ΦΡ - fade dost 
73). Rint SP 4) (RM) Ws 

1 - Chicago. (134~46~Sub B) (Enc. : 1) ᾿ 
L = NY 134-91 (1Ν}) (41) -- 
1 - NY 100-134637 - (41) a. f2§ Φ 09/ SIH 

meb “Gia οι of 196 1 Gye ow ) at JUL 21964 Ν 
- ΨΩ --- 6 τον Ὁ 

\ 
ppreled: ̓ς αὐ ϑιι. Μ δὲ . 

ἧς §5D J lJ Ι. ρ δ  δἤθοιι in Charge ἊΣ | 



given a Washington, Ὡς C., dateline, as has been ERE-CBSE—RBe me 
prior SOLO missions. ᾿ 

” 

NY 100°134037 
[ων x - 

To give“added security to NY 69488, the LHM is being 

The individual LARS LAWRENCE is a writer, also ‘known 
as PHILIP EDWARD STEVENSON (utile 190339950). 

“ 



nH 

ΠῚ Ga 

LASSIFICAT 
AUTOMATIC 

TE G1-£3-20 

OM AITHOR 

)ECLASS IF 
> 

πὶ ED FROW: 

it 4, τω =, 

= a9 
ὍΣ ITED. STATES: DEPARTMENT: OF JUSTICE. 

. FEDERAL BUREAU ΟΕ, INVESTIGATION - 

τα Reply, Please Referto . ᾿ : 
File,No. oat | Maghington; ‘Ds C. So τ τι 

- Ἂ τ το eg “June 39, 1964. ee se ae ; yO ; 2 oe ὦ Ὁ 

1006428091 et al a - 

᾿ξ - φ international Publishers, inc. ht ; ne 

πὶ 

wate: 

τος the past,. advised that. Nikolai Ve Megtovets. head: of the North 
το δηᾶ, South. American ‘Section of “the International. ‘Department. of ,- | 

the Central Committee of the Soviét~Union, Tiade the following ~ 
-! comments in Moscow in May, 1964: — . - 

the Soviets have disbanded “the Foreign Literature 
‘Publishing House (Publishing House of Foreign Literature). and 
‘Pave: huvikov, - the Director «of ‘the Publishing House of Foreign’ 
“Literature, ' “will no. longer be connected with that activity. 
The. Soviets. have, -in:‘the place o£ the Publi shing ‘House .of 

Foreign Literature, Sset_up a new. organization - composed o£ two 
distiict brariches<.. One branch of the organization willbe called 
PROGRESS, .which will handle .all literature translated from foreign 
languages into. Russian, and the other brarich, called PEACE, will 

~pandle all. Russian. literature translated. into the. various foreign. _ 
languages. : 

i 

LBS * 

The. Soviets have requested ‘that sane Kiet, President; 
International Publishers, -a- United States publishing -house control! ed 

' “by the Communist: Party, USA, -in the future shall-deal with “es 
zanchevsky. (phonetic) , who | is«now. in-charge of this new. 
Organization. τας 

‘This, document contains: neither. 

‘¥ecommendations nor eonclusions ΝΣ 
of the FBI. It is: the. property. - co 

of the FBI and is loaned to your 

,agency: it and its contents -are 
“not to be distributed outside 

your agency... 



“International Publishers Inc. 

The Soviets contemplate printing. some of the works 

of Lars Lawrence, especially those which deal. with and describe 

the mine workers. (Lars Lawrence, a writer, is also known as 
Philip Edward Stevenson.) 

The Soviets advise that in the past they have been 
- sending royalties ditectly to James Allen, but in the future 
they will send such monies» through - other channels. 



DECLAGSTFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FRONTS + τ πὸ wer strap gg CRT G Ss as a κε γξς τῶν τὸ ττο 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE - ᾿ " 

DATE Di-23-2£012 - 

| as ἀτασππδηει Q 
᾿ς ᾿ “4. —- My. Belmont . 

ROUTE IN ENVELOpR 1:5: EE ” ate ΔΝ HLOPE 1 Mr. ‘Sullivan 
1 - Mr, Wannall 

The Attorney General July 2, 1964 

_ ΜΕΝ 1.ὦ Mr. Bauigaxdner’ 
: Director, FBI 1. +. Mx, Shaw 
\ / ὡς a ; 

ΩΣ 
᾿ “COnonist PARTY, USA 

SWEERUATIGNAL RELATIONS 
Ϊ INTERNAL SECURITY ὦ C 

ἐς Haterial contained in the. enclosed nenorandun 
captioned "Cuba™ sets: forth the. views-of Cuban. ‘Prenier 
Fidel Castro concerning war, plans to appeal to thé. American 
people, and economic conditions in Cuba. 

Because of the sensitive. nature of our sources, which 
lave furnished reliable information in the past, the enclosed 
memorandum is. classified “Top-Seeret. This information is 
béing furnished to. other. interested officials of the Governnent.. 

; Enclosure a 
ee | Lo, : τῷ 
7,100=42800% ΝΥ 
- i 2 m 

er ‘The Deputy ‘Attorney General —(Enclosiire). ~-— — OS 

“NOTE; Classified "Tap_—Sseceret" because unauthorized Oo |. 
‘disclosure of this information-could reveal the identity = = 
of the source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could result in exceptionally grave damage 

' to the Nation. ‘Source is referréd to herein. as sources to 
further protect. his identity. Information, extracted from 
New York airtel 6~22-64, captioned "Solo, Internal Sécurity ~ 

Xi {'r Communist οἷ See also cover ae aaa? Mr «. Baumgardner to 

| Tolson . 
+ Βα δι, eee, 

τ - Mohr 
. Casper — 

9 COTO ee 
Conrad, Upon removal, ‘of ae Ae 

PeLoagh —= fied matérial this Ute 
4 JUL 6 1964: 

Ca: φουτοσον 

becomes Matic assitied, 

Sullivan . 
Τανοῖ ..........ὄὕ. 
ΤΤΟΙΊΕΘΕ eerie 

a <P - =~ on - - . - - --- es j 



FD-36 (Rov. 12-13-56) : τς 

7. 

—— ἸΝΝΝΝ Ἰσσαν σπα 

AIRTEL _. | REGISTERED 

Ἶ ἂν ἰμδνθμμοσων fee 2 

se oat ΜΕΥ ἢ] (RM) hy: 
1- CHICAGO (134-46-Sub- B) (AM-RM) 4 υἱὲ 1964 

Date: 6/30/64 

Og ov RLORS 
ROUTE-IN ENVELOPE, 

(Type in plain text or code) 

{Priority or Method of Mailing) 

TO : , DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 
a . 

SUBJECT : “ SOLO 
SG Se 

ReNYairtel, 1/6/64, reflecting that GUS HALL was 
opposed to sending students to Moscow for training and 
suggested that the Canadian CP organize a national training 
school in Canada which could be used for the training of 
both Canddian and American: students for CP leadership. Wh 

On 6/27/64, there: was recei at the. MICHAEL 
PELHAM drop in NYC a letter from LESLI ORRIS; General 
Secretary of the Canadian Com for transmission to GUS HALL. 

oo “ὁ Alt ALA 

The letter is as follows: Ξ-ὰἮὰἮ τ 

"June 27/64 

"Dear Herb: 

Joo —~ 72 G09 /— 92 f 
"you will recall that some fime.- ‘ago you raised 

the possibility of cooperation between us in educational 
work. We understand that, as a substitute for students 
going for some distance, and on our suggestion, it may be 
possible to bring the venue here, and we are going to 
make ver ae proposals along this line. 

Ὁ - NY 134-91... 5, GW) (41), - 
b L - NY 100-13463 δ᾽" . a 

Sent UM OPer 
lent in Charge 



+ ae! Sa 1 

ROUTE TN ENVELOPE: 
Date: 6/29/64 

4 

FD-36 (Rey. 10+29:63) 

Transmit the following in | . _ | 

- (Type in plain text or code) = 

AIRTEL REGISTERED " 

~ ᾿ ΠΝ (Priority) 

On 6/24/64, NY 694-S* advised SAS JOHN DENNIS ΠΣ 
O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C, BURLINSON as follows: en 

When the informant was in Moscow during the late ‘spring! " 
of 1964, he conferred with ART SHIELDS, "The. Worker" correspon~ 

Q J and 
5 | that 

ty Ay : come: to-his’ house. merely Ὁ 
to: say thellé." He said they are very"'mysterious"! and don't — 

-— A) — -ta: -—During the conversation, SHIELDS tientionéd ‘that © 
. ‘th pployed at the Institute for World Economy 

"ΒΡ an Affairs, Academy .of Sciences. of, the USSR, of 
1070 which TIMUR TIMOFEEV is Deputy Director, 

NY 694-s* subseque wid. ict with TIMOFEEV, 
asked: ‘the latter whether ne at the 
aforementioned institute, whether they were both "behaving," 
how , and what they were doing . . 
od not do important work _—— : ° | 

| ye. Bureau (RM) 
Le- Chicago- (134~46~Sub B) (AM-RM) 
1 = ΝΥ 134-91, (INV)(41) -- § 
1 + NY 100134637. - “GP | Ry CGO ται. Zh βῆ, «- 

τ] ACB iRsb rey ἫΝ SUL 6 1954 
ω: δέ a ᾿ ει Ξϑε. ες 

a ᾿ " = τ . ᾿ 

Approved; δὰ 20, - sent . κμν Per 
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NY 100-134637 
& 

_at the institute. Hée said that the 
᾿ς and that the Russians have been instructe alone," 

be TIMOFEEV also stated that "near them” one worked. Ζ 
: e stated, “FRAZER was “involved with the—< SS 

‘keep. to themselves,” 

With respect to the identity of 
ae - by: TIMOFEEV, the Bureau's Ἠ1Ὸ to NY. letter to 

aka: > IS-R . ΗΝ 

Deen received on 3/16/61 from 

On page 15 .of the above-mentioned . communication there 
appears the ‘following: 1m 

"8:08 Ῥ “Ml MAX - says. "they. wanted’ them, to méet the two ‘English 
fellows in Moscow. 
MAX: I NEVER LOOKED - TO MEET CELEBRITIES .OR ANYTHING, 

- ᾿ JUST WANTED. TO.GO OUT. WHAT WAS HIS NAME, THE OTHER πες FELLOW? 
“-- 

᾿ΟἾΒΒΥΣ «I.CAN'T ΤΗΙΝΚ ΟΕ ig, © . 
' MAX: BURGESS’, THAT'S THE ONE THEY WERE VERY FRIENDLY - 

WITH, -BURGESS. oe 

MAX: FRAZER," = Le 
#- ™ 

t 

ak z 

πος The Bureau will note- that Guy BURGESS was. reported το. 
have died in 1963, - -ς : 

The above info Lon will be disseminated ἕο, the. 
pertinent NYO tiles on th . 

Ibe τ Γ 

IbTC 

4 ' ‘ 

. - - τως τος 

~ " Ε 1 

- 2 ᾿ - 2 o£. 
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Date: 6/23/64 ~ | 
Ι 
‘| Transmit-the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTER REGISTERED . id 
(Priority) a τ᾿ 

vir DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

EW YORK (100-134637) χὰ 

i 
Enclosed for the Bureau are four copies of a LHM entitled, 

"Algerian Armies Opposing French In 1957-1958." One copy of this 
LHM is being furnished to the Chicago Office. 

The source of this information is NY 694-S*, It was 
furnished to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON 

' between June 8-17, 1964.. 

This information is being classified “Top-Secret™ because 
by reason of the nature of the information it tends to identify 

NY 694-S* as the source thereof. This- informant provides extremely 

high-level intelligence information, and continued acquisition of 

this information is vital to the national defense interests of this 

country. 

To give added security to NY 694-S*, the LHM is being 
given ἃ Washington, Ὁ. C., dateline. 

1 -- Chbéago «(156 3) (Ene) (AMR) 
1 - NY 134-91=ENV (#41) 
1 - NY 100-134637 (#41) | 
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VECLASS IFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ” 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATLION CUiIng 7 
* ‘DATE OG1-2£2-2012 τ. α 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT ‘OF JUSTICE 37 ” 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to - -. Washington, D. C. 
File No. oe June 23, 1964 

100-42809% | | τος ᾿ Fs, ΝΣ 
- leerian Armies | 0 osing re ~ τ Τὶ 

_ | Apert in.1957=1958 hens ΒΕ 

- 

A source, who has furnished réliabie information “in the 
‘pasts Furnished the following information uring June, 1964. . 

ἊΝ ‘In. the late Spring of 1964, Norman! reed, Cahadian’ ot 
' Conmunist: Party ̓  representative..oh the iotld Mar Marxist Review," - ““s4¢4 
-theoreti¢al. and information journal of the world ὁ communist parties ». * 
made the. following comments: 

At a recent secret meeting of the "World Marxist- Review" 
staff, the General Secretary of the Algerian Communist Party reported 
that in the latter part of 1957 and in, early 1958, there were two 
armiés in Algeria fighting against the. French. One army was organized 
and controlled by the National Liberation. Movement, ard the other ~ 
army ‘was organized ‘and led by the Communist Party of Algeria. In ~ Ξ 
1858 the Communist Party of Algeria decided that the Communist Party- ° 
led army be’ merged: with that of the National Liberation Movement. 
in return fora concession on the part of ‘the National Liberation 
forces that ‘the- Communist Party: would. Be permitted | to disseminate 

- communist propaganda, in. Algeria. oo OR - 

Immediately after the deéisijon to merge these arnkes. was ἫΝ 
_ made, Mao Tse+tung, Chinese Premier, -Suinmoned the. Algerian Communist” 
Party, leadership to Peking and told them they had made a mistake in 

- agreeing to merge the Communist-Lled army with. the army. of the 
National Liberation forces. He said that the Communist. Party - 
Leadership had "weakehed themselves" by- doing this. As a resuit™ 
of Mao Tsestung' s criticism there was a split. in the leadership of Ἢ 
the Algerian Communist Party. - a . . . ' yt 

᾿ - τ After the war had been.won, However, and the wicdom Of " 
the merger was ‘analyzed, the Commuriist Party’ leaders of Algeria 
conéluded that the war would ‘Have been lost if they had fot merged 
their army with that of the National. Libération forces. Algeria ᾿ ἐς 
would have. been deféated. By’ the French. and would have been destroyed 

"aS a nation. . | . | ‘ _— 

Thig document containg neither 
recomméndations- hor conclusions. 
of the FBI. If is the property 

"οὐ the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its. contents are 

_ not to be distributed outside - 
- Your agency, . ν 

wi 

a 



Algerian Armies Opposing 
-Prench in 1957-1958 ; 

Despite the fact that the Communist Party of Algeria is 
not in control of Algeria, nevertheless, it has excellent relations 
with Ben Bella, the. current Algerian Premier, and plays an important. 
role in Algeria. The Communist Party of Algeria controls the 
newspapers in Algeria, 
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Date: 6/25/64 

Transmit the following in \ 
(Type in plain text or code) 

yio__AIRTEL REGISTERED ὁ δ2ὼ7ὺο)᾽)] ! 
\ k (Priority or Method of Mailing) 

i~--——— ee Lo -- 

J 
TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

᾿ FROM ,, SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) | S 

SUBJECT: SOLO ᾿ δ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 4 copies of a 
LHM entitled "Foy D. Kohler, US Ambassador to the USSR." 
A copy of the LHM is also being designated for the 
information of the Chicago Office. 

The information contained*in the LHM waiobtained by 
NY 694.9% during his recent trip abroad. NY 694-S* obtained 

, this information from ALEKSEI A. GRECHUKHIN, Deputy of 
NIKOLAT V. MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South American 
Section of the International Dept. of the Central eee 
of the:Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) 
coversation with NY 694-S* in Moscow in May, 1964. 

The information contained in the LHM is classified 
" pecause by its nature it tends to disclose 

NY 694-S* as the source thereof. The contents of the LHM y 
are known ony to the Soviets, GUS HALL and the informant. This 
informant provides extremely high level information and 
continued acquisition of this information is vital to the 
national defense interests of this country. 

To give added security to NY 694-S*, the LHM is / 
being given a Washington, D.C. dateline as have been the case 
in TE SENG RE J ’ 4 7) 

- "δῶ - 

/Q- BUREAU (100- yosoo aden diem 4) (RM) 497 Adan ΜΕΝ 77) } 
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DRECLASSIPICATION ANTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 7 : 

FET ADTOMATIC DECLASS IFICATION COTTE τ ™ τιν . - ᾿ ΝΕ “ , ΝΝ 

RETE O1- 3 “ 

᾿ . ; nat . om we ; . 

- UNITED. ‘STATES. ὈΒΕΔΆΤΜΈΝΤ OF sustice a 

FEDER L BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION ΝΣ " 
' | | ashington, D.C. 

«In Beply, Ploase Refer Ὁ | dune 25, 1 4964 - 
File No. ή . ᾿ : . ; ; τ 

100428091 a ΕΞ ee οὐ ; 

~ " 1 

" το " yey DY Konler,. US 
. . ΝΝ Amba SB 007 άα, ΠΕ ΒΗ, 22:2 

“ἃ source, who has furnii 1e4. reliable information | 
in the past, advised that Aleksei A rechukin, Deputy of ἡμὴ Ὁ 

ΕΣ Nikolai Ψ, Mostovets, Head of the North and. South American - 
' “Section of the International Department_of the Central ~~ ELK 

“Committee or of the Conmunist.Rartyof.the Soviet. Union (ορ5υ), τας. 
ΒΘ “tne ΤΟΙΤΟΝΙΗΣ « comments in Moscow during May, 1964: i 

The Soviets. highly respect Foy D. Kohler, the 
preseht US ‘Ambassador. to. the -USSR, .and consider him an oe 

- able. "technician," and éfficient aiplomat*. who knows his. ὦ 7 
. place and, ‘keeps. his. distance. Grechukin stated that “ ον 

_ the Soviets. miss former Ambassador, Lewellyn Thoinpson, who. . - 
was a Jouly fellow and with whom: they got along well, 

a 

- | This document contain roi ΤΡῚΣ " 

ΝΞ ᾿ -yecommendations nor 20" 1 τσ. 

' of the FBI. It is the vrouoriy 7 

7 _ of the. FBI and is loane’t te voar ες , 

ΝΙΝ ageney; it. δά “its contents ure 

' τοῦ to be distributed wutctds, 
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FD.36 (Rev. 13.13.58} 

Approved: 

85 AOI * On | ΝΕ: 

SO 4. Ὁ 
ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

Date: 6/25/64 

(Type in plain text or code). τ 

_ {Priority of Method of Mailing) —. 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100+428091) do 

3-7 SAC, NEN YORK (100-134637) : AE Ὥ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies. 
of a hetterhead memorandum entitled, "CYRUS EATON". 
A copy of the letterhead memorandum is also being forwarded} 
to the Chicago Office for its information, 

The information contained, in the Letterhead memorandum. 
was obtained by NY 694-s* during his recent trip abroad, 
NY 694-S* obtained this information from NIKOLAT V. 
MOSTOVETS, Head of the North and South Amebican Section 
of the International Department of the Central. Committee 

- of the CP of the Soviet. Union. 

Information. contained'-in- the Letterhead iientovandum 
is classified “pop -Senres | because by its nature it tends 
to disclose NY 694~S* as the source thereof. ‘The contents 

' Of the letterhead memorandum are known only to MOSTOVETS, 
GUS HALL and the informant. This informant provides 
extremely high-level intelligence information and continued 
acquisition of this information. 15 vital to the national 
defense interests of this -country. 

To give added security to NY 694-S*, the letterhead 
mem>ranvun is being given a Washington, D.c. dateline 

ie γι th se in prior ns. Θ, case Fea tive ἐπ μὰ 

or disre/: τὴ ̓ Lack lly . 
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. .UECLASSTIPFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: , 

FEIT AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GOTDE 

DATE 01-22-2012 ὦ 

on p STATES. DERARTMENT OF JUSTICE - 
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

june 25 1964 
τ ‘In'Reply, Please Référto 

File No. - . 

= ¥60=428091 

 Asolixce,; who has. furnished ‘reliable information -- 
ain the past, advised that-Hikolai Y.. -Mostovets, Head of — 

the North. and South. Atherican Seétion of thé International 
Department. of thé Central Committee of tha communist - 
Party of the Soviet. Urilon, furnished the ΣΟΊ ΟΏΖΏΣ 
information in Moscow during May, 1964: 

—_ The Soviets are in communication with Cyrus | 
Eaton, a Cleveland..0blo, industrialist, who is attempting’ 
to, get. ‘the Rotary ‘Clubs of the Imited States to. hold an 

_ international meeting In Moscow, with a delegation 
approximating 5,000 pedple. Mostovets' stated that the 

- Soviets consider this meeting to. be of extrend importante 
to then, because it. would result in a large. group of | 
Amorican. businessrien- contacting their business. people. 
Mostovets also stated that the Soviets would like this. 

~ delegation. to cohe at the present time becatise they are 

and they can offér good aéctrmodations to the visitors; 

τ ς- 

᾿, ἜΚ ον Ths document econtatas. nelthos 
4 τς _ reeemnendations nor conclrseiens. 

cf the PUL. It ts the progsrts 4 . 
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| because by reason of the nature of -the information it iP tende t το 
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Date: 6/23/64 

(Type in plain text or code) —1—«g, 

AIRTEL. REGISTERED ΝΕ " 4 

: : (Priority) _ 

DIRECTOR, FBI (100~428091) wal Te , 
; δὰ " 

EW YORK (100-134637) - WAN Q WAV: 

Qh. Ses 

Enclosed for the Bureau are four copies of a LHM 
entitled, "Czechoslovakian Ambassador Designate To Brazil Instructed 
Not To Antagonize The New Branco Government." One copy of this / 
is being furnished to the Chicago Office. ef 

The source of this information is NY 694-S*. It wah? 
furnished to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C. BURLINSON 
between June 8-17, 1964. _ 5 

This information is being classified “Top -Sacret 

identify NY 694-S* as the source thereof, This informant provides 
extremely high-level intelligence information, and continued 
acquisition of this information is vital to the national defense 
interests. of this country. 

To give added security to NY 694-S*, the LHM is being 
given a Washington, Ὁ. C., dateline. 

Jastgielt— Aona®- dtr Yk WG / 
~ Bureau (E nenteKROURE: 
- Chicago (1 TENGE BY (Enc~1) (AMR) 

1 - NY 100-134637 (#1) 
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DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
7 FRI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION cUID - : 

sh ATE Q1-Z3-Z012 : 
i ΝΞ 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
. akay a 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. Cc. 
File No. ; June. 23, 1964 

100-428091 =. 

Czechoslovakian Ambassador Designate - 
: To Brazil Instructed Not To Antagonize 

- _ The New_ Branco Government. 

sooo 

- ἢ 

A source, who has furnished reliable information in π 
the past, furnished the following information during June, 
1964, = 7 

In the late Spring of 1964, ladisioXotaman, - -)αερέ 

_Czechoslovakian Ambassador Designate to Brazil, stated τ, 
that tne-Czechostovakian-Government fears that the. Castro, A444 

. regime in Cuba may make some -rash move in Brazil which - : 
will antagonize-fthe new Brazilian government headed by 
Castello Branco, and possibly involve the Czechoslovakian 
goverhment in an embaprassing situation. 

= 7 Kotzman's instructions, from his government are 
that in such an event he is to “ignore the Cubans" and a 

ες do nothing ἕο antagonize the..present Brazilian government. 
= 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned tq 7 

your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed a 

ne outside your agency. " - . - 

Ε 



DECLASSIPFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: Ἃ ̓ 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE ἢ τὸ, 
PATE OL-S5-2012 ᾿ © 

how ‘'TOO-SECRET - Mr. Belmont 
| L = Mr. Sullivan 

L— Mr. Wannail 
L~ Ure. Baumgardner 
L + Liaison — 

ROUTE | IN ENVELOPE 1 = Mr, Shaw 

duly 2, 1964 ὁ ΕΝ 

an 

‘BY LIAISON 

onorable John As HeCona. 
Director 
Contral Intelligence. Agency 
Washington, D. Cs 

_ Dear Er. HeCone: 

Material. contained in the enclosed rienorandun 
captioned “Cuba sets forth. the views of Cuban. Prenicr 

Fidel. Castro concerning war; plans to xappéal to the Anerican 
people, and econonlé, conditions in Cuba. 

Pécause of tha sensitive naturo-of our sources, 
_... -Whiech have furnished veliablé information in the. past » the 

enclosed fenordndun 45 classified. tfop-Secret.'* This’ 
information is being furnished to-other intérested. officials 
of the Governnent. 2 

‘Upon recioval of the classified enclosure, this. 
transnittal Letter. beconos unclassified, - 

{ὶ 

Sincerely yours, 958 
- | oon " 

ι πρὶ 

00} OR | hd 8S | 
| Kal a Ericlosure 

ΚΝ 100. 428091, 
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O x” 0 

Honorable Jobn A. MeCone 

NOTE: 

Classified "Poep-Seeret" because unauthorized - 
disclosure of this information could reveal the identity 
of the source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could .result in exceptionally grave damage 
.to the Nation, ‘Source is referred to herein as sources to 
further protect his identity. Information extracted from 
New York airtel 6-22-64, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - 
Communist.’ See also cover memorandum, Mr. Baumgardner to 
Mix. W. C. Sullivan, 7-1~64, also bearing the Solo caption. 



DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: ~~ τς 

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

DATE O1-29-2012 

τον Θ΄ popeseorer 
1. - Mr. Belmont 

Δ, - Mr. Sullivan pS. 
1 ~ Liaison ᾿ , ROUTE IN ENVELOPE ao 3 7 

july 2, 1964 
a 

BY LIAISON. 

Qonorable John A. HeCone 
Diréctor 
Contral Intelligence Agency 
Washington, D. C. 

18: 

WOON 9ΗΉΠ63}- 6193}. 

Dear Mr. MeCone: 

In the course of ‘our investigations we have 
fearned that Cuban. Chief of. Protocol Melendez, who is a 
confidant of Cuban Premier Fidel Castro, weeently nade, 
the following commionts. 

' Cuba. is much too ‘busy. "fighting a war with the. 
" . United. States" to: be. concerned about. the Sino~Soviet. 

_. digpate. There are ‘approzinately 500. Chinese officials 
an Cuba at the. present. timé.. They. are good frionds of. 
the Cubans... During tho. ‘missile crisis" in Cuba, the | , 
Chinese furnishdéd Cuba with. *nany goed Russian bazookas" . 
and Czeclioslovakian antiaircraft. guns. Hany spare parts, 

_ manufacturdd in the United States, by such companies as 
General Electric, Western ‘Blectric, ‘and Bell ‘Teephone, : 
ave currently being duplicated. by the Chinese. who. will. , ! 
help ahve: the Cubau: “spare-parts probien." 

Because of the sensitive ‘nature: of our sources, 
which have furnished reliable information in the past, we: 

5 wr have classified this communication “Top-Secret."* This 
: TZ. information is being furnished to other J terested officials 
ν of the. Governnent. REC ἢ N20 9 ΕΞ) FOG / 24 77) 

| ‘Sincerely yours, ΜΝ ᾿ Ay Ν᾿ 
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“TOP-SECRET 

Honorable John ἂς HeCone 

NOTE:: 

Classified "Top-Seexet" because unauthorized 
disclosure of this information ‘could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation. ‘Source is NY 694-S* who is 
referred to herein as sources to further protect his identity. 
Information extracted from New York airtel 6-22-64 entitled 
"Solo, Internal Security - Communist.'' See also cover 
memorandum Mr, Baumgardner to Mr. ἢν. C. Sullivan, 7-1-64, 
also bearing the Solo caption. 
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duly 2, 1964 

BY LIAISON 

Honorable Dean. Rusk 
The Socretary oF State hy 
Washington, Ὁ. C. oo 

| qo“ va, Dear Ἐς. Rust: fit 

Ma terial contained in the enclosed memorandum 
captioned "Cuba! sets forth the views of Cuban Prenicr. 
Fidel Castro concerning wax; platis to appeal to the American 
people, ‘and économie conditions in Cuba. 

Because of the sensitive nature of cur sources, 
᾿ which. have furnished reliable information in the past, the 
enclosed menorandum is classified ' - This 
information is being furnished to other interested officials 
ΟΣ the Governzent. 

Upon. xémoval of the classified enclosure, this 
transmittal letter becomes unclassified. 

~, 938 Sincerely yours, 
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NOTE ‘, ᾿ ᾿ | . “ * 

disclosure of this information could reveal the identity_— 

Honorable Dean- Rusk 

Classified Mop Seeret" because unaitthorized 

of the source (NY 694-S*) who is of continuing value, and 
such revelation could result ih exceptionally. grave- danage 
to the Nation. ‘Source is referred to herein ‘as sources to 
further protect his identity. Information extracted from 
Néw York. airtel 6-22-64, captioned "Solo, Internal Security - 
Communist." Seé.also cover memorandum,. Mr. Baumgardner to 
Mr. ἢ. C.. Sullivan, 7-1-64, also bearing the Solo caption. 

-- 



wa /ECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION CUIDE 

. DATE a ~24-2012 

φῇ, 4 * VW 

~ Mr. Belmont 
- Mr. .DeLoach 
- Mr. Sullivan 
- Mr. Wannall 
- Mr. Baumgardner 

Pet pet fet μ fo 

July 2, 1964 J) 

BY LIAISON y 

Honorable Waiter W. Jonkins 
Special Assistant. to the President . | 
The. White House: b 
Washington Γῆ D.C. “δ | ga 
Dear ἘΣ. Jenkins: 

[8. 00 Ὁ} 2 Mp te 

8: 

WOOU SNIGVaY-0.93H 
In ‘the course of our investigations we have 

‘Ieaxned that Cuban Chief of Protocol Helendez,. who is a 

eonfidant of Cuban Prenter Fidel Castro, recently, nade 

-the gollowing coments. 

. Cuba is much too busy "fiphting a war with. the 

| United States" to be concerned about the Sino~Sovict: 
dispute. There ave. approximately 500 Chinese officials 

din Cuba at the present time. ‘They are good friends of 

the Cubans; During the “missile. crisis" in Cube, the + 

- Chinese furnished Cuba with ‘many -good Russian bazookas" 

and Czechoslovakian antiaircraft: guns. any. spare: parts 

manufactured in the United States; by such companies as 

General Electxic, Western Electric, and Bell Telephone, 

are currently being duplicated by the Chinese who. will 

help gotve the θῦμα "ϑροκοναξεξ oy Hake 7/319 
Because of the sensitive navase of οὐδ sources, 

which have furnished reliable information in the past, we 

have. ‘classified this communication “fop—Secrot. This: 
aA , iy. infornation is being furnished πον interested off officials 
arg ~ aa of the Government. MANE Serantes 

᾿ ψ - Sincerely yours, # JUL δ ibog 

ΤοΙβοῦ-, νι, Ε . or 
; * aa 

——— υς ws yal | Ve 
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Honorable Walter W. Jenkins ; 

NOTE: 

. Classified ‘Ton—Seervet" because unauthorized 
_digclosure of this information -could result in exceptionally 
grave damage to the Nation, Source. is NY 694~S* who is 
-referred to. herein .as sources to further protect -his: identity. 
Information extracted. from New. York airtel 6-22-64 entitled 
"Solo, Internal Security - Communist.”. See also cover 

> « Memorandum Mi. Baumgardner ‘to’ Mr. We Cc. Sullivan, T1264, 
also bearing the Solo caption. 
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δ ᾿ © ROUTE IN χα Qvet0Ps 
. Date: 6/25/64 
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¥ 

Transmit the following in ᾿ς 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Vic _____ AIRTEL = ___sSREGISTERED τιεἝὃ᾽ὁ'ὁὅὁϑθϑορο 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) ! 

ee ee ee ee .............. Lo 

γ΄ TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

SA W YORK (100-134637) ord 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 4 copies of a 
THM entitled "Ceylon Conmunist Party." A copy sf the LHM 
is also being designated for the information of the Chicago 
Office. 

The information contained in the LHM was obtained 
by NY 694.S* during his: recent trip abroad. NY 694.8* 
obtained this information from NORMAN FREED, Canadian. 
Representative for the "World Marxist Review, " Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, in Praguey during late April, 1964. 

The information ontained in the LHM is classified | 
torsSeerst' because by its nature it tends to disclose 
NY 694-S* as the source thereof, The contents of the LHM 
are known only to FREED or the informant. This informant 
provides extremely high level information and 
continued acquisition of this information is vital to the 
national defense interests of this country. 

To give added security to NY 694-S*, the LHM is 
being given a Washingon, D.C. dateline as have been the case 
in prior SOLO missions. ot one’ εἰογῆν, τρίς 

COG wt ued gpgch OSU ΣΧ ΤΟΣ aa 79). BVA 
. BUREAU (hoo.tineoey (Bnels. 4) (FB Μὴ δ» νον. ΟΝ 
- CHICAGO (134-46-Sub δὶ ΕἾΝ 1 Ζ 

1 - NY 134-91 ΤΥ YUL & Ἰυρᾳ 
1 - NY 100-134637 1 a 

wale ϑδωνω δρρέτνο, Mee Clip . 
7 ; 7 7. ᾿ 

4 FOL pg ltl . \ | ̓ 
> 

\ Nid 

Approve? Op | 
OK 

Pe) SAS
 Φ mpi aent in Charge 



[5 LO LASSIPICAT ΝΕ 

ANTORATIC DECLASSIPICATION ΕΠ ΕΒῈ Ἐπ ᾿ “τ “" 

μή . " τα . Ξι ἢ - 
rar: Py * , 7 . _ ᾿ 

“κε - . ᾿ - 3 ; 
- - « ι - 77 . - - > . : 

As. ᾿ 

ld - τε 
Π ῃ - GNITED. STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

H AUTHORETY DERIVED FROM: . ΒΝ ΒΝ - tee oe’ 

me ee FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

“Ie Replys Please'Referw. ὃ. +=» ~~ Waghthgton, D.C. ~ Rion ON τὸ ΠΟ τ δυπα 85, "1964 τος 
2100-42809, 

oo, - ‘Ceylon Communist ‘Party: 

. ΠΑ source, who has furnished reliable information in ; 
the past, advised that Norman¥freed, ‘Canadian Representative -- τ οἱ for the “World Marxist. Review,” Prague, Czechoslovakia, ~ "κά .- made>the-followingcomménts in Prague, during late™ 5. ΤΣ eet April, 1964: ΜΝ ΝΕ atte AP 2 | . , 

Norman Freed stated that nyantsev, Représentative.. 
of the Central Committee of. the Communist.Party_of the ΝΣ 

_~ Soviet Union, (0580) το. the "World Marxist Review,” had 4, 65+ " “récéntly returned from Ceylon and had indicated that the ———~ 
‘majority of the Ceylon. .Conmiunist. Party leadership was. 
Sympathetic to. the. Soviets and, voted against the: Chinese . 
“in support. .of the Soviets! position against thé Chinese. . 
Freed stated that,, according to Rumyantsev, only ten per Ὁ 
cent of the Ceylom ‘Communist. Party leadership sided with - 
the Communist Panty of China. According to ‘Rumyantsev, ~ . ΕΝ 
Ceylon ‘has a big Communist Party membership of appvoximately | τι 

- 140,000' members. τ τ πων δ ττ᾿ τς πόντου πο ΠΣ 

t in | - | . a - Ν ᾿ 

eo This: docurant contains neither 
. ἦς - recommonfg£étang nor earclusions _ 

. - . of the ῬΝΥ YL τὸ “he property ΟΠ ΝΞ ΕΣ 
- of the ἘΠῚ ard tr Imanea to your + ει 

ageney; it and the contents are τς 
. not to be dtefrituted outside ΝΠ ἜΝ - 

τς ες πο τ Your agehoy, ΟΠ ἢ ΝΞ 

ἡ δαξοιαθίσ, |: 
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FD-36: (Rev. 10-29-63) ae . 1 | _ τος 

! \, 

᾿ UTE IN ENVELOPE ὦ 
. RO , | Date: §/22/64 | 

Transmit the following in — I 
(Type in plain text or code}: ἢ . 

ἰ (Mia AIRTEL REGISTERED 
ὉΠ τ " (Priority) . 

9 a are τ᾿ - ------ ---------------- τ ΠτπτςΠΡστΠπττστιοσπττ τ --τ- τ ------τ--- L——-—+— “τ, 

το: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) {7 
- , 4 , 

4 ROM: SACT"NEW YORK (100-134637) 2 Δ 
᾿ 2 ἴω ᾿ 

SUBJECT: 5010 nO A | 
Ὶ ᾿ς πρήδεπαι, SECURITY - c Ber Biya 

a! . 
ἔν 

Enclosed for the Bureau are four copies of a LHM entitled, 
"Soviet Succession in Event of Khrushchev's Death." One copy of 
said LHM is being furnished to the Chicago Office. 

The source of this information is NY 694-S* who furnished 
the said information to SAS JOHN DENNIS O'CONNELL and ALEXANDER C. 
BURLINSON on 6/17/64. 

ae 

This information is being classified “Tep-Secret" because 
by. reason of the nature of the information it tends to identify 
NY 694-S* ds the source thereof.. This informant provides: extremely 
high-lével intelligence information,. and-continued acquisition -of 
“this information is vital to the national defense interests of this 
country. 

To give added security, the LHM is being given a Washington 
D . C. ‘4 dateline * 

Ve ORE gaat days τα 
3} - Bureau (Enc rgnosue™ 
1 - Chicago Re =Sub B) (Enc-1) (AMR) 
1 - NY 134-91-INV) #41): 
1 - NY 100-134637 (#41): 

ACB:IM Spee 13 C2 — χὰ Fog /— BIG: 

Pomel LF 

a na 1.84 

Lo Gr Sf jie 
" 

1 ἡ Ty 
~- = . 

ΜΝ 

νυ 

Le "6 [3 ν᾿ 7 

- tovel: Sent — eM p - 

ἢ 65 ae pecial Agent in Charge ΗΝ ᾿ ; at 
4 

eo 



: BCLASSIPICATION ΑἸΤΗΒΈΙ ΤΥ DERTY2ED FROM: 

- ἘΒῚ AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION ἘΠῚ 

i | POATE 01-24-2012 
eee 7 τ _{ )- ̓  

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

τὶ 

FEDERAL BUREAU. OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply Please Refer to W o 1. ΝΕ ΝΕ ΝΣ 
Fi No. _ ashington, dD. Cc. - oe . oe ΕΣ ae 

aa ΝΞ Ξ - June 22, 1900. ~ . - : ποτ FRE Ὁ 
- 10d-4280891 =  - ΜΞ . το τος 

᾿ς ΤΣ ως “Soviet Succession. in: Event” of - = So ΕΣ 
- Khgushchev" 8 Death og, > 

ae . = 

A source, ‘who has furnished reliable information in ‘the 
past, furnished the following information in June, 1964; 

In the Spring” of 1964, Nikolai Mostovets, Head of the ~. -~* 
τ -North and South Ameriédn Sécetion= of the Intepnational ‘Department 

ΟΕ the Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet, :.- 
Union. (cc, CPSU), Aléksei Grechukhin, Mostovets' assistant .and .- 
also Head of the American Section of the International Department 
of the CPSU, and’ Timur Timofeev, Deputy Head of the Institute τῷ 
of Economic-and.International Relations, and. close, friend of - 
Ssergo Mikoyan, son. of Anastas. Mikoyan, | Deputy. Séviet Premier, .-- 
discussed the question.- of who. would succeed Nikita Khrushchev 
in the party and. in ‘the government in the event of: the latter' S: -- 
-deaths ᾿ - . eo 

π " - 2 - : . 

᾿ All three of the: abovementioned Soviets. agreéd that 
FROTAKoSlov is “definitely out of the picture" since he is 90% 
paralyzed as a pesult. of ‘paralytic strokes he suffered”in March 
and-April of 1963; and is 4 complete invalid, - They stated that. -: 
at the présent time the νον 1 Man! το. ‘Khrushchev in the CPSU. - ᾿ 
is. the current président of the Soviét Union ,. Leonid Ἐξαίξομον. 
At all important meetings and affairs, he sits at Khrushchev's " 
right and speaks immediately after: Khrushchev, which is indicative 
of his status as the "No. 1 Man" to Khrushchev. In the Soviet 

τι ‘government, Anas taaVili koyan, Deputy Premien, ‘Continues to be 
Khrushchev's "No. 1 1 Man", ee ; re 

on 

- In the period: ‘iniiediately foklowing ἢ Khrushchev's death, - 
the. Presidium, at least temporarily, would ‘have complete control =  ._ 
in the Soviet Union. ἢ, . 

This document ‘contains neither recommendations nor conclusions of -" α πον 
the FBI. It is _the property of the EBI and: is. loaned to your: “ — 

agency 5, it and. its contents are not to be distributed, outside -ς ᾿ 
_ your agency. 
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"FD-36 (Rev. 10-29-63) 

ROUTE IN ENVELO: 
Date: 6/26/64 

‘t. 

Transmit the following in 
{Type in plain text or code} — 

AIRTEL REGISTERED 
—— —e ee ee πῶσ eee ee 

Η 

(Priority) 

eee is re ee re ee et ee ee ee ee ee ee ee ee 

: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

ΓΝ Ὡς 

Θ 

The following information was obtained by NY 694-s* 7 
during his recent trip abroad. The information was furnished 
to N¥ 694-S* by NIKOLAI V. MOSTOVETS, head of the North and 
South American Section of the International Department of the ht 
Central Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet, Union 
(CC, CPSU), in Moscow in May 1964. σ΄ 
- 

No letterhead memoranda are being prepared concerning 
these items of general information, dealing. chiefly with the | 
travel plans of Americans visiting or returning from the Soviet 
Union. However, appro riate dissemination of the: i 

Ἰ will be made by the NYO. ~ 

— 

\" 3% Bureau (RM) 
- Chic ago-(134-46-Sub B) (AMSRM) 

1 = NY 134-91 (INV)(41) -- é 
1 = NY 100-134637 ~(41) 

Gy 
7 

Ν REC. 51 ΣῈ) 

τος 
x) . 

Approved QU ἢ» sent 

65 JUL LO se Agent in Charge 



ake 

70 - returned ted Statés. . icated that she. is 
a very. sick girl, suffering from which was. brought _ 
on by ΠΕ impression that ‘her pa : : ;LaLly insecure, - 

- 

NY 100-134637 

The cc, CPSU have seriously proposed tha 
parents should come to the Soyiet Union and resolve the question 

The Soviets agree that she. should leave Guba via the 
Soviet Union to her uncle's home in Warsaw, Boland, whe | she. 
‘can apply to the U, 8. Embassy for her pas i 

‘sport, she will réturn to the U. 5. 
(BEATRICE JOHNSON, ‘CPUSA representa 

oviets-will pay all.expénses as far as Paris, France, whereupon - 
the remaining expenses will be assumed by. the CFUSA.. 

: ΠΑ 

GIL: GREEN, CPUSA: functionary, _ 
arrived in Moscow, » on May 5, 1964, and: will be the guést of 
the Soviet youth organizations: while there, 

_- ἐξ 43" 
- - Βα 

ΜῈ been. granted permission by, the Soviets | 
to remain in Moscow, USSR, for another. year of study at the 
University. -The Soviets, however, area little disapointed 
that she did not study to be an actress as was stipulated. 

oe he EEK tbr S 

Left Moscow accompanied by: her father. and: 

~ (2. m- 

ra | 



NY -100-134637 

ΝΗ Bufile 100~12304): OE 
A ana oe eee ° “ 

. ‘The Soviéts. financially aided ROBESON while he was 
abroad and gave him $5,000 in London, England, prior to his 
eaving forthe United States. 

FELIX GRLEN (Bufile -- ) 
ἘΠ τ-Ξ-- 7 ᾿ “ig 

ἐμὰ ες σαι author FELD, ciel, traveling on hig own, 
recently visited Communist China and thereafter arrivéd in 
Moscow, USSR, on June 2, 196%. the CC, CPSU is upset about his 
visit and pafticularly his pro-Chinese attitude. “They hésitate 
to antagonize him fearing he will become even stronger pro-Chinese, 
The Soviets have assigned KHRUSHCGHEV:'s son-in-law ALEKSEI ADZHUBEI 
to speak to him in the hope that the Soviets can persuade him to 
be pro~Soviet in his thinking. 

(GUS HALL, advised NY 694-S* that FELIX GREEN is not a 
CP member but believes GREEN can be influenced by contact with 
cultural and intellectual circles in the USSR.) 

Dr. ISIDOREXZIEERSTEIN (Bufile 100-431486). 
eT δ iad ei Ἂς μηδ beth tm ee jm MS aCe 

The Soviets are quite concerned about Dr, ZIFERSTEIN, 
the American psychotherapist who went to Moscow, USSR, in the — 
Spring ΟΕ 1963. The Soviets are concerned because é insists on 
remaining in Moscow for six more months as their guest and is 
both a problem and a nuisance..- : 

. (GUS HALL advised NY 694-S* that the Soviéts should - 
send ZIFERSTEIN home.) . 

=>... ) éf 5, 

The Soviets are contemplating putting QGDETS' play, 

-3- - 



NY 100-134637 

(GUS HALL advised NY 694~S* that ODETS was not 

consistently anti-Communist and that if the play is good, the 

Soviets should use their own judgment in producing it.) 

ALAMISON (Bufile 100-440326 ) “s 
be να Dr, MILTON A. 

The Soviets will sand a personal representative from their 

Washington Embassy to invite Dr. GALAMISON. and six other Negroes 

to come to the USSR, as a delegation. 

WWANGERIN (Bufile 100-35995 ) pe COPS 215-7? 
a a ττπττσ se, Sa 

The Soviets and the Czechoslovaks agree that if OTTO κεν 

WANGERIN, a 72-year-old Charter member of the CPUSA, is to come "~~ 

to the Soviet Union and Prague for medical treatment, he will Mears 

have to submit his U. S. medical report and his expenses will 

have to be assumed by the CPUSA. | 

(GUS HALL advised NY 694~Ss* that this action was 

rejected_and nothing will take place.) 

MS. ὅσ. S. a 
Ξ jalan 

The CC, CPSU has approved __]eoming to the 

Soviet Union as a student of Journalism. e Soviets indicate 

that he can get a visa at the Soviet Embassy and should come the 

second or third week in August 1964 in time for the beginning . 

of the term on September 1, 1964. 

Near ων" RET ταν. κέρας 
EN ae ae - 

The Soviets have granted permission for GOLDIE 
GREENBLATT to leave the Soviet Union to visit her sister 

(REBECCA LERNER). who is dying of cancer in the United States. 

The Soviets have no objection if GREENBLATT's family in the Ὁ, S. 
go to In-Tourist and buy a round-trip ticket for her so she can ~ 

visit her sister and return to the Soviet Union. 

- ὁ - 



“funds designated for such items. . 

Mrs 

_ ‘he Central Committee of_the Communist Party of ae 
Czechoslovakia indicate that Mes [__is no Longer EO 
interested in returning. to. the Unite States.. However, she _ 
will still hold on to ‘her U. S. passport and have it validated 
at the U. S. Embassy in Prague. They also. indicate. that. she is. 
very happy in Prague wheré she has.a g60d job in an ‘administrative 
capacity in some office, ; | ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ ᾿ 

ἘΒΤΒΗΕΚΛΘΑΟΚΘΟΝ (Βα 118. 
te GER ~*~ = 

The Soviets will. send a personal representative. from their 

100402509 5» lis 

Washington, Ὁ. C., Embassy to ESTHER JACKSON. to invite her and 
two or. three others as a Freedomways délegation. to the Soviet 
Union. The Soviets indicate that it would-be bést if ali the 
‘delegates are members. of. the Communist Party and that the 
délegation will bé the guests of the Journalist institution of 
the USSR, (Freedomways Associates, Inc. -.Bufile 100-434819) 

᾿ λμβαισαν ὅτου. (Βα5116. 100-354634} ᾿ ae ae rr ae are 
The Soviets cannot give any: subscription to this 

publication until the: beginning of 1965 because they have no. ee ae 
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a 

τα ——— ..... ψ..... .ὕ.. 

Date: 6/19/64 

a 

-- ΒΗ Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code} 

I να. ΑἸΚΡΕΙ, ___REGISTERED 6ὃ9Λ ΛΌΓἷἙϑΘ 1 fg I rn (Priority or Method of Mailing) { 
γί; γετττπτστοττσσσοτουτοςςς τ" ee ee ee -.--------- τ᾿ 

των , 10: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
“mh ae, ° ) CP FROM: SKC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: SOLO. 
1550 

ReNYairtel, 6/18/64, " 

| Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are 4 copies of a 
LHM entitled, "Communist Party of Canada." A copy is also being 
designated for-the information of the Chicago Office, 

The information contained in the LHM was obtained by | 
NY 694-S* during his recent trip abroad, NY 694-S* obtained this 
information in conversation with NIKOLAI V. MOSTOVETS, Head 
of the North and South American Section of the International 
Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet. Union, and MOSTOVETS' deputy, ALEKSEL A. GRECHUKHIN, 
on the morning of June 1, 1964, in Moscow, prior to TIM BUCK's 
arrival in Moscow later that day. 

7 leh WIRD, ερμβι- Revel LAroyed TMG, | 
(3/- Ad (EEN OLA RM) | wee? 

1 - CHICAGO: (134-46 Sub-~B) (Encl. 1) (AM RM) 
1 - NY 134-91 (Inv) (41) . 
1 - NY 100-134637  (41)-- - REG δ] f Oe- 42 7 2722 τ { 

. “ pcan ΕΝ teers ᾿ ΩΝ 

a 4 ° DO:méd (41) xe me \. 4. 0]. 7 1964 
(7) ~~ CLE ἍΝ Sean oe : 

σε Ζόέν,, ΞΞ ξξξεο 
WES ffree ἡ | are \ { ες 

Joa ἔδρα a 
at Nay ὲ a 

- κ"»' " 3 “ 

a : 
Approvedg______ Sent MOP er. 
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